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Executive Summary
Bas van den Beld

This report explores the state of digital marketing in the travel industry. By collating the viewpoints and analysis of experts, thought leaders, and key 
commercial players of both industries, the report acts as a marker of the level of integration between travel brands and the various online channels within 
digital marketing in 2014. It explores and provides learned insights into what the important issues are currently, as well as future developments, and 
proceeds to infer and provide guidance in best practice for brands operating in the industry going forward.

The travel industry has changed dramatically over the years since the onset of digital. With ecosystem leaders building platforms, collecting data, and often 
encroaching downstream into specific travel verticals, brands need more than ever to stay ahead of the curve, reform and integrate business structures, 
and adopt agile frameworks to future-proof their businesses. Communicating a brand message which integrates across all digital channels, espousing 
core offline brand values that resonate throughout the purchase cycle and facilitate ongoing relationships and interactions with travel consumers, has now 
become crucial to survival.

Data is quickly becoming both a driver and key currency for new innovations. Travel services and products are becoming increasingly personalised, 
localised, and targeted, and this will lead to a wealth of both repercussions and necessary adaptations for brands operating in the travel and digital 
marketing industries, Travel 360 represents a rounded, complete perspective on the challenges facing businesses today, and the holistic approaches and 
angles that will provide real value, strategy and insight to your brand.
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A Changing industry

The Travel industry is changing rapidly and every brand should be flexible enough to change and 
adapt:

- Google, who have traditionally distanced themselves from travel industry verticals, are now 
encroaching on the market in a number of areas, brands need to anticipate, prepare and mitigate 
the effects of disruption.

- Brands need to make sure that agile enough to keep up with the changes in the market.

- Brands need to work out what really makes their brand unique.

- Communicating a holistic brand message, consistently across all channels is now very important 
to a brand’s long term prospects.

- The future of the travel industry is inextricably linked to the progress of digital developments.

- Brands need to install a startup culture and nurture a digital experience that runs throughout the 
business.

“Every brand should be flexible 
enough to change and adapt.”
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Consumer focused storytelling creates honesty and authority

Storytelling helps the digital travel industry to get the right customers in the right 
way:

- Honest, authoritative and local content, infused with quality storytelling is the 
future of travel content.

- The power that brands have is their knowledge, data and people - giving them the 
ability to leverage internal assets to targeted audiences.

- Brands need to seek out and approach content creators that inspire or resonate 
with thier brand in order to meet the scaling challenge of providing engaging 
content.

- Travel is exotic, sexy, and compelling. Every travel brand, destination, airline, 
hotel, tour  operator, or cruise line has the capacity to tell great stories and produce 
exceptional content around their product.

Integrated marketing efforts are key

In order to get the best results from digital you have to integrate different marketing 
channels:

- Integrate content and social media campaigns to fully realise the potential of your 
content.

- A brand needs to move faster than the competitors, analyse what works and have 
flexibility.

- Brands need to be able to make decisions to allocate budget where it works best.

- Storytelling, marketing, PR and outstanding content will inspire loyalty and provide 
long term success to a brand.

- Integrated structures need to be in place so the skills and experience of the right 
people can be used properly.

- Having a fully integrated, holistic approach, with integrated departments working 
both online and offline towards a single objective, is vital

- The key is to bring all the elements together, whether it be search, social, or PR 
and press coverage, online and offline, so all the different channels compliment, 
feed and fuel each other to create fantastic results.
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Data rules

In travel, a lot of data is available but there is still a lack of understanding and 
budget within the industry to process the vast quantities of data, and translate it 
into useful insights which can inform business decisions, and create attribution or 
behavioral attribution models:

- From a travel perspective, it’s important to look at your data, whether that be 
analytics data, social data, or otherwise.

- Make an effort to get the right monitoring tools in place.

- Brands need to really understand their data and understand how to use it to drill 
down deeper into their audiences’ consciousness.

- Empower your campaigns with the insights that data provides.

Understanding the audience

It is hugely important to understand audiences and consumers: 

- Embracing and engaging in niche communities will lead to higher quality and 
better content.

- Understanding customer personas can lead to a whole new way of approaching 
content.

- There is going to be an increasing trend towards personalisation and the creation 
of more unique experiences.

- Personalisation is going to be one of the big topics in the travel industry in 2014.

- Travel content needs to address specific needs, as well as inform and build 
confidence amongst holidaymakers.

- Provide an authentic experience. It evokes positive emotions and connects and 
synergises different stages of the customer journey.

Mobile

Everyone is mobile these days so brands need to be aware that mobile plays a big 
role in traffic.

- Mobile is already making a huge impact on conversion rates.

- Mobile is the biggest growth area in terms of sales.

- Mobile has led to the rise of the ‘always connected traveller’ and the possibility of
in-experience interactions with brands.

- Mobile is not just about looking at travel content but also sharing it!
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Search

Search has always been on the forefront of digital marketing in travel. But search 
is changing as well, with not just Google getting into travel, but techniques that are 
changing:

- Spammy techniques that used to work (and still might work in some cases) won’t 
lead to success in the long-term.

- Many travel brands have been using poor link building tactics and techniques 
with keyword rich and exact match anchor texts.

- There is a lot of poor quality travel blogs out there.

- Even brands that have used legitimate off-site tactics recover from penalties 
because of others using bad techniques.

- Recent changes to the search engine algorithm demand for different content 
offering in order to remain relevant. 

Understanding International Differences

Travel is a very international focused industry. You therefore need to look at all the 
different elements and options:

- It is key to understand international markets and culture specific differences.

- Internationally you need to be flexible and take advantage of unexpected 
opportunities.

- Organise teams and scale resources around native language offerings in order to 
provide an excellent all-round customer experience.

Bas van den Beld

Bas van den Beld a well known Online Marketing Strategist, trainer and speaker. 
Bas is widely considered to be an expert and influential on Internet Marketing, 
Social Marketing and Search Marketing worldwide and especially Europe.

Bas is the founder and owner of StateofDigital.com which is the predecessor 
of Stateofsearch.com, winner of the Best European Search Blog 2012. State of 
Digital focuses on getting the right content to the right people at the right time.
Bas is winner of several speaker awards and was voted amongst the top 
Influential Marketers in the UK.

He consults with several type of companies on implementation of strategic 
Internet Marketing and provides training in Search Engine Marketing, Social 
Media in the organisation, and Social Marketing and Influence Marketing related 
topics. Bas also consults for agencies and brands helping them determine 
the right online business strategy and connecting them to the right influential 
people.

Return to Contents Page
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foreword
Kevin May

The travel industry has always been subject to the force of technological change. Not so long ago, it was the world wide web that initiated a mass upheaval 
of travel services and products towards digital mediums.

Today it’s the meteoric rise of multi-screen and mobile, the emergence of a new ‘always-connected traveller’, and the implementation of ‘big data’ strategies 
within established brands, that look to make their mark on the landscape.

When the power of these forces has been resolved, their influence will have significant and far-reaching effects on every aspect of the travel industry.
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We are living in the midst of a digital revolution.

Future generations might consider the period we are living in as the dawn of an 
era that will see the intimate integration of technology with the human experience.

It’s a revolution that has already made a considerable impact on the way we travel.

In the last two decades, we’ve seen the travel service industry flow unreservedly 
into online outlets. Avenues to consumer purchase that were previously the domain 
of high street travel agencies have now fully transmuted into digital equivalents.

But even now the industry is ripe for change.

For the way we interact with the web is changing dramatically.

The massive proliferation of mobile devices, and the fact that travellers are smarter 
and better connected than ever before is making an impact.

And there’s the fact that the established brands, businesses with decades of 
experience, are sitting on a goldmine of consumer data that should they manage to 
incorporate into their marketing models, will have a profound impact on the future 
of the landscape.

The ‘always-connected traveller’

One of the factors that will have a big impact on the industry in the next few years 
will be the rise of the ‘always-connected traveller’.
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Mobiles, and specifically smartphones, have become integral to the travel 
experience and this has led to new levels of customer engagement. ‘Always-
connected travellers’ have access to real-time information flows, and the ability to 
share, connect, and interact online whilst experiencing a travel product.

This is hugely empowering to individual travellers, but also opens a world of 
opportunities for brands to engage with consumers during the travel experience. 
Previously, when a travel company sold a product, the point of sale was the last 
opportunity to interact with the customer. With the ‘always-connected traveller’ this 
is not the case.

Data roaming regulations represent the last big barrier to in-destination consumer 
interaction and these are due to be revised in the EU in 2014. When that happens 
brands will have a better opportunity than ever before to engage and build 
relationships with consumers whilst they are travelling.

Slumbering giants
 
The travel ecosystem is complex, perhaps the most complicated in e-commerce. It 
is perhaps one of the reasons why travel companies have been slower to mobilize 
for a digital market in comparison to other industries such as retail. But because 
travel companies have been able to collect such vast amounts of unprocessed 
data over the years, they have become slumbering giants - giants on top of a 
massive data goldmine.

If travel companies, and especially the big brands, can organize and implement 
this data in smart, consumer-centric ways, the effects on the industry (and indeed 
the numbers) could be huge.

Managing this data presents strategic and technical challenges for those in 
possession of it. However, the smartest brands are beginning to appreciate the 
value of putting resources into organizing, and approaching the challenge of 
analysis.

And such is the scale of the travel ecosystem, that the potential benefits of ‘big 
data’ go beyond that of existing precedents in e-commerce. It covers every step 
of the customer journey, and every stage of your travel itinerary. It’s the hotels 
and locations you’ve researched, it’s your age and preferred airline, it’s whether 
you drive or take a bus, it’s how many rooms you want to book, it’s what food you 
want to eat, what food your kids want to eat, what activities you’re interested in, 
what you’ve enjoyed and reviewed in the past. Taken together it paints a powerful 
picture of individual user preferences.

Ultimately, the stronger the data, the stronger the likelihood of conversions.

RIght now there are some amazing opportunities around data, and the leading 
travel companies should be channeling resources, actively hiring and retraining 
the workforce, in analytics.

Structured (quantitative) data – typically based on traditional travel data 
trails (i.e. preferred airline, flight options, choice of hotel, stay duration 
etc...)

Unstructured (qualitative) data - typically user generated data (i.e. 
reviews, ratings, pictures, video, etc...)

“Travel brands need to 
understand that there are 
amazing opportunities around 
data. 
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It leads to personalisation, localisation and inspiration.

Personalisation

Personalisation of the user experience, the unbundling of products to provide 
bespoke holiday packages based on individual consumer needs and desires, 
presents the possibility of richer, and more diverse travel experiences. Envisage a 
scenario in which every step of your travel itinerary is provided for with quick and 
relevant options that meet your needs. Data enables this.

Localisation

Similarly localisation, the offering of content that is locally relevant - it could be 
the best local walks, or the finest local bistros - is a growing trend. Locale specific 
data has the potential to break established tourist haunts and diversify tourist 
economies, again enriching the traveller experience to exciting new levels.

Inspiration

And on top of all this, there is always still the ‘x’ factor, the unknown quantity. The 
thing no-one is expecting, and no-one is prepared for. It could be a technological 
breakthrough that blows everything else out the water, or a content initiative that 
completely reinvents the established way of doing things.

After all, the act of travel is put into motion by moments of inspiration. That awe 
inspiring photograph, or that impassioned, eye-opening account from a friend 
that plants an irrepressible seed of desire to experience the planet. Deep down, 
perhaps we all know that travel has the power to change lives, inspire beliefs, and 
affirm life-values.

That is a very powerful thing to be working with.

The travel industry is incredibly complex. This report will give you complete 
perspective.

They need to hire data scientists 
to work alongside existing 
teams.”

Kevin May

Kevin May is editor and a co-founder of Tnooz. He was previously editor of 
UK-based magazine Travolution for nearly four years and web editor of Media 
Week UK from 2003 to 2005. He has also worked in regional newspapers (Essex 
Enquirer) and started his career in journalism at the Police Gazette at New 
Scotland Yard in London. He has a degree in criminology and a postgraduate 
diploma in magazine journalism.

Return to Contents Page
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The State of Travel
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Introduction: Surviving
‘Google Travel’

Jono Alderson

The Travel industry is, in many ways, at the cutting edge of search, content and digital marketing. The space is highly competitive, but also diverse, 
profitable and scalable; a melting pot for innovation, disruptive business models and tactical marketing. Even the most agile brands and marketing teams 
must invest aggressively in continual improvement processes, or face a long battle of attrition against competitors, affiliate websites, and decreasing return 
on paid media.

It is, however, loss of share to Google’s own properties that represents the largest long-term threat to brands operating within the industry. The integration of 
the search giant’s current platforms, combined with the quiet rollout of new travel products gradually gaining a foothold on every touchpoint of the purchase 
cycle, may be the single greatest disruption to the travel industry ecosystem in the post-digital era.
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Travel ecosystems

A sector once renowned for the hard-sell, poor service and price inflation from high street travel 
agents, the travel industry has transformed itself into a space which capitalised on the principles 
of ZMOT marketing before the term had even been coined. Companies like TravelSuperMarket, for 
example, have placed content at the heart of their digital strategy; content which builds a relationship 
with potential consumers long before they reach the purchase decision point, and long after they’ve 
spent money with the brand - on an understanding that complex decisions don’t happen in the 
spur of the moment, and that the research process, peer validation, and trust in a brand which 
provides genuine value are fundamental requirements for building and maintaining a relationship 
with a consumer over time.

Within this ecosystem, understanding what works, where to invest time, resource and intelligence, 
and to forecast on-going impact analysis is critical. In order to make positive connections with 
consumers, and to encourage users to engage and interact in a way which generates value, you 
need to understand their needs - and to optimise to solving their problems. Sustainable success 
in this industry comes from owning the consumer journey (both digitally and physically); owner 
the consumer’s entire experience – inspire them with ideas, help them to evaluate options, to plan 
before they travel, to engage during the experience, to share media afterwards, to review, and to 
participate in a community - and weave gamification through all of this, in a way which encourages 
and positively reinforces behaviour which is mutually beneficial to both the user and the brand.
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Whilst little of this is unique to the travel industry, there are some distinct challenges 
faced by holiday, flight, and similar companies imposed by the nature of the 
purchase. The research phase, sharing phase and social validation phases rarely 
occur within the brand’s control or owned environments - the seeds of ideas and 
inspiration often come from word of mouth (offline inspiration), and opportunities 
to engage in-between purchases is limited as sharing and community interaction 
often occurs on established social and media platforms such as Facebook and 
Flickr, rather than the brands’ own properties. Reviews and social validation are 
owned almost entirely by giants such as TripAdvisor, and it’s hard to gain adequate 
traction within your own website or community without directly competing with the 
established players. When trying to apply attribution modelling to the user lifespan 
in order to determine who, where and what to target, there are large holes in your 
understanding of what influenced or influences your consumers. Furthermore, 
the time lapse between travel purchases is often such that login windows, cookie 
timeouts, and even complete brand recognition are all subject to heavy decay - 
never mind that your audience uses multiple devices (and sometimes concurrently) 
- at varying stages of the process.

This represents a problem. Many organisations are stuck in a world of last-click 
marketing, where activity and budget is assigned by media channel based on 
the highest converting activity. Connecting the touch-points and intelligence 
required for understanding the value of microconversions, the progression of 
users through individual stages in a nurture funnel across multiple buying-cycle 
stages and platforms - and the evaluation of the impact of all of these actions - is 
all unachievable for many companies. If you can’t demonstrate the impact and 
effectiveness of content, social engagement and ZMOT principles, then you can’t 
get buy-in, budget, or the level of sophistication you need to compete. Even the 
most sophisticated and technically connected brands struggle for direct evidence 
that they’re making the right decisions, or to understand how all the pieces fit 
together.

Getting it right

In an ideal world, organisations would own their own ecosystems; they’d facilitate 
the research and conversational processes, curate options and ideas, and 
centralise the whole process of reviews and sharing.

When this all happens in once place - when your mobile site, your social platform, 
your international domains and you other properties all reside in a single technical 
closed system - it lowers the threshold of entry for sophisticated analysis, where 
every touch point is measured, and the value of individual interactions is charted 
against an understanding of the propensity of those actions to deliver valuable 
outcomes. With this kind of platform, it’s not unfeasible to imagine that a brand 
could reach a point where they could anticipate the needs of user types before 
they’ve been explicitly voiced, to utilise machine learning to anticipate what kinds 
of travel requirements an individual has based on their earliest behavioural signals, 
and to provide them with the best possible solution. You could shorten the decision 
making process, make the research phase a curated, seamless and invisible 
experience, and give the user the best option without any of the faff.

This kind of infrastructure needs more than just a brochureware or ecommerce 
website with a social strategy. This kind of truly joined up, competitive and effective 
marketing needs a platform. An environment which touches on all of the stages 
of the buying cycle, from start to end, and where everything can be measured. 
Something like Facebook, except more integrated throughout the entire buying 
cycle, where it’s able to monitor, engage, and suggest things to you passively 
without you feeling like your privacy is being invaded, and able to understand you 
even when you’re not actively engaging with the service; and most importantly, 
which doesn’t rely on you self-selecting your preferences, telling it what you like, or 
relying peer behaviour to guess your needs. Something like what Google+ could 
be.

Competing against Google

Something, in fact, exactly like Google+. Something which understands who you 
are, where you are, your social connections, your past needs and predicted present 
needs. Something which is connected to, collecting data from, and constantly 
refining every part of your experience so that the process of using their properties 
to research & make your purchase decision, to follow it through to completion, and 
to feed back afterwards is completely seamless and intuitive.
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They’re obviously not quite there yet, and their internal politics indicate a lack of 
cohesion around exactly where their focus should be. But play along with me, and 
imagine that there’s a plan; imagine that we’re on the cusp of them presenting 
a cohesive, united front across their platform and communications. Here’s what 
happens next.

Even for brands who’re ahead of the curve - those who’re investing in their own 
ecosystems, who’re attempting to own their own travel communities, and who’re 
using connected analytics to test, learn and improve performance by influencing, 
nurturing and supporting the customer lifecycle whilst providing user-centric 
services and top-of-the-line support - it may be too late for businesses to survive 
the changes we’re starting to see unfold in their competitive landscapes (at least, 
not without radical change to operational structures, propositions and marketing). 
Google already has the infrastructure, data, intelligence and commercial motivation 
to create, utilise and dominate with exactly the kind of approach we’re imagining, 
in a way which no other brand - with the arguable exception of Facebook, and 
possible large-scale platform and data collaboration between other giants in the 
space - could hope to compete with. 

Right now, we’re seeing increasing evidence that Google’s historical reticence to 
directly advertise brands or their own properties in organic search results through 
banners, promotions, and their own affiliate-like activity is being rapidly eroded. 
For a number of years they’ve carefully walked a line between ‘enhancing’ search 
results in various verticals (with their own properties, richly presented results 
and recommendations) into unabashed monetisation. Credit card comparisons, 
mortgage-finder services and direct insurance lead generation processes where 
Google take a cut of the profits have all snuck their way into prime real estate at 
the top of the search results over the last few years, indicating a clear trend where 
Google shows little reticence to becoming a super-affiliate across all high-value 
markets. With flight timings and bookings appearing in search results, it’s only a 
matter of time until we can do away with the pretense of travel related search being 
impartial, and to rebrand results as ‘Google Travel’.

It’s not unfeasible to imagine that this might even integrate into and become a 
Google Play alongside apps, recreation and music, where your app download and 
usage habits could feed insight into how frustrated you are at work, and therefore

how receptive you might be to ideas around a city-break or country getaway. With 
their recent purchase of Nest, Google will know when I change my home heating 
habits to turn the temperature up more frequently than usual... Maybe it’s time for 
a week away somewhere nice and warm - serendipitously facilitated by an entirely 
coincidental advert the next time I watch a YouTube video, or launch a freemium 
app on my Android phone.

If you’re selling travel or holidays services, Google is the biggest competitive threat 
to your business, and at any moment it may eat into your market share in a way you 
have no control over, and no defense against. 

Getting Social, Now

Getting the human element of search correct is imperative; knowing who I am, 
where I am, and what I want from a web of interconnected data allows brands 
to pre-empt my needs and shape their platform experience to ensure that I don’t 
want, or need, to go anywhere else. 

If Google want to win in this space, they need to achieve a level of connected data, 
experiences and branding, on a scale which has never been done. And they’re not 
there yet. If I search for ‘holiday’, I shouldn’t get ski resorts if I fancy a mediterranean 
cruise; and Google need to be able to correctly predict and understand my desires 
before I do. 
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With Google+, YouTube (now with Google+ commenting), Search, Maps, Gmail, 
Picasa, Android, and many other connected platforms in their pocket (and Chrome 
tying all these together under a single user login) - they’re almost there, and nearly 
able to do away with the ‘search’ bit entirely. Many elements of Google’s strategy 
point towards this being high on their agenda.

The missing piece of the puzzle as to why this shift hasn’t occurred yet has been in 
how deeply the Google experience is tied into specific platforms. If you want to find 
something, you Search. If you want to watch a video, you go on YouTube. These 
actions are the result of a consciously expressed need or desire, which occurs 
after the point at which Google wants and needs to be able to predict what you 
want. Google needed a tool to tell you what you want, before you know it.

Enter Google Now - the most understated and disruptive weapon in Google’s 
armoury...

Now sits on my phone, on my home screen, and ties into all of my Google properties. 
It finds out where I am. It checks the weather. It reads my email. It monitors my 
Google app usage. It reads data from Google+ on every web page I visit which 
contains an embedded +1 button, which tracks my visit. With this information, it 
can tell me to set off to work twenty minutes earlier than usual if traffic is bad and 
the roads are wet. It can let me know that I need to go to departure gate three, as 
my plane is ready to depart. It’ll tell me that the parcel I ordered from Amazon is 
due today. It’ll send me a note to let me know that a particular webpage I frequent 
has been updated with new information. It’s replacing my need to think about what 
I need, and just letting me know.

At the moment, it’s limited to these and a few other ‘cards’ - in the future, Google Now 
(either overtly or passively in the background) will become the recommendation 
engine which anticipates your needs and quietly informs you of them. Consider: 
“It’s been six months since your last holiday, you’ve some time off in August, and 
your favourite music group is playing at a festival that your musically-compatible 
friends have rated highly. Book tickets and arrange travel Y/N?”.

To create the initial functionality of Google Now, researchers continually

prompted users to consider and verbalise what they wanted or needed to have 
known during daily life, but didn’t know they needed it until after the event. Opening 
hours, travel times, sales, definitions; information which you often get ‘too late’. Get 
enough of that data, introduce some machine learning, and you’ve the ability to 
seamlessly cut out the entire research stage of the buying cycle.

With the introduction of Google Hummingbird and its ability to understand the 
meaning of what I want, and the proliferation of the Knowledge Graph, Google Now 
could easily become the entry point to all of my searches, activity and experiences. 
With increasing personalisation, localisation and connectedness, there’s increasing 
anticipation around the ‘search engine experience’ gradually demising, to be 
replaced with ‘blocks’ of contextually sensitive content, rather than a list of links. 
Google Now is already there; they just need to bring it all together.

Though it’s still early days, Google Now is highly travel orientated. Traffic, weather, 
flight support. It’s not surprising that this is the first angle they’ve attacked. The 
rise of hyper-localisation through the use of mobile devices and location services 
and ease of integration into their existing services makes it very easy for Google 
to position Now as your personal travel aid. It’s not a large step from there onto the 
same slippery slope of affiliate marketing and direct monetisation of the space.

Their challenge to move this forward is that getting it right requires an accurate 
view of an individual. If you get it even slightly wrong, perception and usage 
plummets, apps get uninstalled, and users fail to adopt. It’s no coincidence that 
Google+ is being pushed so hard, then. Google can’t afford to let it fail. Google+ is, 
first and foremost, an identity platform - a mechanism for identifying an individual, 
their activity, their preferences and their connections. Getting users logged into the 
Google ecosystem, even passively, allows for an unprecedented level of usage 
analysis, and to make all of this a reality overnight.

It’s fascinating to consider, then, the usage stats which Google frequently publish 
to defend against the perception of low levels of Google+ adoption.
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Whenever Facebook claim to have X million users, Google typically cite a number 
many multiples of X;  and we all rush to dismiss this number as including logged 
in Google usage, maps searches, and ‘peripheral’ Google+ use cases (nobody’s 
really ‘using’ Google+, right?). What if, however, ‘usage’ and therefore success for 
the Google+ platform (and the 20% bonus employees had tied to this success) has 
nothing to do with the social network aspect of Google+ at all? What if the social 
network is just a friendly face to a giant analytics engine? What if the social network 
is entirely irrelevant, and an acknowledged ‘dud’? You’re signed in all the time; you 
don’t have to actually use it, comment on posts, +1 links or in any way engage 
with the community (unless you’re actively pursuing authorship status) - simply 
being registered, frequently logged in, and using some part of Google’s ecosystem 
makes you susceptible to hyper-personalisation and targeting. The oft-cited 20% 
bonus tie-in to Google+’s success for employees talks about the success of their 
social strategy. Not Google+. Not the social bit. Have we all been looking in the 
wrong direction?

The tin-foil hat

The implications of a brand having these kinds of capabilities starts to ring alarm 
bells. Anti-monopoly movements, political pressures, or privacy concerns may 
individually or collectively ensure that this degree of interconnectivity is never 
used. If Google moves too quickly, they’ll get stung. But progression towards this 
kind of connected platform, though, as we’ve explored, is inevitable for the big 
players in the space. They - and you - need this level of connectivity in order to be 
able to effectively do the kind of sophisticated, user-centric and service/support-
based marketing we all aspire to achieve. You need your review platform to talk 
to your research phase, to join up online activity, to understand need groups, and 
to tie back to offline systems. Otherwise you’re blind in a long, complex purchase 
process and can’t consistently provide a great experience.

As users become aware of this level of targeting, however, privacy concerns 
quickly escalate. 

The PR and legal impact of Target’s infamous pregnancy incident taught us valuable 
lessons about the risks around public perception when you overly demonstrate your 
ability to deliver highly-personalised, sophisticated messaging in a way that the 
user doesn’t necessarily understand (where their solution was to ‘hide’ the degree 
of their capabilities by introducing ‘red herrings’ of generic messaging amongst 
their otherwise highly targeted content), but even their targeting abilities will seem 
naively simple in comparison of what can be achieved within Google’s ecosystem. 
Those able to deliver sophisticated targeting will have to tread a careful line around 
utilising versus managing the perception of their capabilities, or they’ll risk serious 
consumer backlash.

If Google’s application of their view of the connected user becomes too prominent 
too quickly, and they’re defeated by legal action as a result, a partnership platform 
between other giants in the space will inevitably fill the space and the same 
concerns will apply; we’ll see a cycle of rising and falling of connected platforms as 
thresholds of effort and development for connected platforms diminish, but privacy 
concerns and awareness increase. We’ll face an inevitable battle of brands walking 
and crossing the line between personalisation and invasion of privacy, and as the 
focus shifts to trading and implementing consumer data between platforms rather 
than in brand service development, the consumer will lose out. Google already 
have an infrastructure; if somebody is inevitably going to fill this space, would you 
prefer the devil you know?

Where does that leave the rest of us?

In the indeterminate future, Google (or a partnership between other platforms) 
will successfully join the dots and overcome the challenges around technical 
connectivity and user privacy. The entire customer experience will take part within 
a connected ecosystem of platforms outside of your own control; because the 
ability to predict, engage and compel behaviour that they gain from their data will 
be vastly superior than what you can achieve as a single brand or platform, and 
this will provide advantages in scalable marketing, operational efficiencies, and 
revenue generation. it’s not unfeasible to imagine that Google will own the entire 
digital aspect of the customer lifecycle, including the actual purchase.
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It’ll be possible to compete in small ways in limited areas, but they’ll be so much 
better at it than you that it’ll be a continual, unwinnable uphill struggle.

In this world, is your website, your marketing, analytics, and content strategy all 
redundant? What are your KPIs? How do you measure, optimise, and market? How 
does content marketing, relationship nurturing and SEO behave when the user 
likely never encounters your website or platform?

There’s a glimmer of hope, and it has some interesting implications. The piece 
which Google can’t control or deliver (at least, any time soon in most sectors) is the 
actual fulfilment and experience. Whilst Google may send the visitor as far as your 
product - likely taking a cut of the profit along the way - the doing bit is down to you.

Future-proofing Your Business

Today, many organisations still primarily promote themselves as the cheapest, the 
fastest, or the largest, and win market share on the strength of their ability to market 
on these factors. With Google Now and curated experiences, these factors cease 
to be competitive advantages, and are simply data points which might influence 
whether or not Google position you as the correct supplier for a moment in time, for 
each individual user. It doesn’t matter how big you are if your service doesn’t match 
my hyper-localised, hyper-personalised needs in the moment. These factors are 
no longer USPs, then; just components of operational scalability, and only valuable 
until a competitor gets a slightly larger infrastructure, or negotiates a slighter better 
relationship with a provider. If we’re looking for the best results, these kinds of USPs 
cease to be relevant; Google are looking - and always will be looking for - your 
UVP; your unique value proposition.

Google’s organic listings have always aimed to return the best result for the 
searcher, based on aligning value/context signals from the website against the 
perceived needs of the user. Historically, and still, metrics around the brand’s 
website and digital footprint act as a (often poor) proxy for ‘best’. If Google is trying 
to understand the value of individual brands in a connected world where these 
websites become significantly less important in their own right, where do you look 
for value signals?

Overnight, marketing becomes about the brand and fulfillment, rather than 
creating value signals which imply brand and fulfillment. Holiday companies and 
travel providers will rank highly (in whatever process for surfacing results is used) 
based on the quality, price and the alignment of their proposition to the needs of 
the individual user. It’s easy to imagine Google Now selectively presenting results 
based heavily on reviews of service delivery, validation of areas of authority and 
expertise, and popularity - all derived from feedback and user signals.

You need to truly differentiate yourself from the competition, in every aspect of 
your service delivery and fulfillment - and in particular you need to identify areas 
that the platform (whether it’s Google, Facebook, or a corporate conglomerate) 
can’t compete with and to be strong there - and most often, that’ll mean explicit 
demonstration of expertise and capability through the doing bit of your service. 

It’s also worth considering that when your brand is built on reputation, you can’t 
just rely on getting feedback and value signals from your customers; they’re always 
going to only represent a relatively small number of people compared to the much 
wider audience of potential influencers and influenced. You need to actively market 
to people who aren’t your core audience, those who may never shop or spend 
money with you, or those who’re at the very early research or consideration stages 
who won’t ‘convert’ on your website no matter how much you re-target them. You 
need to provide unique value to all of these people, as well as your customers, in 
other scenarios in order to build your reputation and perceived expertise. You also 
need to remain relevant, and true to your core whilst doing this.

The route to achieve this is content (and arguably inbound marketing - see Oyster.
com), the shopping experience itself (see AirBNB), or the cost (see RyanAir 
or EasyJet). But these are all limited strategies, and only work in these spaces 
because what these brands are doing is sufficiently better than their competitors. 
There’s no future-proofing here. They’re what it takes to win markets today, but 
tomorrow these are all things which can be made into processes, scaled, and even 
automated. Epic content can be machine-produced. Great customer service can 
be structured and scripted with sophisticated decision-trees. Price can be won 
through scale, negotiation, or shifting markets. These are not good factors to plan 
the future of a business on.
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Winning Travel

We’ve established that the value of your own website, its content, and its traditional 
marketing may have a finite lifespan. We may reach a day when Google doesn’t 
need, and may selectively ignore anything or everything about your brand, other 
than how good you are at what you say that you do. 

Winning in this space is hard. It requires changing organisational behaviours, 
thinking and spending, right up to the top. Don’t worry though - nobody’s getting 
this right yet. The first brands to get here will solidify their positions for the future, 
and reap the rewards immediately. Winning comes from being a great brand, 
providing a great service, and being customer-centric. Here are the key points:

• Fulfilment, quality and experience is key. Own the doing. Do it well enough 
to be irreplaceable, and to be the best possible experience at each stage. 
Create evangelists by being surprising, exciting, and a talking point.

• Create genuinely useful, valuable collateral. Provide support, guidance, 
widgets, people on the ground, curated activities. Be omni-present before, 
during and after the experience. Be the personal shopper and the personal 
guide.

• Your location(s) isn’t a USP/UVP, but being an unrivalled expert at location-
level is. Know the best bars. Recommend the best routes and walks. Introduce 
the nicest B&Bs. Make superstars out of local produce heros. Explain how to 
book a taxi from the airport. Throw in a free foreign phrase booklet. Etc.

• Compete at a hyper-local level; own the concepts of location to/from location, 
location to/from language, or location to/from experience type. There’s less 
competition here, and huge opportunity to create evangelists.

You get the idea. What you’re trying to do is to utterly dominate a niche by 
becoming the definitive and unrivalled resource in that space. This is an immutable 
competitive advantage, Google-proof, and guaranteed to get you top rankings, 
traffic, and sales. It’s hard, though - the only way to scale this is by doing the work. 
Dominating one small niche is easy - dominating ten is hard. A hundred takes 
serious man-hours, and needs to be constantly updated, improved, refined and 
expanded. 

This is hard for existing and established companies. You can’t simply bolt on this 
kind of thinking, or retrofit an existing business model. If you’re huge offline, you’ve 
got to earn that scale online - and that’s an enormous amount of work. If you’re a 
large company which has relied on scale as a proxy to value, you need to consider 
how you start small and begin to prove your value. Start with a micro-niche. 
Research, produce and maintain the definitive, ultimate resource for discovering 
and exploring castles in Poland, for example. Provide history, geography, transport, 
and insight. No such resource exists today, because as a single point of focus 
it’s not perceived to be particularly lucrative. Half a dozen sites have produced 
something which adequately describes the topic, but nobody’s dominating. Yet 
this is exactly the kind of resource which is liable to influence the propensity of my 
brand to turn up on somebody’s phone in a Google Now alert. Get there first, and 
win these battles at scale.
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Measuring Success

When your digital ecosystem doesn’t tell you the whole picture on performance - 
and more importantly, how to improve it - it’s time to look beyond your website. Invest 
time and intellectual resource in defining performance KPIs which span beyond 
pageviews and conversions into areas typically perceived as ‘softer’, like reputation, 
satisfaction and net promoter scores. Understand how well your proposition and 
experience aligns with the users and need groups who are engaging with it - as 
well as those who aren’t, so as to avoid creating a filter bubble effect.

Joining these ‘experiential’ metrics up with your hard performance metrics 
(whether purely digital or otherwise) allows you to start to solve for poor customer 
experience and missed opportunities, whilst keeping an eye on how this impacts 
end performance. Focusing in the right areas will correlate with commercial gain, 
and allow you to shift your focus from picking keywords to answering questions; 
from improving bounce rate to improving experiences; aligning audiences and 
need groups with optimised propositions and solutions. Again, though, this is about 
doing the thing which matters and makes the difference, rather than attacking the 
symptoms of having not solved problems and provided a good experience. This 
is hard - it requires you to fix root problems, change propositions, and become 
a better provider. Improving bounce rate is easily achieved through changes to 
channel tactics or on-page psychology, whereas understanding what went wrong 
and ceasing to fail to cater for existing user needs is much tougher - but vastly 
more rewarding, and only increasingly so as search engines and social platforms 
continue to hyper-personalise and match needs to solutions.

Of course, you can still optimise your digital metrics, develop clever technical 
opportunities and initiatives, and optimise at both ends of the spectrum. For the 
travel industry, there are opportunities to measure, understand and optimise the 
experience itself - consider how Disney offer ‘magic’ wristbands which, during your 
stay in the park, ‘virtualises’ your queue experience, (it just prompts you when it’s 
your turn on a ride), provides discounts, and tracks usage. Using this data, they 
can vastly improve the ‘delivery’ component of their experience, identify challenges 
and opportunities, and then feed learnings from these areas back up to their digital 
strategy. 

Similarly, feed your offline behaviour data into your ecosystem. For extended travel 
experiences, a significant portion of the consumer spend may occur in transit 
and/or offline. This information is vital to understand and to optimise towards. Use 
Universal Analytics or equivalent technology to pass spend data back and forth 
between your analytics platform and your offline or disparate systems. Optimise for 
the business, not for the website.

This is a powerful process, and one which could be emulated through the provision 
of ‘companion’ phone/tablet applications which are designed to be useful rather 
than commercial, and which genuinely add value to the travel experience. Start 
using technology and analytics to optimise for better and better connected, and 
everything else will follow. These factors will directly affect your propensity to rank, 
be visible, be talked about, and remain relevant.

Ironically, the PR, newspaper and TV industries have based performance metrics 
for many years on these kinds of ‘softer’ metrics, whilst digital practitioners have 
scoffed at them and looked at their exposure, column inches and reputational 
impact metrics in disdain from our intellectual high-ground of pageviews, bounce 
rates and conversions. Whilst our world is eminently measurable, we’ve been 
measuring things which are essentially just proxies to what we’re actually interested 
in; metrics around effectiveness, successfulness and impact, and metrics which 
allow us to prioritise our focus and identify areas of potential.

If we’ve arrived at a point where the digital ecosystem rewards those who’re efficient, 
connected, but most importantly good rather than appearing to be good, then 
you can guarantee top exposure, listing and rankings by simply being the best, 
by niche, at scale, for every user scenario. Your measurement ecosystem, then, 
needs to find direct lines of sight between positive experiences and commercial 
outcomes, and to work to shape your business to focus on these routes to success. 

You need to craft KPIs which are bespoke and tailored to what’s important and 
what success looks like; it might be that, for your business review volumes are 
more important than average ratings, or that sentiment on Twitter has the closest 
correlation to average lifetime value of any marketing metric. 
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You may find that the most impactful change you can make is to reduce inbound call 
quantities and duration (and therefore cost) from phone numbers on the website by 
providing more offline supportive collateral and resources.

Explore, discover, define and plan to these metrics; go beyond just your core website, 
share data between systems and spot where you’re failing to meet user needs. 
Survive by building a brand with a unique value proposition which unequivocally 
owns a thing, or things (transport, location, language, pets, whatever), and be 
irreplaceable.

Closing Thoughts

Much of this is supposition. The chances of a single platform rising to such levels 
of pervasive connectivity without triggering severe social and political backlash 
are realistically slim in the short term - all of the research and evidence suggests 
that predictive recommendations make us uncomfortable, and most people are 
uncomfortable even with the idea of websites performing basic interaction-level 
tracking (and don’t understand the basic mechanics of cookies, web browsers or 
server technology). ‘Google Travel’ may be little more than an iteration of tailored 
search results. It may be a passive component of Google Maps, Google Now, 
or Google Search which never gets a distinct name. It may be everything I’ve 
postulated and more. Regardless though, travel is a space at the forefront of 
Google’s attention due to its rich, structured data, and ease of entry for Google 
themselves - have no doubt that they have plans.

In the future, even if we don’t end up with a ‘super-power’ platform, many of the 
individual considerations, changes and concerns we’ve explored still apply. Google 
Now exists today. Increasingly direct monetisation of search engine results pages 
increases to erode the idea of ‘organic’ listings even now. Google is already using 
hyper-personalisation, hyper-localisation and context sensitivity to give you what it 
thinks you want - even if that’s not precisely what you searched for. It’s making flight 
recommendations, and tracking where you go.

Your priority, then, is to join your own platforms up and learn. Connect your disparate 
domains, localised microsites and mobile versions into a single ecosystem; 
either through technical change, or clever application of analytics and tracking 
technologies.

Understand how people with different types of needs behave, and provide a better 
connected service to all of it, rather than isolated segments. Consider joining up 
with the platforms of others in synergistic relationships and learn more about how 
people behave, what people want, and where to place your focus - and give it to 
them in a way which provides added value, a pleasant surprise, and goodwill. Go 
beyond your target market and core audience to leave a positive impression with 
people who may never ever shop with you, but whose opinion might shape the 
perception of your brand amongst others. This is your competitive advantage.

As Google and other platforms evolve, who you say you are, what you say you’re 
good, how big you are and how many properties you own will become less of 
an advantage, and more of a burden of scale. You may find that, increasingly, 
your own platforms become less relevant as users find better and more connected 
experiences and processes elsewhere. Where customers are already buying 
through aggregators and price comparison sites, expect this trend to continue to 
third parties curating the entire process, end-to-end, excluding the actual service 
delivery. Expect the opinions, reviews and perception of others - beyond your 
consumers, core audience and target market, not to mention the offline world - to 
shape your performance. Small, agile outfits who can sustainably and positively 
dominate a small niche, who provide a tailored, expert opinion, result or service will 
win out every time, as they’re a better match for the kind of hyper-localised intent-
matching that search engines, social platforms and recommendation engines seek 
to deliver. This is the objective Google set out to achieve with Panda, Penguin, 
Venice and Hummingbird, and will continue to pursue with subsequent updates.

It’s a daunting logistical challenge to retro-fit genuine expertise, authority and 
consumer empathy into an existing corporate structure, whereas a disruptive 
startup can bake this thinking into their business model from day one. Harness the 
scale, authority and infrastructure of your organisation to start joining up your data 
and optimising for the entire customer (and non-customer) experience, and fix the 
biggest holes first. You’ll not run out of opportunities for huge improvements any 
time soon.

Aim to provide the service Google’s looking to reward by creating the value signals 
they’re looking for - not by enlisting an agency or marketing team to develop 
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creative content and clever gimmicks which emulate those signals, but by behaving 
in the kinds of ways which prove that the value is real. Be the demonstrable expert, 
provide superb service to the niches your competitors have overlooked or ignored, 
and build a better brand step-by-step, at each point becoming the undisputed 
best resource, service, and search result. No matter what the future holds, you’ll 
secure, and keep, top rankings in areas where you’ve proven you deserve them.

Jono Alderson

Jono has over a decade of blended experience in digital marketing, with 
expertise in SEO, analytics, campaign strategy and web development - from 
defining the ‘big picture’ and strategic direction, right down to getting my 
hands dirty in the nitty-gritty technical detail.

He’s worked with agencies, startups, household brands and FTSE 100 
companies to define, support and deliver successful SEO, content, analytics 
and brand strategies at an international level.

At Linkdex, he heads up the Insight team to layer human expertise and 
consultancy on top of our award-winning platform, coupling big data with big 
thinking.
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From teletext to multi-screen: 
Evolution in the travel industry 
from 1993-present

Lee Stuart 

The travel industry has undergone evolutionary change in the last 20 years. Not so long ago planning a holiday involved leafing through glossy brochures 
and a trip to a high street travel agency.

Technology has changed the landscape irrevocably. First with Teletext and later through developments around the World Wide Web, travel businesses have 
evolved to meet new opportunities in direct and multichannel marketing.

Today travel is the largest and most complex industry ecosystem in e-commerce. This is an overview of the digital developments that have changed and 
influenced the direction of the travel industry, and the trends we can expect in the year ahead.
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Teletext

It was Teletext that first demonstrated the power of real-time delivery of holiday deals to consumer living 
rooms. Fast and easy to get to market, it provided a level playing field for both established brands and 
new start-ups.

Teletext marked something of a growth spurt for the travel industry. All of a sudden any business with a 
call centre and a Teletext page could compete with leading brands. This was a revolutionary concept at 
the time and indicative of the industry’s digital future.

Google

Travel brands realised the potential of online bookings with the widespread adoption of the web. Google 
in particular has had a significant influence on the industry for the better part of two decades as it has 
grown to become the natural gateway for consumer purchases online. Their influence can be felt in three 
distinct channels: pay per click, organic and aggregated search.

Pay Per Click (Adwords)

Adwords quickly established itself as the main channel for direct marketing online. However, over time, 
the price of getting traffic at a reasonable price on Adwords became more difficult and margins began to 
erode. At this point brands began to look for more cost-efficient routes to market...

Organic search

Saturation of paid channels led brands to invest more heavily in organic search and it is a discipline 
that has continued to evolve over the last ten years. At first it was fairly easy to plan what the yield would 
be from particular keywords, but this has now gone from being a predominantly technical discipline, to 
something which also involves a range of different skillsets including networking, relationship building, 
and content creation.
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Caliber insights: new roles

New developments to search algorithms have meant the creation of new job titles. 
For example, ‘content strategists’. These people focus on ideation and analysis, 
examining the market to work out where the gaps are from a content perspective.

“Over the years organic search 
has become much more user-
focused, rather than Google-
focused.”

Tweet This Quote

Whereas in the past the predominant approach was to create the content and 
integrate it with existing sites, today the focus is simply to identify a target audience 
and create content users want to see.

Aggregated search

Google have made continual investments into vertically aligned travel products 
and most recently these have been in aggregated search products.

It was the acquisition of ITA Software in 2010 that signalled the company’s travel 
ambitions, with Google flight search and Google hotel finder being the products 
developed as a direct result of the acquisition.  The progress of these products is 
likely to be keenly watched in the industry since they provide direct competition for 
specialised travel aggregator sites.

Social media

Social media channels have been  tumultuous  over the last few years, with networks 
rising and falling in popularity and competing for market share. Those with the most 
versatile API’s (Facebook, Twitter etc.) have come out on top, but in many respects 
are still evolving in their monetisation models.

It presents a very interesting opportunity from a campaign and content perspective, 
and there is a lot of room for new ideas and fresh tactics.

Caliber insights: social media tactics

‘Useful’ content

One of the top tactics at the moment is to combine social with content that is 
‘useful’. Content that is actually valuable to travel customers (e.g. maps, guides, 
planners etc), rather than being gimmicky, competition led, off-brand or shocking, 
can really differentiate a brand.

‘Two stage tactics’

Campaigns can also be interesting from a research perspective when they use ‘two 
stage tactics’.  For example, brands can make an initial social media campaign 
with a competition or interactive piece, but use the data generated from that to 
develop  an infographic or other content piece afterwards. 

https://twitter.com/intent/tweet?text="Over the years organic search has become much more user-focused" via @leestuart+http://bit.ly/1nbJngt %23Travel360
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That way you’re getting both social likes, shares and audience interaction, as well 
as generating links from the second piece of content.

Integration

There is definitely an attitude amongst some in the industry that certain disciplines 
take precedence over others, however the truth is all departments should work 
very closely together.

Despite the growing trend towards integration between disciplines within digital 
marketing, to an extent the SEO industry does still exist in its own silo. There is a 
tendency to look inwards (i.e. ‘look at us, we have the coolest content!’) when really 
we should be focusing on how well campaigns project outwards.

Caliber insights: integrated team planning

At Caliber, what we do as a team is to create a step-by-step plan for the year ahead. 
We look to set out the resources that we will need to help ensure the success of any 
particular campaign. For instance, if we’re creating content, we need social equity 
in order to make that content more shareable.

We create a plan around the themes of the work that we want to do  with regards 
to the travel industry that might be a destination-based theme, or it might be a 
product-based theme.

We then create a calendar covering the whole year, which includes events that we 
participate in or host ourselves. We connect together the content creation,  link 
building, SEO, and social efforts in order to bring those teams together.

There is usually one overall marketing objective, but each individual team will have 
additional objectives themselves. The social team will want to grow engagement 
and followers. The SEO team will want to grow rankings, traffic, and generate 
revenue.

For the campaigns we have running, there will be a weekly call with the entire team 
working on the project. That will involve the wider team which is defined as; our 
team and the client’s team. We update each other on any critical issues and any 
changes on the brand side. 

It is important to keep in touch with large brands particularly since they will have 
lots of new press developments, and new elements that can influence both  social 
and SEO activity. 

‘Agile’ marketing

The need for an ‘agile’ marketing approach is born from the tremendous change 
that the digital world has brought to the travel industry.

There is a fundamental contrast between digital strategies and the way the travel 
industry has operated in the past. Digital marketers move quickly and with more 
flexibility than traditional in-house brand management teams - their expertise is in 
response, action, and sales. Brand managers on the other hand tend to work to 
a longer timeline, creating carefully researched strategies and guidelines - their 
expertise is in longer-term insights and brand equity.

The agile marketing approach takes its influence from the agile software 
development movement. The methodology espouses “collaboration between self-
organising, cross-functional teams [and] promotes adaptive planning, evolutionary 
development and delivery, encouraging rapid and flexible response to change.” 
(Source: Wikipedia) Typically, an agile approach involves implementing smaller 
scale, flexible projects that can be quickly evaluated and measured, with strategies 
being optimised accordingly.  It is a process which has proved useful in uniting the 
expertise of different teams.

In a digital landscape, travel brands need to be flexible and they need to be agile, 
dedicating resources to whatever opportunities present themselves and keeping 
up-to-date with new technology and trends.
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Caliber insights: agile marketing

As an example of agile marketing, one thing we do at Caliber and are beginning to 
invest more in is media relations.

Here there are both offline and online opportunities where it is important to pursue 
the right ones. If you play your cards right, you can gain natural editorial links of a 
very high value (particularly from publishing brands), which leads to great social 
and audience exposure since a lot of these brands have great social following.

At Caliber we might sponsor an event, but we need to be flexible, reactive and able 
to make a decision in the short term. Basically, we need to be able to do research 
on the audience and demographic quickly, and make a decision whether to push 
for sponsorship.

Aggregators

As is the case with a number of other industries, travel aggregator sites are amongst 
the most visible brands on Google, with Skyscanner.net and Cheapflights.co.uk 
topping the list by some distance.

Aggregators challenge brands because they are agile. They are focused on a 
single goal, and are not afraid to test new things. In contrast the size of a brand can 
actually become something of an Achilles heel when competing with aggregators 
because of the lead times, sign-offs and processes involved in implementing new 
practices. Imagine a supertanker turning around in the harbour - it turns a lot slower.

Mobile and multi-screen

Recent research from Google has shown that in the UK people connect on  average 
on three devices, which is higher than the global average. Tablet and mobile use is 
rising, and consumers are using their smartphones more than ever. Shoppers now 
research extensively on their smartphones then purchase either on mobile or on 
desktop, tablet or offline.

This is especially relevant in the context of travel’s long purchase cycles, and the 
importance of the dreaming, inspiration and planning stages of the consumer 
journey leading up to a travel transaction. For travel brands, sites must be optimised 
across screens to ensure a seamless user experience.

Caliber insights: mobile

We ran some big content marketing pieces in the last couple of years, and we 
were able to see from analytics data that 60-70% of all of the activity around those 
particular pieces was actually from mobile devices.
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The agile marketing approach takes its influence from the agile software 
development movement. The methodology espouses “collaboration between self-
organising, cross-functional teams [and] promotes adaptive planning, evolutionary 
development and delivery, encouraging rapid and flexible response to change.” 
(Source: Wikipedia) Typically, an agile approach involves implementing smaller 
scale, flexible projects that can be quickly evaluated and measured, with strategies 
being optimised accordingly.  It is a process which has proved useful in uniting the 
expertise of different teams.

In a digital landscape, travel brands need to be flexible and they need to be agile, 
dedicating resources to whatever opportunities present themselves and keeping 
up-to-date with new technology and trends.

The present (and digital education)…

The speed of digital developments has meant that there is a constant need to 
educate clients and bring them up to speed with the latest practices. The level 
of education can be quite variable. There are some big names that we’ve worked 
with where we’re very surprised by the level of knowledge they have. On the other 
end of the scale, there are also some very large businesses with very large online 
presences, with little or no resource dedicated towards natural search.

Caliber insights: brand/agency relationships and education

An agency’s role with a brand will develop over time. When first taking a client on, 
if there is no existing data, knowledge, or results, the agency may take the lead in 
both planning and  execution of the strategies devised.

Some clients are extremely clear about what they want, however in the majority of 
cases, the agency leads. 

They need agencies to think for them, and to offer insights from work that they 
have done on other campaigns, which they would not  otherwise have access to. 
Essentially that is where the value is with an agency.

For a marketing manager for whom SEO may only form 10-15% of their role, a 
digital agency’s involvement can really make a difference. The relationship can, 
for example, include time on site with the brands - we will happily help educate a 
team and help them grow. We also help with one-to-one training sessions enabling 
clients to develop strategies and measurement frameworks. Sometimes, we even 
help them recruit!

Future directions...

Personalisation (The Holy Grail...)

Overall, the evolution of travel technology shows a consistent trend towards 
personalisation. 
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This is particularly true in the context of mobile and multi-screen – consumers 
want immediate results and to be able to access content and services on mobile 
bandwidth. 

Being personalised and having the information ready so that individuals do not 
have to navigate through a series of booking fields, but instead have a tailored 
service that is intuitive to their needs, represents the future of travel bookings.

If consumers really like a brand and they have a really strong experience with that 
brand, they are prepared to give more data and more information about themselves 
to the brand. In exchange, almost as an unspoken contract, brands need to deliver 
for their needs when consumers need them.

Going forward this is what brands should focus on as there are opportunities here. 
People need to feel wanted, and they need to feel at home – (and for a travel brand, 
this is kind of the Holy Grail)…

Local content

For me, the real content, the real secrets and hidden gems, come from the local 
people who live in travel destinations. How we use or trade that knowledge to 
create awesome content and improve the brand experience is a question travel 
brands need to be thinking about.

How can we support these local initiatives? What people really want is more 
emotional and evocative experiences, both from the website and the product 
itself. In order to achieve this, we need to find out where the REAL source of this  
knowledge  lies.

Where is this information? What vineyard has the finest, most unique wines? What 
cave  has the most epic stalactites? Where is it? At the moment this information isn’t 

in holiday brochures or brand content but the opportunity is certainly there.

Top Tips for 2014 (in the meantime)

Audit those links

Get rid of old school tactics in your link profile. Some of the biggest wins this year 
will be from link cleansing and link removal work. It is hugely effective, because for 
many years the sector was saturated with link acquisition and SEO tactics.

A lot of the result sets, the top ten sites, are heavily investing in SEO. Therefore 
removing the bad and creating good content can be hugely beneficial. At Caliber, 
we’ve seen enormous leaps in traffic because of it.

It works  particularly well in the travel industry because of the aggressive tactics 
that many sites have used in the past.

Foster partnerships and relationships

Particularly with destination marketing and tourist spots, there are tons of resources 
and interesting pages about every destination you can think of. It will be very 
beneficial to seek those out and get a link there.

Video

Video is extremely powerful in travel as it adds a new level of experience to the 
purchasing decision. To be able to see exactly what you are about to experience 
or pay for is very powerful, from walking through the room to seeing the pool, hotel 
and grounds.

As a travel branding or travel marketing tool it is also extremely useful. Many 
consumers today almost expect it (or soon will do).
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User generated content

The success of TripAdvisor and the user generated review model is hugely 
significant. It has become quite a natural stage of the buying cycle to think: what 
are the reviews like? What does the user generated content look like? What symbols 
of trust can I gain from other people?

User generated content is enormous. Consumers don’t need as much of an 
incentive to contribute as they used to. People ‘comment’ freely and in abundance 
now and writing a review of a travel experience is becoming almost second nature.

There is more of a social context to develop around these reviews. Potentially, if you 
are looking at social content, how people you know personally have experienced a 
product before can be a powerful influencer. There is room for development there.

Google’s Hummingbird algorithm

Hummingbird has made an impact on extremely generic destination-level queries. 
If you made the query, “Holland”, the depth of the content that the website or brand 
has available is now taken into consideration.

There has certainly been a change in those types of result sets. It’s now much 
more difficult for commercial businesses to rank for non-commercial queries such 
as this. 

Brands now have to focus more on the intent, which is a very positive development 
for consumers.

There will also be a growth in the localisation of search results. The variance in 
results, in terms of the way that the algorithm serves, will see changes depending 
on the location that the query is relevant to.

Lee Stuart

Lee Stuart is an online marketer, analyst and data expert who has honed his 
skills over a 24 year career. Starting as a specialist in the UK travel industry, 
Lee made the shift from travel management to direct marketing via Teletext in 
the 1990s. He followed the transition into online marketing in 2004 forming a 
pivotal role in developing one of the UK’s most successful online travel agents. 
Recently, his agency work has added wider experience in the retail, finance, 
electronics and luxury sectors. In these verticals Lee has been at the forefront 
of attaching accurate and tangible value to SEO work including developing 
a number of proprietary methods to calculate the return on investment in the 
channel. Lee is positioned on key accounts and across all accounts to co-
ordinate the Caliber team and give insight and strategy to clients.

Return to Contents Page
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ZMOT Review: Where the
customer journey begins

Google Think Insights

It has now been three years since Google Think Insights published ‘ZMOT: Winning the Zero Moment of Truth’, the industry defining ebook covering 
consumer behaviour and digital marketing online. In the world of e-commerce it has been something of a game changer.

Anyone who has made a purchase online is acutely aware of the various mental phases we traverse before purchasing a product online. First there’s a 
general consideration phase, followed by a research phase in which we seek additional information; perhaps we look at some alternative products, and 
seek out the best available deal. Once our informational needs are satisfied, we look for reassurance and ease from a reputable site to make a transaction.
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ZMOT did more than affirm what was generally understood to be consumer behaviour. It brought it 
from the realm of reasonable conjecture into tangible, attributable reality, with the data backing of 
the most informed and influential player there is - the search giant, and gatekeeper to all consumer 
e-commerce, Google.

Consumers engaging in a purchase cycle are on something of a journey. They look to traverse the 
various stages, seeking out brands to fulfill needs and provide a service that move them along the 
journey.

Travel magnifies this process immensely. The travel purchasing cycle is the longest in e-commerce, 
often taking between 15-30 day from the first digital interaction to the moment of transaction.

Source: Google Analytics, Q4 2012. N = US: 130M conversions (12K profiles); UK: 78M (8.3K); DE: 52M (4.4K); FR: 36M (5.2K); BR: 35M 
(2.6K); JP 20.5M (2.0K); CA: 7.4M (1.4K). Note that the purchase paths in this report are each based on interactions with a single ecommerce 
advertiser.
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When one extends the scope of interactions to include experiential responses, 
perhaps on social media, or with mobile apps, the cycle can often be even longer 
than that.

Social goes digital

Whilst holidays have been popular for the longest time, for the best part of the last 
century it remained a relatively unchanging process. 

Even after the onset of worldwide consumer air travel, going on holiday consisted 
of relatively simple touch points. A friend or relative would perhaps offer a 
recommendation for a destination or resort, and the transaction would be processed 
by a travel agent. We were, in the past, overly reliant on word of mouth as a source 
of inspiration and primary influencer.

The internet has completely changed this. As more of our lives are spent online, 
social interactions with travel brands have become acknowledged as a significant 
part of the purchase cycle.

Primarily, they act as ‘first-interactions’, but what ZMOT studies have really brought 
home, is an appreciation of the different phases of the consumer journey in it’s 
entirety.

Content

The game changing element of ZMOT has had a real and highly significant impact 
on the way the travel industry views content. When one considers that such a 
great deal of time is spent online perusing and being influenced by travel content, 
whether it be review, photography, or a content marketing piece, the practice of 
minimum viable content has become decidedly dated.

It has now become universally acknowledged amongst all brands operating the 
travel ecosystem that the production of content, and the marketing efforts that 
derive from this have become crucial to a travel brand’s business model.

Integration

Consumers today are now tremendously and unequivocally empowered. They 
have the freedom to engage with different brands at will, and are quick to return to 
search in order to seek out content, information, or a service that conforms exactly 
to what they are looking for.

Source: Google Analytics, Q4 2012. N = US: 130M conversions (12K profiles); UK: 78M (8.3K); DE: 52M (4.4K); FR: 
36M (5.2K); BR: 35M (2.6K); JP 20.5M (2.0K); CA: 7.4M (1.4K). Note that the purchase paths in this report are each 
based on interactions with a single ecommerce advertiser.
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In a month long travel cycle, wherein consumers invariably interact with a several 
brands, both interchangeably and in competition with one another, it is even more 
important for brands to communicate coherent messages, and conduct campaigns 
that indicate a clear brand identity in order to win the the Zero Moment of Truth.

More information about Google’s ZMOT research can be found at Google Think 
Insights in ‘ZMOT: Winning the Zero Moment of Truth’ published 2011, and ‘ZMOT 
Handbook: Ways to win shoppers at the Zero Moment of Truth’ published 2012.

Return to Contents Page

http://www.google.co.uk/think/collections/zero-moment-truth.html
http://www.google.co.uk/think/collections/zero-moment-truth.html
http://www.google.co.uk/think/research-studies/2011-winning-zmot-ebook.html
http://www.google.co.uk/think/research-studies/2012-zmot-handbook.html
http://www.google.co.uk/think/research-studies/2012-zmot-handbook.html
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The Travel Brand Ecosystem
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The Online Travel Ecosystem

The travel purchase cycle can been divided into five distinct stages. For many, the 
process can take up to thirty days, and the travel ecosystem has formed around 
needs and services consumers look for in preparation for a travel journey. Brands 
within the travel ecosystem, connect with consumers at touchpoints relating to their 
needs in relation to the ‘consumer journey’.

Larger brands can serve customers in two, or even three of the stages. The most 
successful occupy a place in the ecosystem, acting as a primary resource for 
consumers undertaking the journey.
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Educating the Expedia Affiliate 
Network

Martin MacDonald

The travel industry has in recent years been particularly susceptible to changes in the search engine algorithm. As one of the foremost service providers in 
the industry, the Expedia Affiliate Network have a certain role to play educating partners in the latest digital developments.

Martin MacDonald explains the current outlook, the factors making an impact on the industry, and the challenges travel brands will have to meet in order to 
stay on top of developments and remain competitive in years to come.
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The long, long-tail

In the world of e-commerce, travel is a spectacularly difficult market in that it has, in all likelihood, the 
largest long-tail of any industry globally. Many industries are very top heavy in the keywords that people 
use to search, but travel is a notable exception to this, and the long-tail in the industry is vast.

Hotels, for example, may be searched by name, or by city in conjunction with a name, or by the name 
of the hotel chain, or by the name of the hotel chain in conjunction with a city - each individual hotel can 
be serviced by a group of 20 or 30 keyword variations. Once that is multiplied by 30 languages and 
200,000 hotels, it means millions of potential keywords serving hotels alone. Other notable industries with 
a substantial investment in e-commerce such as retail, entertainment, finance, or iGaming, simply don’t 
encompass tens of millions of keywords that come into play as they do with travel.

It means that travel, as an industry with such a massive long-tail, is far more susceptible to updates to the 
search engine algorithm which target long-tail searches.

The current outlook

There is a great deal of momentum in the industry at the moment and this is largely due to the new 
initiatives Google are imposing on the search landscape. Projects such Google Hotel Finder have been 
introduced and are interfering with the meta search environment, with brands such as Kayak or Trivago 
and other price comparison sites for travel. Other significant moves by Google include their Transit Trip 
Planner, which has been kept very quiet, but has the potential to radically change the way that consumers 
are searching for their travel itineraries online.

In some ways these initiatives are fantastic for consumers because they provide a single location for them 
to find prices for flights, hotels, and other products, whilst also planning out their holiday itineraries. It also 
means that they represent, potentially, a genuine disruption to the composition of the industry as it is at 
the moment.
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A Google monopoly?

Certainly from an Expedia affiliate perspective, we know that for above 50% of all 
of the bookings that we receive, the consumer’s journey starts at Google. When 
you consider that is likely also to be true for other segments of the market such as 
meta search, or direct bookings, we can reasonably state that Google already have 
something of a monopoly in Europe.

“We are reaching a situation 
where Google are potentially 
breaking an impasse with the 
travel industry, wherein they 
further encroach on the travel 
industry’s ability to market 
themselves.”

- Martin MacDonald

Tweet This Quote

It could eventually fulfill a substantial gap in the Google’s data sphere of influence, 
one that they have not had access to in the past. Frankly, it will also make a large 
difference to the people currently operating in the space because it will soon 
become difficult for other meta search partners to compete with the scaling power 
of Google, being the natural first port of call for anybody planning a travel trip. 
At the moment, even when using a travel price comparison site or meta search 
partner, they generally do so having visited Google first.

“It’s entirely possible now 
that Google will carry on 
encroaching downstream into 
their affiliates, and potential pick 
them off one by one depending 
on which models are the most 
viable for them.”

For businesses without the scaling ability that Google possess, without the ability to 
process information like Google can, it will become extremely difficult to compete. 
At the moment they haven’t fully committed to changing the travel market, but in the 
event that they do (and there is still an ‘if’ as to their intentions), it will be extremely 
hard to compete with Google simply because they are the default destination for 
all web traffic.

https://twitter.com/intent/tweet?text="We're reaching a situation where Google are breaking an impasse with the travel industry." via @searchmartin+http://bit.ly/1nbJngt %23Travel360
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The effect on travel business

Traditionally, there have always been casualties in the travel market and this will 
continue to be true. If you look at the travel websites that existed 5 or 10 years ago 
in comparison to the travel websites that exist now, it’s possible to see that there 
has been a certain cannibalisation of the market.

Smaller businesses have been acquired by larger key players, and certain brands, 
having fallen foul of Google’s updates were put into positions where they were 
no longer able to compete. Some have been priced out of the adwords arena, 
and others perhaps relied too heavily on duplicate content which has been and 
continues to be a major problem in travel.

Duplicate content

The Expedia Affiliate Network (EAN) offer a reasonably unique service, inasmuch 
that there are not many affiliates out there who have an API which can provide a 
hotel booking site for 200,000 hotels.

What that has meant in the last decade, is that in certain cases where we have, for 
example, provided data files with hotel descriptions or destination descriptions, 
these have been recycled with little or no alterations in 30 or 40 different languages 
for a couple of hundred thousand hotels.

When Google’s Panda update was rolled two years ago, the businesses were, 
essentially, annihilated for using duplicate content. This included businesses that 
previously had been turning over tens of millions of dollars per year. However, 
because they didn’t fit with Google’s objective of having unique answers in the 
result set they were brushed out of the way, and of out of competitiveness.

Expedia’s role in the network

There is a great need in the industry to educate businesses, to help them understand 
the digital landscape, and prepare for the future. Expedia has got a very important 
role to play in this and ultimately it comes down to scalability.

Expedia’s role is to work with large brands and help them to optimise or correct 
their search marketing strategies so they can continue to gain traffic from Google. 
It has never been a scalable solution for Expedia to provide partners with all the 
content they need in all the different languages, as this is simply not practical.

The problem in the industry at the moment, is that when you say to a company: “the 
reason your business is suffering is because you’re using duplicate content, which 
you have managed to make a business out of for the last decade, but you now 
need to stop doing that and instead write unique content for 100,000 hotels…”, it’s 
a very difficult pill for them to swallow.
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The primary challenge that partners have at the moment is to devise a means of 
producing content, engaging content, that is unique enough for them to carry on 
ranking, and of sufficient quality to encourage consumers to convert.

One of the big barriers to achieving this is that for too long the industry has revolved 
around a model that looks to expend the minimum amount of effort and expenditure 
possible in order to create a website that is ROI positive. It’s not unique to the travel 
industry, it’s endemic to every major industry with websites that scale - marketers 
always looked at the minimum amount of investment needed on a per page basis 
to attract traffic.

Building a brand

Ultimately, it comes down to what is best for the consumer. A consumer visiting 
a travel website or indeed any other website, is looking to find information about 
the product that are interested in, to experience content, and to end up feeling 
reassured enough to be in a position to convert on a companies website. This is in 
line with Google’s vision, and for travel companies it means, in real terms, that they 
need to invest $10-20 on each page to fulfill that content. There are other options 
available, such as sourcing user generated content or reviews, but the changes 
and investment will need to be made.

“We are now in the situation, 
after the Panda and Penguin 
updates, that businesses need 
to build a brand in order to build 
a business.

Businesses need to do a better 
job of catering for consumers, 
which ultimately is what 
consumers want, and what 
Google is imposing on the 
industry.”
In providing an exceptional consumer experience, customers build loyalty with a 
brand and may return year after year to book a holiday - that is a concept that the 
travel industry as a whole has undervalued for a long time.

Getting up to speed with content...

Specialist brand and niches

As customers become more demanding in their expectations, businesses may find 
increasing traction serving a specific niche. One of the partners at the EAN doing 
a fantastic job at the moment is bringfido.com which is dedicated to hotels and 
holiday destinations that are dog friendly.

Another good example is hipmunk.com who do a fantastic job with presentation 
and site features, and have as a result built a very devoted following that loves their 
brand and their site.

http://www.bringfido.com/
http://www.hipmunk.com/
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Hipmunk rates flights with an associated ‘agony’ rating based on factors such as 
duration of the flight and the number of stops. Hotels are given an ‘ecstasy’ rating 
based on factors such as the fluffiness of the pillows.

That’s the kind of branding and content businesses need to produce in order to 
engage users in the travel market these days, and it may be that an assortment of 
specialist, niche websites will become prevalent in the next few years.
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Social and user generated content

The businesses making the biggest gains over the last few years are the ones 
that have consistently been producing high quality content covering thousands of 
destinations. A great example of a site which is going from strength to strength is 
Lonely Planet.

Most people know Lonely Planet as the publishers of fantastic guide books, and 
they also have a website, with a travellers forum community, and a huge amount of 
content and reviews about destinations and hotels. That is the kind of website that 
Google is looking to service, and in comparison to a typical hotel affiliate site, the 
level and the quality of the content is infinitely higher. Their content is generated 
and developed socially, and this has provided it with the scale and relevance for it 
to resonate with users.

Another good example of a company that is getting it right is despegar.com who 
operate in Latin America. One of the things that despegar has done incredibly well 
is cultivating a social media presence, specifically around Facebook. The numbers 
they have been able to achieve are exceptional, and a lot of this comes down to the 
quality of their messaging, and the shareability of their content.

They do simple things such as posting stunning scenery shots, but they supplement 
this with clever messaging such as “Click like if you would like to wake up here.” or 
“Comment and share if you know where this is.”

There is a misunderstanding in the industry that success in social media can be 
built similarly to success in search, but they are two very, very different fields. 
For instance, you cannot realistically expect a large investment in social media 
advertising to make an instant and immediate impact.

The companies are doing well in social media have been building a presence for 
many years. Despegar are no exception to this rule have been active on Facebook 
for many years. The rewards however, are significant - Despegar will typically 
experience 150,000-200,000 shares on any individual photo, within 7 to 10 days 
of publication.

Travel is a market where social recommendations are extremely important. As 
people are increasingly using social media to interact with friends, over the next 
decade it’s going to prove to be incredibly valuable for travel brands to establish a 
social media presence.

Similarly, reviews are extremely influential from a social perspective. Hotels can 
experience a huge uplift by including TripAdvisor reviews on a web page. Websites 
that do not include Tripadvisor integration are at a significant a disadvantage.

Nowadays, every brand out there, no matter how big or small should be actively 
working to build a community with their customers, encouraging them to leave 
reviews or otherwise interact online with the hotel, rental property, destination, or 
event that they are experiencing.

Determining target audience

Understanding exactly who your core audience is and how to market to them is 
something that is increasingly important.

http://www.lonelyplanet.com/
http://www.despegar.com/
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However this is not the case. For example, two sites can extensively offer the same 
service, yet one has developed selling principally to 18 to 35-year-olds and another 
is most successful targeting the over 50s. They may not be aware that they’re 
targeting by the way that they’ve arranged messaging on their site, but analysis 
can suggest otherwise.

Cohort analysis is something that’s very important for brands to be conducting right 
now, as it helps to determine who exactly a brand’s audience is.

Personalisation

Personalisation within the travel industry is going to be one of the big topics in 2014 
in 2015. As of yet, the travel industry has not fully utilised the potential of delivering 
personalised results to people depending on who they are.

The first company to properly engage in this has been TripAdvisor who have done 
fantastic job of social media integration. What we’re starting to see more of now 
is retail travel sites tailoring the experience for individual visitors. For a market as 
diverse as travel it brings its own challenges and as a result many are still not in 
a position to deliver a high level of personalisation. However, we do know through 
having seen the difference it has made to Expedia partners that there is a huge 
uplift to be had in personalisation.

Ultimately, we should be in a situation, where everybody looking every website, 
is seeing an experience which is tailored to them. That may be a utopian view, 
looking perhaps 5 or 10 years up in the future. But it’s one of these things that 
unless you start to gather the data now, you’re going to really struggle against the 
people that are already gathering the data, who will be ready to implement this in 
the next couple of years.

login and create an account, 
to connect by social media, 
in order to to prepare for 
the possibility of creating a 
personalised experience in 
the future. They need to start 
collecting this data now.”

“Brands need to start trying to 
incentivise their traffic to

Tweet This Quote

Analysing big data is difficult, but the fact that it is difficult means there is huge 
amount of opportunity there, because not very many people are going to be 
engaging in it.

EAN is a relatively small division of Expedia overall, but we do have a team of over 
fifteen people that are working on personalisation right now. It’s something which is 
increasingly going to be integral to the conversion rate of the products that we sell 
and it’s a very difficult to get smaller players to invest the energy, and investment 
into building a data warehouse that is capable of analysing this kind of information.

https://twitter.com/intent/tweet?text="Brands need to start trying to incentivise their traffic to login and create an account." via @searchmartin+http://bit.ly/1nbJngt %23Travel360
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It’s not something that is widely practiced this point in time but those who want to 
get ahead of the curve in travel marketing are looking into personalisation right 
now.

Lack of integration in organisational structures

The digital marketing industry is new. It’s been around for less than 20 years and 
everybody is learning, even the providers of the ecosystem themselves such as 
Google, Bing, Facebook or Twitter. Even the ecosystem owners are learning, so it is 
unreasonable to expect the business structures within travel brands to be working 
frictionlessly at this point in time.

With the changes that have happened in paid search and organic search over 
the last 3 or 4 years, it’s become clear that all of the different disciplines need to 
work closer together. The increased integration of social media into search engine 
results has ensured that SEO and social media need to work hand in hand.

It’s impossible to construct an evenhanded message that reinforces a brand across 
all of those platforms if the different channels are not working together hand in hand. 
A brand may wish to use a specialist agency for TV, and a specialist agency for 
search and that is fine, but they need to maintain control over the brand messaging 
that goes out, over each one of those verticals within marketing. Because if you’re 
providing a disjointed message to the general public, five or ten years into the 
future it’s going to put you at a disadvantage compared to those that have got really 
holistic messaging across all platforms.

Ultimately it has to be the responsibility of the brand owner, not the individual 
agencies, to enforce this cohesion between all of their different marketing efforts.

Summary

For a CMO who has been working in marketing for one or two decades, it’s 
unrealistic to expect that they have a full understanding of all of the disparate parts 
of digital marketing. Times have changed, and are changing fast.

Over the next ten years we are going to to see a new generation of CMO’s who 
have graduated from online marketing rather than off-line. One of the things that will 
change is an understanding throughout digital industries, of a fully holistic view of 
the marketing efforts that a company practices.

At the moment, far too many companies consider SEO, or PPC, or social media, 
as different things. Branding is something which has to be constant. Implementing 
tactics rather than strategies is a shortsighted view, and it’s something that will 
probably get backwards looking CMO’s fired over the next decade.
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It’s remarkably important to take an overall view and look at all the different elements 
together. Brands need to start taking control of all the forms of messaging that their 
company engages in.

This messaging goes beyond marketing, it also extends to customer services and 
even areas beyond that. If the brand’s customer service department are not aware 
of the holistic objectives and messages of the brand consist of, then you’re missing 
out on an opportunity.

Brand’s need to take an overall look of the marketplace, encourage customers to 
communicate with the brand, and tailor the brand message across every single 
medium.

Key takeaways

Google, who have traditionally distanced themselves from travel industry verticals, 
are now encroaching on the market in a number of areas. Travel brands need to 
prepare and get ahead of the curve to meet competition from the search giant.

Travel brands need to dramatically improve their content offering in order to remain 
relevant after recent changes to the search engine algorithm.

Communicating a holistic brand message, consistently across all channels is now 
very important to a brand’s long term prospects. Brand’s need to restructure, and 
integrate internal practices accordingly.

Personalisation is going to be one of the big topics in the travel industry in 2014. 
Brands need to incentivise their traffic to create site accounts, or connect via 
social media, so they can collect the data necessary to empower personalised 
experiences, if not now, then at a future date.

Martin MacDonald

Martin is an exceptionally experienced digital marketer with a specific focus 
on organic SEO for much of the last decade. He has also managed over $40 
million in paid search spend and extensive social media campaigns. Brands 
he has worked with include Expedia, Virgin, PepsiCo and McDonalds. Martin 
is one of the most respected and sought after digital marketing conference 
speakers and has been quoted in publications including Forbes magazine, The 
Guardian, The Chicago Tribute, TechCrunch, TheNextWeb and The LA Times. 
His latest project is Webmarketingschool.com

Return to Contents Page

http://webmarketingschool.com/
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Creating a digital experience
at Thomas Cook

John Straw

There is a cultural shift occurring at Thomas Cook. In March last year, the Group created a unique Digital Advisory Board, a move that is seeing a spirit for 
digital innovation permeate through all levels of the business.

The initiative will ensure that the pioneering leader in global travel is ready to take on fresh challenges in an industry with an increasingly digital future.

Across Thomas Cook Group, there are over twenty-seven thousand people. Few are digital natives. The majority, some of whom have been at the company 
upwards of twenty-five years, have spent the majority of their careers with no digital agenda, in a pre-internet market. This is true also for the rest of the travel 
industry, and several other industries too.
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There is quite a big cultural problem that we are in the process of fixing.

The impact of digital on the travel industry

There are several factors that will profoundly shape the future of this business, and 
have also shaped it in the past five years.

The simple reason being that now when the customer walks into a hotel room and 
sees a broken towel rail, or dirty bedclothes, or chipped furniture, the first thing 
they do is reach for a smartphone, take a picture, and upload it to Facebook, 
Pinterest, or any one of the myriad of social media networks. The fact is they can 
share that experience and add commentary to it too.

Organisations now know that they have a potential reputational problem if they 
actually offer a second rate experience.

It has done a whole world of good for the holiday business as a whole, because of 
the simple fact that we have had to raise our quality standards.

Social media

The first is social media. Social has had an impact on the business, in that today, 
offering a second rate holiday experience is something which is difficult for 
organizations to get away with.
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The second aspect is the growth and diversity of holiday products. That is the ability of the industry to be 
able to service the differing numbers of experiences that we can actually offer on holiday.

This is not only specific verticals, such as ‘visiting the Mayan ruins in Chichen Itza, or ‘drinking daquiaries 
in Havana’, it’s the ability for our industry to be able to address lots of peoples’ speciality requirements.

It may be something as broad and simple as fully inclusive beach holidays for families in Majorca, which 
is good quality long tail stuff that the industry had difficulty floating into the public’s consciousness until 
the advent of Google.

The interesting point about Google is that they own the front door keys to virtually everybody in the holiday 
business, having exposed every form of specialization, variation, favourite functionality, or feature that 
holidaymakers might want.

Anything that we want, Google will find it for us. This means we now have an exposure opportunity inside 
the industry for new and specialist products.

Social media

Multiscreen

Tablets, specifically, present a major opportunity. The advent of tablets is changing the way that people 
buy holidays. It used to be that ‘mum’, the matriarch, would make the decisions on where the holiday was 
going to be, and execute by walking to a travel agency to order that particular holiday.

It’s now a very different proposition, and we have evidence to that extent. What happens now, is that any 
member of the family can now  share holiday information with other family members, many of whom will 
have tablets too.
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We are seeing a profound change in the fact that decision-making over holidays 
has become social, whereas before it was singular. Now it is spread throughout the 
family group.

It means we need to be a lot more creative and visual with that content, and to 
make sure the content renders properly on tablets.

But there is another element to this and it’s a scaling issue. To create the amount of 
content necessary for us to change our game would cost tens of millions of pounds 
if it were given to an external agency. We have to look to our customers, and we 
have to look to our internal experts for the creation of that content.

In order to do that, we need to be completely comfortable empathising with our 
customers, in working with content creators to produce the right content, and to put 
it out on all the right channels.

In short, we need to get digital.

The Digital Advisory Board

The Digital Advisory Board (DAB) was created in March 2013 to expand Thomas 
Cook’s digital capability. It advises the Group’s Board on leading-edge trends for 
online businesses, and recognises the potential of the travel and tourism industry 
to embrace and better leverage the opportunities of the evolving technological 
landscape.

I’ve been the chairman of the Digital Advisory Board for seven months. My job is to 
help guide the business digitally; to identify strategic money-making opportunities 
in the travel business.

Given the fact that I have not been in the travel business before, it has been an 
interesting journey.

Creating a digital experience, securing a digital future

Our CEO at Thomas Cook, Harriet Green, is very digitally savvy, very smart and 
very focused on the whole digital issue. She has got all sorts of initiatives going 
around to update and educate the business.

All of her direct reports for example, have got to have Google+ and Twitter accounts. 
That generally speaking cascades downward into the direct reports of the direct 
reports and so on.

Content

The final factor is content. Last year, I stood up at the ABTA conference and told 
the whole room that we, as an industry, are trailing behind other industries when it 
comes to content.

There is massive evidence of this. For example, the industry average conversion 
ratio; the ‘look to book’ ratio for the travel industry as a whole is 0.3%. That is 1/300 
site visitors that convert to a holiday.

There is also the upstream and downstream traffic. The upstream traffic we get as 
an industry, we get mostly from Google. Most of our traffic goes back to Google.

In other words most people come from Google when searching for a holiday, and 
most people go back to Google because they’ve not been satisfied with the content 
we’ve shown them.

Combine those things together, and it’s clear that we have been poor, very poor, at 
inspiring people to make holiday choices.

The root of this problem goes back several decades to the ‘brochure-only-era’, a 
time when every additional page of content cost the company money. There was 
this idea of ‘minimal viable content’, and amazingly, it is a habit that has not been 
fully broken despite the game-changing impact that the internet has made with 
regards to content distribution.
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“We’re using Google Hangouts 
for some meetings. For some
of the execs here, that’s 
like, whoa...”                                 

“I sent several regional chief 
executives to Mountain View 
for three days to be inspired 
by the Google way of doing 
things. They came out changed 
people.”

Tweet This Quote

It’s then that people really start to get it, because Google Hangouts drives Google+ 
really elegantly well.

It is tremendously important that everyone at the company is experiencing digital 
and making use of new digital tools which become available. And it is important 
that all the decision makers appreciate, and have a full understanding of the factors 
having an impact on the industry now.

The difference digital makes…

The digital experience we are creating is absolutely making a difference, and 
Harriet, together with the DAB, are bringing that change to Thomas Cook and also 
the rest of the industry.

In fact it has already made an impact in a number of different areas:

Strategy

The DAB has insisted on is this idea of nurturing a digital experience throughout 
the business, and especially for the decision-makers at the top.

There are meetings where there isn’t a single conversation about web. Incidentally 
that is an issue that affects many industries, rather than just the travel industry or 
Thomas Cook specifically. There is still a huge amount of education to be done, but 
we are already well on the way to breaking the back of that education.

Tweet This Quote

https://twitter.com/intent/tweet?text="We are using Google Hangouts for some meetings. For some of the execs, that's like, whoa" via @johnstraw+http://bit.ly/1nbJngt %23Travel360
https://twitter.com/intent/tweet?text="I sent chief execs to Mountain View to see the Google way of doing things. They came out changed people." via @johnstraw+http://bit.ly/1nbJngt %23Travel360
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Because of the fact that we were providing people with the right level of content for 
them to make a decision on where they wanted to go on holiday, they felt sufficiently 
informed, trusting, and ready to make a commitment to book.

One of our executives was actually astounded when Google turned around to him 
and said, “We think for seven months for a product development process is a very, 
very long time”.

He was absolutely blown away by that. We’ve now got a profound change going on 
at a very senior level around the fact that they are starting to get digital.

Since the Digital Advisory Board was created we have got three products into 
marketplace which, between all three of them, took about four months. It is 
something that would have taken 14 months before.

Innovative digital products

Several months ago we introduced a package at Thomas Cook, a functionality 
called ‘Ask and Answer’, wherein any holidaymaker has the ability to ask a question 
about a hotel or a resort, we research the answer, and then we publish it.

For example, we had one person who said to us: “I like the look of this hotel in 
Egypt and it says it’s got a gym. However it doesn’t say anything more... Can you 
tell me more about the gym?”

So we sent a rep with a mobile phone to take a picture of the gym, which turned out 
to be quite a good gym, well equipped and air-conditioned.

We published that picture on that particular page and provide a few more details 
about the gym’s functionality (the number of cross-trainers, and free weights etc). 
And that customer came back and booked.

What we then found when we started to scale this thing was that when we had Ask 
and Answer material on accommodation pages, the conversion ratio jumped by 
150%.

Integrating e-tail with retail

Something else we have developed and are enormously proud of is a product 
called ‘Dream Capture’, which is just now rolling out across Thomas Cook’s stores.

“Dream Capture does 
something very clever.
What it does is
integrate e-tail
with retail.”

Tweet This Quote

https://twitter.com/intent/tweet?text="Dream Capture does something very clever. It integrates e-tail with retail." via @johnstraw+http://bit.ly/1nbJngt %23Travel360
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The profound difference between startup culture and corporate culture is that 
in startups, you like making mistakes because you learn from them, whereas in 
‘corporates’ mistakes negatively affect bonus structures.

I’ve seen the numbers for travel companies that are doing digital well and they are 
all startups. They were built digitally and by digital natives as startups, and the fact 
is that most of the recent innovation in the travel industry has come from them.

This is why as well as our internal initiatives at Thomas Cook, we are looking to 
explore working with startup travel businesses and helping them out, so if there are 
people out there that are starting a travel startup, get them to give me a call.

Thomas Cook has 874 high street stores in the UK. Six or seven months ago, 
when a consumer walked into a store, they’d sit with one of our very smart and 
experienced agents, and together they would go through three or four options for 
a holiday.

They would then walk out the door and that would be it. We would never see them 
again and they would be lost to us. Some might say that this is why the high street 
is struggling, but in reality it’s because the industry has suffered by not thinking 
outside of the box..

With Dream Capture, when the client sees something that they like, the agent with 
a single button press drops that option into a bucket list, a virtual bucket.

When the client has finished browsing, the agent emails that bucket over to the 
client at their home address. By the time that the client gets home they’ve got the 
short list of holidays options that the agent has helped them to produce sitting in 
their inbox.

At that particular point we know the list gets emailed around the rest of the family, 
who then share it on their computing devices, and increasing now, their tablets.

The conversion rate where we’ve got e-tail and retail combined is massively different 
to the conversion rate of either discipline when dealt with separately.

When Dream Capture is fully implemented, we could be talking in figures light 
years ahead of existing conversion ratios if the first signs are anything to go by.

Digital culture is a startup culture

Education is a huge part for any business. We are 17 years into digital now, yet for 
many at managerial level we are still scratching the surface in terms of knowledge 
and understanding.

And with all these digital initiatives going on at Thomas Cook, essentially what we 
are trying to replicate is a startup culture.
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John Straw

John Straw is founder of Linkdex and a current board member. He is Chairman 
of Thomas Cooks Digital Advisory Board, Chairman of Cloudfind Ltd , advisor 
at Ctrlio and investor in early stage tech companies. 

The ultimate goal is to modernise company culture for a digital market. To create 
an environment for innovation where mistakes are acceptable, and are learnt and 
moved on from quickly. In an industry where continuing technological developments 
are going to provide an absolute ocean of opportunities, that is really, really 
important.

That’s the difference digital makes to Thomas Cook.

Key Takeaways

The future of the travel industry is inextricably linked to the progress of digital 
developments.

Travel content needs to address specific needs, as well as inform and build 
confidence amongst holidaymakers. Brands need to look internally, and to their 
customer base to create this content.

Technological developments offer a wealth of opportunities to those in a position to 
innovate. Instill a startup culture. A digital culture. Nurture a digital experience that 
runs through all levels of the business - an environment where mistakes are short 
lived and lessons are learnt quickly.

Return to Contents Page

http://uk.linkedin.com/in/johnstraw
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HouseTrip: Finding a place
in the ecosystem

Simon Dance

Founded in 2010, HouseTrip have quickly established a hold on the extremely competitive online travel market.

The business has gone from startup to multi-million pound business in the course of a few years, with over 200 staff, upwards of 260,000 properties on the 
books, and are now on course for European market leadership.

A platform for private rentals in which guests and hosts connect directly with each other in the provision of travel accommodation, their growth is representative 
of the growing influence of the ‘sharing economy’, and the continued evolution of the online travel ecosystem.
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The ‘share economy’

One of the most exciting developments of late in the world of ecommerce has been 
in the growing influence of the ‘share economy’. Startups and online platforms 
where consumers are able to exchange and share goods or services directly, are 
rising to prominence and competing in a variety of sectors.

Incorporating a ‘sharing’ model with the high value nature of travel transactions 
was always going to be a challenge, but for HouseTrip, also presented an unique 
opportunity.

Essential to establishing a place in the travel ecosystem was an understanding 
of the consumer journey that values a commitment to ‘authenticity’ in the travel 
experience.

Authentic experiences

HouseTrip founders, husband and wife Arnaud Bertrand and Junjun Chen, were 
inspired in the concept by a mutual love of staying in holiday rentals while travelling, 
and a genuine appreciation of the hospitality tradition - they met whilst studying at 
esteemed Swiss hospitality management school Ecole Hôtelière de Lausanne.

Their thinking was; “since rentals are better value and offer a more ‘authentic’ 
experience than hotels, if it were easier and safer to book rentals, more people will 
choose them over hotels.”

It was an idea strongly based on consumer needs in the online travel cycle. 
Google’s ‘5 states of travel’ infographic is a great representation of the respective 
stages of the consumer journey.

Perhaps what is unique to the HouseTrip offering is the ability with which the service 
unites different stages of the consumer journey. In booking with HouseTrip, users 
provision for a unique accommodation in which they are able to get a real sense of 
the location they will experience.
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It could be in the red-slate chimney pots of your Parisian rooftop view, the cast-iron 
fire escapes of your New York apartment block, or the personal touch of booking 
with a host who knows and recommends all the best sights in the local area - with 
private rentals, dreaming and planning, booking and experience all come together 
in the authenticity of the product offering.

As founder Arnaud suggests, it’s all in the detail:

“What gave me that focus on the 
details, certainly, was studying 
hospitality. In Parisian hotels, 
if one pillow is not perfect, or 
one knife is not exactly two 
centimeters from the edge
of the table, it’s a big,
big deal.”

- Arnaud Bertrand - Founder & CEO, Housetrip

Tweet This Quote

It comes from spending a lot of time thinking about what people really book when 
they transaction. Fundamentally it isn’t apartment stays that the company sells - it’s 
the feeling and experiences themselves.

Perhaps it is no surprise that ‘authenticity’ is so valuable to the HouseTrip brand. 
Emotion is a powerful driver for travel consumers and even a subtle connection 
between the inspirational and booking stages of the consumer journey, based on 
positive feelings, is an important concept.

So how has the focus on authenticity and detail influenced HouseTrip’s success?

Focusing on the details...

The product at HouseTrip can be truly sold around the world. A service facilitating 
communication between hosts and guests worldwide, and providing a platform for 
them to transact holiday rentals, represents a huge potential market, and has also 
presented logistic and technological challenges. Significantly, a commitment to 
the guest/host experience remains embedded throughout the company’s strategy.

Language and localisation

One of the challenges in scaling the HouseTrip business has been in traversing 
potential language barriers, and most effectively serving customers around the 
world. Enlisting the service of native speakers, as opposed to translation and 
translated keyword research, has been crucial. It’s a practice that is especially 
important operating in a diverse European market.

As a startup looking to establish trust with a customer base, it was important to 
invest in native speakers to assist with writing on conversion points, marketing 
messages, and literature.

The challenge then was to scale this, and innovative steps have been taken to 
build teams around specialised localisations.

https://twitter.com/intent/tweet?text="What gave me that focus on the details, certainly, was studying hospitality" via @simondance+http://bit.ly/1nbJngt %23Travel360
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So from an inbound and SEM perspective, teams were built with dedicated natives 
(Spanish, German, Spanish, Italian and French speakers) in order to accurately 
communicate the brand philosophy and the benefits of holiday rentals.

On the customer service side of things, HouseTrip employ dedicated native 
speakers in customer service and host account management teams. The company 
now employs over 200 staff covering multiple languages including Portuguese, 
German, French, Spanish and Italian, all centred on providing excellent service for 
customers.

Naturally, content is also tailored to individual European markets and the company 
is now starting on an international content strategy, initially with English and French 
blogs.

It has typically been a challenge for travel brands to scale language and localisation 
services effectively in their digital offering. In this case, organising teams around 
native speakers provided structural integrity and strength to HouseTrip’s growth 
ambitions in the European market.

Integration

The travel market is one of intense competition across channels, full of companies 
with large marketing budgets and well established customer lists. From a marketing 
perspective, integration of multi-channel disciplines is essential - helping to ensure 
a clear and consistent message that will cut through the noise.

There have been a lot of scatter gun approaches to travel marketing, most obviously 
with infographic work, that do not align with the brand whatsoever. It is important 
to challenge the team to deliver marketing initiatives which are unmistakably 
HouseTrip only then can customers really relate it to the brand.

The challenge here is to ensure campaigns resonate with a consistent company 
message. Campaigns, both in the USA and Europe, where alignment has been off 
dilute the overall impact of current and future pieces.

Agility

The company recognises the importance of SEO to building the business and 
as a result, SEO has received the support and investment it deserves, providing 
the flexibility and autonomy to succeed, and the agility to invest in innovative 
approaches.

HouseTrip take an agile approach to SEO developments, and organic performance, 
which has grown by +300% over the last 12 months, illustrates the impact this is 
making.

Changes have been implemented on swift production cycles as a result of the 
company’s agile methodology, including, for example, 4 domain migrations; and a 
reimagining of the site to fit in line with continued adoption of mobile devices.

Recently HouseTrip have made another strategic play, launching one of Europe’s 
most complete ‘host’ centred apps. The app allows hosts to manage their holiday 
rental bookings and leads on- the-go and was developed in collaboration with 
hosts, a large number of whom made contributions to the development and also 
served as alpha and beta testers.

Especially so in the case of mobile devices, responsive and sensitivity to user 
needs is essential. It is important to recognise that a tablet user might have very 
different requirements for a tablet responsive experience (i.e. sitting on the sofa 
browsing through high resolution holiday photos) as compared to a mobile user 
(i.e. optimised for speed, summarised copy, bullet points, a big search box, and 
allowing users to ‘click to call’ or transact online).

Data

When you arrive at the HouseTrip offices there is a tongue in cheek welcome 
message opposite reception, which says “We even A/B tested the title”.
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Indeed, data plays a key role in driving strategy at HouseTrip. Having such a high 
trafficked site means the company benefits from a lot of user and site search data 
which allows the business intelligence, marketing and product teams to draw a 
great deal of insight, developing new product features, or in ongoing strategic 
shifts to manage yield, improve conversion or surface new areas of the site.

“We’ve collected a huge amount 
of analytics and business 
intelligence data over the last 
3+ years, which has driven and 
continues to drive a lot of our 
actions.”

- Simon Dance, SEO Director, Housetrip

Tweet This Quote

This is tempered with very commercial business intelligence and marketing teams, 
alongside a very open culture - that celebrates and champions knowledge sharing 
and open communication. As a result, the company is imbued with the agility to 
move very quickly when it comes to data-driven initiatives.

The focus on data is bigger than just conversion rates. There is an emphasis on 
getting really granular within events, user testing, historic booking analysis, server 
log analysis and gamification strategy for hosts, is used to improve the entire 
category of accommodation.

In short, HouseTrip’s mission is not only to empower guests to find and book holiday 
homes across Europe, but to make the process as simple as booking a hotel, and 
that says a lot about consistency, quality and managing expectations.”

The output is a data driven approach which is centred on providing a remarkable 
guest experience.

Personalisation and future developments

In the travel industry, data initiatives are leading to huge opportunities in the 
personalisation of user experiences. How brands evolve the level of personalisation, 
particularly in line with forthcoming EU legislations and popular sentiments around 
privacy on the web, will present some interesting developments over the coming 
months and years.

Travel companies evolving their recommendation engines to make improvements 
in the personalisation of dynamic site content, email content, pricing, promotions, 
messaging (covering personas / affinity segments), and merchandising, are all 
elements which will come into play in the industry.

With the easy integration of web passports from Facebook and Google+, there is 
also the potential to provide even more personal web experiences which leverage 
social data.

https://twitter.com/intent/tweet?text="We've collected a huge amount of analytics and data over the last 3+ years" via @simondance+http://bit.ly/1nbJngt %23Travel360
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Travel has extremely social interactions - we tend to go on holiday where friends or 
relations have travelled, bringing back stories of their adventures. Surfacing highly 
relevant content, and stories which resonate with customers can be massively 
energised by personal and social data.

When it comes to modern consumers, one size does not fit all. The long tail is 
getting longer, and customers are more empowered and demanding in what they 
want. The bonus and responsibility now rests with travel companies to remain 
meaningful and useful to customers.

Summary

In many ways it’s possible to see in the HouseTrip story, the challenges facing a 
modern startup in the travel industry. Integration, agility, and responsiveness to 
evolution and change have been important elements of the company’s strategies, 
and these are the qualities that are seen running through the technological 
innovations highlighted above.

It’s interesting to note the influence of the hospitality tradition too, with a focus 
on the finer details being used to nurture authentic guest experiences throughout 
the customer journey - beginning at the point content is consumed online and 
continuing through to the travelling excursion itself. HouseTrip’s success has been 
in scaling the values of hospitality into their digital offering with strategic initiatives.

To a great extent, it has been the integration of traditional hospitality with digital 
which has defined HouseTrip’s journey thus far. The relationship between guests 
and hosts has been an important concept for travellers for centuries. Now the 
share economy, with advances in technological innovation and use of data, means 
guests and hosts are finding a place to stay in the ecosystem.

Key Takeaways

Sometimes it is the little details that count. Organise teams and scale resources 
around native language offerings in order to provide an excellent all-round customer 
experience. This is especially important in Europe.

Integration, agility and responsiveness, as well as data driven innovation and 
personalisation, are qualities which can empower strategies and improve user 
experiences.

Provide an authentic experience. It evokes positive emotions and connects and 
synergises different stages of the customer journey.

Simon Dance

Simon Dance is Global Director of SEO at HouseTrip, a VC backed European 
vacation rental marketplace. He was previously SEO Manager for the UK’s 
leading flight deals website (Cheapflights.co.uk), and has over 9 years of 
professional SEO experiences, with a detailed understand of the European 
travel market.

Return to Contents Page

http://www.cheapflights.co.uk/
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The TripAdvisor business 
ecosystem: Completing the 
virtuous circle

Alison Copus

TripAdvisor hold an enviable position in the online travel space. As the world’s largest travel site, and with 260 million unique visitors each month, few 
companies command such large industry market shares, and few engage consumers with the same enthusiasm to interact and contribute to site content.

Reviews are the site’s currency, and maintaining a quality output depends upon encouraging a sophisticated and involved business community. Alison 
Copus, VP of Global Marketing for TripAdvisor for Business, describes the business ecosystem, and the virtuous circles TripAdvisor maintain in order to 
drive continued success.
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Dreaming, planning, and booking

At TripAdvisor, we conduct an annual survey in order to keep in touch with the latest 
in travel trends and consumer sentiment. It tends to yield some fascinating results. 
We know for example that 93% of travel consumers consider reviews to have an 
impact on their booking decision, and 57% say they would not book a hotel that 
did not have reviews.

There is also a considerable amount of research now suggesting that people spend 
an average of thirty days from the moment they start thinking about their holidays to 
the moment they book, and often the process can be even longer than that.

Thirty days represents quite a significant amount of time for a purchasing cycle, 
and the process can be broken up into a number of stages. There’s the dreaming or 
inspiration phase, followed by the planning and booking phases, the actual travel 
experience itself, and the subsequent reviewing phase that happens afterwards. 
It’s a process that has become the norm for most travel consumers today.

One of the strengths of reviews, is that they serve and are useful to consumers in 
all of those different phases. We know from our surveys that reviews are having an 
impact on people, and that people are getting quite sophisticated in using those 
reviews. They are sophisticated in that they may, for example, discard the most 
overly optimistic and extremely negative reviews, and make their own judgments 
by reading five to seven well written, quality reviews about an establishment. 

The trend we are seeing at the moment, is that there is a ‘3-screen’ opportunity 
now, meaning that consumer behavior in the various phases can be attributed to 
3 different devices.

The research suggests that people are engaging in the inspiration phase on their 
tablets, and they might be watching television at the same time. Then they engage 
in the planning and booking phases, generally on the desktop. (Oddly, something 
about the weekly routine causes people to want to book their holidays -  there are 
spikes at 10 o’clock on a Monday morning, for example).

They are then using their mobile devices very intensely in-market and when they 
are actually traveling. So we have noticed that people are using the TripAdvisor 
site or app in different ‘modes’ so to speak, on different devices, and for different 
purposes in different phases of the purchase cycle.

That’s a very quick overview of the way users are using travel sites at the moment 
- a good understanding of user needs and experience is central to any travel 
discussion.

The virtuous circle

It is very important to us to get as many businesses engaged as we possibly can, 
and we offer a great deal of free services to encourage their active participation. 
There are two reasons for doing this. Firstly, it helps generate the advertising 
revenues that enable the business to operate, but more importantly, we want as 
many businesses as possible to engage and be represented well on the website, 
so consumers have a diverse and varied site experience.
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If for example, the user is looking for a hotel in Paris, they want all the possible 
hotels choices to be there, they want to be able to read helpful reviews on all of 
those hotels, and perhaps to see management responses for people who have had 
bad experiences.

If the consumer has a good experience on the site, feels inspired, and goes 
ahead and books an experience, it results in a good review. Having good reviews 
results in a good reputation, and having a good reputation means generating good 
revenues. This is true both for TripAdvisor and the businesses on the site, because 
if they do well so do we, and vice versa.

In other words there is a virtuous circle that we are trying to complete.

The business ecosystem depends upon maintaining a level of quality in all the 
elements of the circle, and we have measures in place to encourage a healthy 
ecosystem.

Creating a rich user experience

Whilst the majority of our revenues come from sophisticated players, we place a 
considerable focus on the long tail because it creates for a richer user experience 
to have representation for more niche experiences.

We also recognise that it’s integral for users being able to find quality reviews that 
they can trust. We take this very seriously, and we have a team of approximately 
200 people who devote their time towards ensuring the reviews are genuinely 
useful and beneficial for users, and for the community.

Other measures we have taken are to ensure we integrate well with a user’s overall 
web experience. We have a very strong affiliation with Facebook and now, one in 
three of our reviews are coming from Facebook-connected travelers.

What we discovered is that people who are connected on both Facebook and 
TripAdvisor are more engaged as an audience and contribute more content. In 
terms of how long they stay on the site, how much content they contribute, and 
what they read, they are about 30% more engaged than those who are not both 
Facebook-connected. As a result Facebook integration has become very natural to 
us, and is a very normal part of how we do business.

We have recently aquired a business called Oyster, which is a photography based 
business, which itself from recognising that peoples’ thirst for inspiring photography 
is a growing trend. It’s becoming clear now that photography plays an important 
role in the inspiration phase of the travel experience, and the travel companies that 
really crack photography on the various devices will do very well in the future.

Providing a rich user experience is the driving force behind everything that we do 
as a business, and it’s the reason people use and keep returning to the site. To 
have a great place to share and contribute information, and to explore information 
that other people have provided.
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Working with different businesses

The other crucial element in the circle is the businesses and they way they manage 
their brand and online reputations. There is great deal of variation in the scale and 
sophistication of different businesses, and this also varies by country.

The UK and the US particularly, have very sophisticated, informed businesses, but 
around the world there are very different levels of sophistication depending on how 
much money they are able to invest, and the available expertise, or lack of.

Amongst businesses, Hyatt and Hilton have a very sophisticated program and 
have possibly the largest in-house digital marketing team in the US hotel sector. 
They have upwards of 50 people working in the online marketing, and are using 
digital marketing in a highly savvy, quantitative sense.

At the other end of the scale are small businesses, without marketing budgets, who 
are primarily focused on providing customer service. They tend to be relatively 
focused on traditional channels, such as brochures and handed guides. There can 
be a degree of fear amongst the smaller businesses that they are going to lose 
control if they get too involved with online providers. For them, marketing isn’t their 
core focus and we need to explain things in a different way to them. Essentially, 
what we help them to understand is that this is a big opportunity, rather than a big 
problem. 

Sometimes with smaller businesses, they come across TripAdvisor because they’ve 
had a great review, or a poor review, and whilst their initial response might depend 
on which end of the scale they have featured, our message to them is that reviews 
are just a start of what could be a good marketing channel for them.

Diverse experiences

In October 2013, we launched TripConnect, which is a mechanism for hoteliers to 
connect to TripAdvisor using their existing internet booking engines. It’s been very 
empowering particularly for small businesses that have previously not been able 
to afford to do this.

Often they are charged considerable amounts by online travel agencies to have 
this feature, and many have felt that it was a bit beyond them. 

We are now focusing on providing tools for small businesses, which levels the 
playing field somewhat for small businesses. That’s a trend that is likely to continue.

It’s sort of a traditional 80/20 relationship. Whilst 20% of the businesses might 
provide 80% of the revenue, we need the other 20% of businesses to give us 
the coverage to engage audiences and maintain the virtuous circle. TripAdvisor 
is really good at highlighting the hidden gems in the market and users appreciate 
this. 
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Educating the community

We have a segment on TripAdvisor site called TripAdvisor Insights that features 
best practice guides, video content, and case studies, so that businesses of any 
size can research successful models and initiatives that other business have 
implemented.

The reason that we do this is to communicate the message that all businesses can 
engage. At the most basic level, businesses ought to be managing their online 
reputations. For businesses that provide a good service, they will receive a good 
reputation, and we then do our best to nurture and support their good work. 

For example, we provide badges and widgets that they can put on their site - PR 
materials that they can use to share and celebrate their reputation. We also provide 
services that help them attract more reviews, for example a free email service, 
so they can build up an online reputation before they start using TripAdvisor as 
a revenue-generating opportunity. It’s of paramount importance to us to try to get 
everybody proactive and involved.

Participation in action

One of the best examples of how these initiatives can be put in practice is an 
attraction called Camera Obscura in Edinburgh. The managing director of the 
attraction is a gentleman called Andrew Johnson. He is an extremely passionate 
physicist dedicated to bringing as many people to the Camera Obscura as possible.

A lot of people were writing reviews on the Camera Obscura website, and what 
Andrew realised was that this could be a very effective way to engage more people, 
and to utilise the fact that people were wowed by the experience to gain exposure.

Essentially it was a way of amplifying word of mouth, and increasing the permanence 
of the message on the web. Over the past three or four years, he has been very 
active in taking advantage of all the services that TripAdvisor offer. He has a very 
good understanding of all the things he can do to manage his reputation and things 
that will have a positive impact on his footfall and this year he received a Certificate 
of Excellence, which we reward to the top ten percent of our businesses.

Camera Obscura is a great example of how a passionate experts in their own 
field can use tools on the web to build their business, even with a very modest 
marketing budget. They are now one of the top ten attractions in the UK,  and they 
are now using their success to generate PR internationally.

Summary

There are many similar case studies available on the TripAdvisor Insights portal, 
but essentially, the actual mechanisms that make these initiatives so effective 
can be seen in the concept of the virtuous circle, and the way small successes 
can accumulate and be recycled in various outputs, and to enable all round 
development and growth.

In 1993, James F. Moore described a business ecosystem as:

“An economic community supported by a foundation of interacting organizations 
and individuals—the organisms of the business world. The economic community 
produces goods and services of value to customers, who are themselves members 
of the ecosystem. The member organisms also include suppliers, lead producers, 
competitors, and other stakeholders. Over time, they coevolve their capabilities 
and roles, and tend to align themselves with the directions set by one or more 
central companies. Those companies holding leadership roles may change over 
time, but the function of ecosystem leader is valued by the community because it 
enables members to move toward shared visions to align their investments, and to 
find mutually supportive roles.”

- James F. Moore, Predators and Prey:
A New Ecology of Competition, Harvard Business Review, May/June 1993

In many respects, the virtuous circle is the lifeblood of the TripAdvisor business 
ecosystem. It makes for a richer and more diverse content offering, in that it 
recognises the value of smaller businesses and niche players, and as a result we 
are able to provide free services to support education and growth for them, as well 
as for the global players.

http://www.tripadvisor.co.uk/TripAdvisorInsights
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It creates an environment in which all our different users, and all of the many 
businesses which participate in our community are able to move and grow together 
with shared values and goals.

Alison Copus 

Alison joined TripAdvisor in 2009 to set up TripAdvisor’s first international 
marketing team to accelerate growth. TripAdvisor is now the world’s largest 
travel site. 

Alison is currently responsible for B2B Marketing worldwide, communicating 
the benefits of TripAdvisor to hospitality professionals. She has been involved 
in launching Business Listings and TripConnect; services that help businesses 
connect directly with TripAdvisor’s 260 million monthly unique users.

Return to Contents Page
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On data
Q. How are companies using data in the travel space well?

A. In travel, a lot of data is available but there is still a lack of understanding and 
budget within the industry to process the vast quantities of data, and translate it 
into useful insights which can inform business decisions, and create attribution or 
behavioral attribution models.

When the big brands realise the importance of properly crunching the data, they will 
have to allocate budgets to make sense of their traffic, especially now that we are in 
the ‘not provided’ era. This could mean huge advantages for the major brands that 
devote healthy budgets to this activity, and the gap between big players and small 
and medium sized enterprises will increase due to the capacity of the established 
brands to make better informed, data-driven decisions. The SME’s will have to rely 
on gut feelings because device dilution, and the inability to track and understand 
the single customer view will mean their data is incomplete.

Q. Give us your best recommendations for SEo in travel post-penguin…

A. I don’t think there is a lot to add to the fact that most of the things that have been 
penalised were well known and dodgy practices. Google finally put in place what 
Matt Cutts had been saying for years.

If you are digitally savvy and want to grow your business, you should know what 
to use to promote your business, when to use it, and when to stop using it and 
diversify your investments. The penguin algorithm simply penalises a lazy strategy. 
Those that don’t evolve, change and progress in their strategy, but rely again and 
again on the same activities will inevitably be penalised by the market or by Google.

This doesn’t just apply to SEO, but also in a much more common sense.

Q. How do you think the Google algorithm updateshave
affected travel in recent years?

A. A lot of brands in the travel industry have been relying on free traffic from Google, 
and have taken this traffic for granted, without building and developing other more 
reliable forms of traffic sources. In the last 2 or 3 years, I have seen companies with 
more that 50% of their traffic share exposed to the Google algorithm updates being 
repeatedly penalised by Matt Cutts, who with the press of a button can slash this 
share into less than half.  
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The latter of these is the most difficult to goal to reach for a holiday product, because 
the customer doesn’t really experience the product until days or months after he or 
she actually purchases it.

Q. What is the biggest mistake you’ve seen in travel industry?

A. Sometimes I admit that I smile when I see hashtags being hijacked, or when 
the brand behavior doesn’t match the claim they have made in hashtag. One in 
particular that stands out is the #QantasLuxury used by Qantas airlines, which 
in this case was used to highlight people being taken to hospital in Sydney after 
having a contaminated meal on board a Qantas Flight. Not exactly rising to meet 
customer expectations...

Q. Besides TUI, who is doing the best job in organic search?

A. Based on their ranking, Travelsupermarket seem to be doing pretty well. To my 
knowledge most of the work is also done in house, and this shows that properly 
investing in knowledge that stays in the company and is actually focused on your 
results, not on 3 or 4 different client campaigns, can in the mid to long run pay 
dividends.

Q. What is the future for SEO in travel?

A. Most of my thoughts can be expressed with one word “synergy”. SEO in travel 
needs to reach and leverage more and more from other channels, Social media, 
PR, editorial channels, offline brand activities, experiential marketing, press 
advertising, and even personal networks in order to achieve its goals.

Q. Give us your insights into how SEO sits within the buying
cycle of online consumers…

A. There 2 main views on this point and both can be true based on your offer and 
your audience:

There are consumers that start in generic organic and end in paid with a 
brand related search

Or people that  prefer SEO all the way through from the discovery phase 
through to purchase

Don’t forget that when you want to build your brand, SEO can provide good 
exposure and an efficient way to build your brand awareness. It may be nowadays 
that it is just more difficult to put a clear ROI against it due to the increase of not 
provided.

Q. What is the most successful SEO campaign you’ve
ever run or seen?

A. The most important campaign for me is one that achieves not just one goal but 
many, and manages to work on multiple levels.

The campaign “First Choice happiness included” has been successful from multiple 
perspectives such as in SEO, social media, lead generation, brand awareness, 
and expliciting the product USP.
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Q. What do you think the biggest opportunities are in
1) SEo and 2) digital generally?

A. Integration is an opportunity in both cases. That is the integration of SEO with 
social, content marketing, and online brand campaigns. Whilst a lot of people, 
consultants, and companies are preaching this, very few are actually doing it right. 
Most of the time what is deemed to be an integrated campaign is actually nothing 
more than a ‘matching luggage’ exercise.

On current players
Q. What role has Google played in the development of your business? How 

do you see Google’s role evolving in the next few years?

A. This is a quite sensitive topic due to the nature of the relationship. What I can 
say is that I have seen too many company going bust due to over-reliance on 
Google. It’s important to understand that Google are a company themselves, and 
whilst their motto might be “Don’t be evil” they do have to make a profit, and their 
investors are as demanding as any other company’s investors. In certain cases, 
Google may not share the same goal as your company.

Q. Are there any other players we should keep an eye on?

A. Microsoft, Facebook, and Amazon are digital giants that are consolidating their 
position, and are the only ones that can challenge Google. Even if someone else 
arises now, they are likely to be bought unless an extremely resilient founder of the 
company decides to steer the boat away from the easy route of cashing in.

Q. How has Social media influenced the travel industry?

A. Social media can have a definite impact in travel campaigns to create brand and 
product awareness, to keep audiences engaged with the brand, and to leverage 
direct relationships for great customer service.

Q. Which Social Media channels play the biggest role?

A. In mainstream travel Facebook is the main player. One other channel that is very 
good is Pinterest - of course the image based nature of the social platform lends 
itself well to beautiful beaches, potentially creating and infinite pool of imagery. 
Twitter also is especially important from a customer service point of view.

On mobile
Q. How do you think mobile will affect online travel companies

over the next few years?

A. All I can say is that the impact will be huge. Multiple device search, device 
dilution, difficulties in identifying a single customer view, and the interaction 
between digital and real life, such as search online and buy in store, will greatly 
impact online and through-the-line campaign strategies.

Q. How important do you feel mobile is to the travel experience?

A. It varies between important and very important in package holidays, where the 
ASP is very high and the packages themselves are a complex product. Price is just 
one of the elements, and multiple needs must be considered. Being top of mind 
in mobile is important. When you are Easyjet or hotels.com, mobile is especially 
important. These are businesses potentially driven by proximity or other time 
sensitive needs and can harvest additional benefits where strategies are designed 
for mobile rather than just mobile optimised.
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On internal best practice
Q. What are the main issues within your company?

What are your top tips for travel businesses?

A. In any large organisation, one of the main issues is coordination. It is important 
to make sure that information is shared and that feedback is collected. Particular 
focus should be attributed to these two tasks.

To avoid working in silos, try to catch up regularly in meetings held at least once a 
week with most stakeholders, and fortnightly with the senior manager, in order to 
keep all the plans up to date.

Shared activity calendars also work well whether in Google docs, or Comindwork. 
In general, there are excellent tools out there to make sure that everyone is up to 
speed with activities.

In most cases it is also very important to take the time to organise meetings to 
update other departments on the current progress of different projects. Preparing 
powerpoint presentations and finding a time that will suit everyone is always 
challenging, but the benefit in terms of managing expectation and making sure 
that people know when you need their support, will help in the release phases of 
the project, when you need everyone on board to make a fantastic project a great 
success.  

On new developments
Q. What do you feel are the main new developments that

influence the travel industry?

A. I think the travel industry still has some catching up to do regarding technology 
that in other industries has become pretty much standard.

So it is not really about new developments for the travel industry. A lot of travel 
websites are still discovering and trying to apply principles that have been in use 
in e-commerce for years.

Responsive design, recommendation engines, and limited availability are 
buzzwords still going around. Senior managers love to use these terms but in the 
travel industry, not everyone knows what they mean.

A lot more needs to be done, especially when you consider that travel is one of the 
most significant sectors in terms of online revenue.

“Even though the world has moved on from Tour Operators and travel agency 
offices, lots and lots of people in the industry still have a brochure centered view 
of the business.”
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Q. How do you see this developing? Which technical changes do you 
foresee to have a big impact in the next few years on the industry?

A. With the adoption of new technology, a mass personalisation of service in the 
travel industry will be possible. People will be able to go on holiday in Tenerife 
and the kitchen of the hotel will know not to use nuts in the preparation in the food 
for a specific customer, because the previous year the same customer had been 
registered in the database with a specific note about his or her allergy to nuts.

That is one example. Customers on a whole will be able to receive specialist 
attention, almost as if they were going on the same holidays each year, in the 
same hotel that knew from experience what the customer liked and what their 
preferences were.

Technology has the potential to add massively to the customer experience, but will 
have to be as invisible as possible in the customers eyes.

Q. How does the change to mobile / tablets affect
the travel industry?

A. Mobile and tablet are the fastest growing elements of traffic composition for 
websites. The ‘mobile first’ approach will be the way forward, in order to keep up 
with the shift in the customer journey from desktop to mobile. In some verticals this 
shift is already quite evident.

On the future
Q. What are your predictions for the travel sector?

A. Being a service sector travel can benefit hugely from new technologies but 
these will have to be more transparent than they currently are. By that I mean that 
they will have to increase the experience without increasing the complexity.

Adriano Comegna

Adriano is a 8 year seasoned digital marketeer, that has been working agency 
and client side in 3 nations across Europe.

Managing successful digital projects for large global brands in competitive 
vertical like Telecom Italia, Holiday Inn, Siemens and TUI travel developing and 
integrated approach between various online discipline first and then embracing 
real though the line integration. He also launched“The evolution of western 
dance” HTML5 infographic featured as case study for effective link baiting 
activity in several online and offline publications.

Adriano Currently is content Marketing Manager at Broadbandchoices.co.uk
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Travel Content
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Q. What are the best examples you’ve seen for content marketing in travel?

A. British Airways have been producing some incredible campaigns recently. I 
often think the term “content marketing” is thought of as an online campaign, but I 
wouldn’t restrict it just to that. 

The #Lookup campaign BA have produced is very effective, firstly because it’s a 
very clever idea and it gets people talking - and secondly, because it does a great 
job of integrating offline advertising with online marketing, encouraging people to 
share via the #Lookup hashtag to generate additional promotion via social media 
too.

They really understand their audience, and make high-quality consumer-led 
content, which is why it works so well. A common mistake is that content is made 
by marketers to marketers - it should be made for your customers, that’s the target 
audience. 

BA’s a ticket to visit mum video is another great example of how they’ve made their 
content about the customer, which is an incredibly powerful way of telling their 
brands story online.

Q. Blueglass are well known for throwing some greattravel events
what have you learnt during the process?

A. It’s been a real eye-opener for us, despite the fact that we’ve worked on a large 
amount of travel brand campaigns over the years - it’s always as a client-agency 
relationship. 

The events we run are not about BlueGlass at all, we just facilitate the conversation. 
That has allowed us to really get a feel for what people are really talking about and 
the challenges they face within the travel industry, both on the digital marketing 
side and travel bloggers.

Q. What are your tips for approaching travel bloggers?

A. Get to know them. It doesn’t matter how good your templates are, no-one likes 
being cold-pitched to. Pay a real, genuine interest in them - if you can understand 
what makes them tick, what interests they have, what content they write and help 
them out.

http://www.britishairways.com/en-gb/flights-and-holidays/flights/lookup
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WPcfJuk1t8s
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The real results are the long-term relationships you build - so make it win, win. It’s 
not about getting a quick link or tweet, it’s about building a mutual partnership that 
can pay off both ways for years to come, not just days.

Q. How are travel bloggers different from other bloggers
you’ve worked with?

A. Every industry is slightly different in terms of bloggers, but like any others, they’re 
trying to make a living. 

That can sometimes be difficult to understand for marketers - and travel bloggers 
are often thought of having an inflated value of their worth. Yet there’s two sides to 
every story, just as we don’t want to be seen as paying for links, travel bloggers 
rightly need to be valued for their work. 

Also free gifts and travel trips only go so far, as great as a 3-night break in an all-
expenses paid hotel sounds - just like anyone else, bloggers still need to pay the 
bills.

This again highlights the need to make it a win, win relationship - whether it’s traffic 
and promotion you can send them, or help and support (we’ve had travel bloggers 
in our office where we gave them Google+ training - it improves their authority, for 
both them and us!) - you need to find a situation where you can provide value both 
ways, instead of making it a transaction.

Q. What is your advice for small brands trying to compete in travel?

A. Add value, focus on customers and create content to help them through their 
journey. It’s no longer about the ‘ABC’ (always be closing) techniques that perhaps 
used to work. We’re now in an age where we should always be educating. 

The travel buying cycle can be very long, you want to make sure you have valuable 
content available at each stage:

Awareness

Consideration

Purchase

Retention/Upsell 

Renaissance Hotels are a great example of a brand who really gets this. Pitching 
their content often where it’s most valuable to them - at the consideration phase. 
Take a look at their content, it doesn’t try to force you into booking a hotel room, 
instead it makes you want to jump in the pool or drink a cocktail on their rooftop! 

This is great content marketing, again perhaps not in the sense we’re familiar with. 
But persuasive content can be extremely powerful and conversion rate optimisation 
isn’t just about increasing the booking rates of a page from 4% to 5% - if you can 
influence the 95% who are undecided about staying there in the first, answer any 
fears and inspire them to book, that’s where your content can really add real value 
to your business.

Renaissance Hotels have thought very hard about this - as quoted on Forbes by 
Renaissance Hotels’ VP of Global Marketing:

“As a global brand with limited awareness and limited marketing budget, we have to 
find ways to be relevant and drive consideration. Content is critical for us because 
it’s the currency that drives our relevance and therefore consumer consideration 
for our brand.

http://renaissance-hotels.marriott.com/renaissance-barcelona-hotel
http://www.forbes.com/sites/marketshare/2012/11/27/5-big-brands-confirm-that-content-marketing-is-the-key-to-your-consumer/
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And content for us lives first and foremost in the offline world through our hotel 
guest experience. This is how we ensure that what we do and say is authentic. 
Then we extend it to online to continue the dialogue with existing guests and their 
network (our prospects).”

Q. What is the best strategy for travel brands who are
discovering digital late?

A. There’s no silver bullet - that’s the key. The brands who are winning are those 
who accept it’s hard work and realise the pay-off is long-term.

Content marketing is all about using/developing your own assets to tell your 
brand’s story online. Big brands have an advantage in their power - not just from an 
authority perspective in Google, but also in being able to leverage their knowledge/
data, people and relationships. 

Many brands are now starting to realise this potential and are likely to pull away 
from the rest of the pack in terms of online market share as a result.

“The main digital strategy I see 
working in 2014 and beyond for 
travel brands is the investment 
of the whole business into 
digital.”

Tweet This Quote

So it’s not just about siloed activity - it’s the integration of all channels into a solid 
marketing strategy.

Q. What is the most successful SEO campaign you’ve ever run or seen?

A. I’ve been working with Audley Travel on their SEO since 2007, they’re a great 
business and our SEO has really evolved back from the early days of converting an 
offline brochure into a optimised website. 

One project we’ve been working on them with has involved developing a content 
hub of information, targeted at the research/awareness early stage of the buying 
cycle. 

From an SEO perspective, this is incredibly valuable because this is the type 
of content that can be shared and linked to by bloggers, journalists and social 
influencers.

https://twitter.com/intent/tweet?text="The strategy I see in 2014 for Travel is the investment of the whole business into digital" via @kevgibbo+http://bit.ly/1nbJngt %23Travel360
http://www.blueglass.co.uk/blog/creating-multi-channel-content-marketing-strategy/
http://www.audleytravel.com/magazine.aspx
http://www.audleytravel.com/magazine.aspx
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So we can use this to leverage weight from great informational content towards the 
more transactional destination/tour pages which are less likely to naturally acquire 
links.

It also uses the strength of the company - Audley provide an excellent experience, 
and rather than having a call centre of full of sales people, they have a team of 
travel specialists with huge knowledge on the destinations you are talking to them 
about (they’ve normally been on the exact holiday you’re talking to them about, 
and are often from that location!). It can be difficult to get this value across without 
speaking to them, so this is where content plays a key role in sharing that expertise, 
history and local knowledge with their customers earlier on in the buying cycle.

Q. What are the biggest digital mistakes you’ve seen in travel?

A. It’s normally reputation based - providing bad customer service offline is normally 
the biggest mistake anyone can do. This is an old one, but United breaks guitars 
had a huge negative impact to United Airlines share price. Especially in the age of 
social media, with brands quite often subject to playing out their challenges in the 
public eye, social media mismanagement can be very detrimental.

When content marketing fails, it normally means no-one sees it. And you have to 
accept that not every piece of content will be a roaring success, and you have to 
learn from the failures as well as the successes along the way.

Q. How does travel content differ from content marketing
in other industries?

A. Travel is a great industry to work in, and it really is endless in terms of the content 
ideas you can come up with. It’s also very seasonal - so the biggest challenge is 
often prioritising these into a solid editorial calendar.

It also allows the freedom to be creative with your projects - and to really stand out 
you have to put the effort in, but travel is a topic that a huge audience of people 
are interested in. It’s not as if you’re trying to find too many angles to broaden the 
appeal for people outside of your industry.

Q. Why do you think social media has a more significant role in
travel as opposed to other industries?

A. It’s normally reputation based - providing bad customer service offline is normally 
the biggest mistake anyone can do. This is an old one, but United breaks guitars 
had a huge negative impact to United Airlines share price. Especially in the age of 
social media, with brands quite often subject to playing out their challenges in the 
public eye, social media mismanagement can be very detrimental.

When content marketing fails, it normally means no-one sees it. And you have to 
accept that not every piece of content will be a roaring success, and you have to 
learn from the failures as well as the successes along the way.

Q. How does travel content differ from content marketing
in other industries?

A. Mainly because people love to use social media while they travel. The impact 
of sharing photos rather than text on Facebook is huge, and people love to share 
information as they are visiting new destinations.

That’s a great opportunity for travel brands, especially given the impact of mobile 
- holidaymakers are now searching for places to go and restaurants to eat in while 
they are in a specific location. So you now have to consider providing content at 
the right time, in the right place - as well as the research in advance from home 
before a journey.

Q. What is the role of emotion/psychology in creating
great travel content?

Going back to the British Airways and Renaissance Hotels examples, they do a 
great job of playing to the emotions of their audience. If they can make you want 
to go someone, or see the emotional side of why you would book a holiday, flight 
or hotel stay - there’s much more chance of converting that visitor into a customer, 
because you’ve got them onside. Content is a very powerful way of doing this at 
the consideration phase.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WPcfJuk1t8s
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Q. Who is executing multi-channel campaigns the
best with their content?

A. Within travel, I think there’s still a big opportunity here to really tie together multi-
channel campaigns into an integrated strategy. 

The bigger brands are of course all doing multi-channel, in the sense of their 
running online and offline campaigns, SEO, PPC, display, affiliate, social etc. But 
those who are really centralising this and thinking about their customers first are the 
ones I would predict will win in 2014. 

This means you need to put your CRM first, and then think about how you can get 
your whole marketing team behind a single strategy, with content at the centre to 
maximise the impact from all channels.

Q. What travel content are you seeing generate the
best social signals e.g. tweets, likes, shares?

A. In travel, photography and video are huge. I think blogging is becoming over-
saturated, certainly for outreach you’re likely to face disappointment in traditional 
outreach tactics, as travel bloggers are very savvy and you’re likely to have to pay 
your way in, which becomes a risky game.

But travel allows you to be so creative, that you shouldn’t need to do that - you 
should be creating outstanding content that people can’t help but share. You still 
need blogging and in-depth articles, but add it to the mix, rather than putting 
your whole budget behind it. Don’t just think of your content team as copywriters - 
perhaps you’ll find hiring photographers, creative designers and videographers is 
a much better investment on your spend. 

And as always, building relationships is key.

Q. What are your opinions on integrating campaigns
across all digital channels?

A. It’s essential. Simple as that!

There’s so many efficiencies and synergies in having an integrated strategy, that if 
you’re not doing this you’ll risk that your competitors will and they’ll catch you up.

We ditched the silos in our team a long time ago - mainly because in just SEO alone 
you need a mix of skillsets, between SEO strategists, content production and digital 
PR - it’s no longer a one-person job. Add in all of your other digital channels and it’s 
clear to see why having one clear, focused strategy is a much more sensible and 
manageable way forward.

Key takeaways?

The key focuses would be integration of multi-channel and  consumer-led marketing:

• Integrated - because in order to get the best results from digital you have to be 
able to have be agile to move faster than your competitors, analyse what works 
and have flexibility to make decisions to allocate budget where it works best.

• Consumer-led - because search is becoming much more content and data 
driven. The power that brands have is their knowledge, data and people - 
giving them the ability to leverage internal assets to targeted audiences.

Kevin Gibbons

Kevin Gibbons is Managing Director of BlueGlass – a strategy driven digital 
marketing agency, specialising in the integration of owned, earned and paid 
media.
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BlueGlass work with a range of travel brands such as Audley Travel, Momondo 
and Zoover on digital marketing, search, social and content campaigns.
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Honest stories: Breathing new 
life into online travel content

Rob Cowen

In July 2014, the Tour de France is coming to Yorkshire. There are about 30 destinations on the tour, and upwards of 3 million people are expected to 
descend upon the region to watch the race. It will be two days of cycling through some of the most stunning scenery in the county.

Winning the bid highlighted a real problem with the state of online travel content. There was no website that provided an authoritative source of unbiased 
and genuine content, featuring well researched local knowledge.
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Tourist board websites tend to miss the point on a lot of the charm and diversity 
which really makes a region unique. They tend to give people the PR platitudes 
and gloss in order to sell products in a overblown hyperbolic way, without providing 
information that is actually useful for travellers.

Of course this is not just specific to Yorkshire. It is becoming clear now that the 
industry as a whole is massively underutilising the potential of online travel content. 
There is a big opportunity for travel brands to provide consumers with content that 
is inspirational, captivating, and useful for them to read.

Honest, authoritative, local content, and storytelling. That’s the difference.

The problem with content

Whilst many travel companies today have huge resources, with enormous reach 
and market shares, there remains in the industry a real sense of unreliability about 
certain types of online content.

To give you an example, one of my past projects with The Telegraph was writing a 
city guide to York, which necessitated going to hotels, B&Bs, pubs and restaurants 
and reviewing them. Online, these places had predominantly five star reviews, but 
also a slew of terrible reviews that were one star - everything from: “This is best 
place you’ll ever stay in your life! LOVED IT” to “There was a rat in my room. AVOID”.

User-generated reviews are helpful in their own way, but it remains a problem 
that sources cannot be evaluated or verified. When reviews start to number in the 
hundreds or thousands, containing a mix of praise and derogatory statements, 
the summary result is a load of noise which is unhelpful to a consumer’s decision 
making process.

It results in consumers being driven back to a search engine to look for more 
information on the products they are interested in. Google’s ZMOT research has 
documented this process; the tendency amongst modern consumers to return to 
a search engine several times, looking to research sources of reliable information 
before making a purchasing decision.

What travel consumers are yearning for, is a source of trusted authority. Having 
been subjected to all the noise, users are looking for a source that will provide 
an informative, relatable review or piece of writing. Something that will provide a 
genuine sense or experience of the actual products on offer.

There are certain long-established principles within publishing that are relevant 
here.

‘Gatekeepers’ and traditional media

Journalists and news practitioners have long acknowledged the need for 
‘gatekeeping’ authorities. These authorities perform the role of mediating 
information, filtering out unreliable sources and noise, whilst also fulfilling the trust 
needs of consumers.

It is perhaps a principle that has been pushed to one side with the explosion of free 
and easily accessible online content. The more content that is created, the greater 
the need for that authority.
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We now live in an interesting age where most companies recognise that digital is a 
world of opportunity, but that digital alone is not the be all and end all.

Authority

People want to be given an authoritative angle because they trust the method 
of delivery, and many publishers now recognise that consumers appreciate the 
authority of a newspaper’s print or online content.

The fact that The Telegraph are now providing direct bookings as part of their travel 
offering, on the back of their ability to fulfill trust and inspire readers with their travel 
pieces, is proof of consumer confidence in these mediums.

Even in the current world of innumerable multiplatform opportunities, content still 
needs to be supported by traditional channels of authority. Building relationships 
with quality publishers can add integrity to existing site content, and the power of 
an extraordinary piece of travel writing in a national newspaper, that both captures 
the imagination and provides genuine content about a holiday product, can really 
encourage consumers to make the final step and convert.

Certainly, stakeholders and board members want to see their PR teams delivering 
on that level - they want to sit down in a boardroom look through their clippings for 
the week. And still the truth remains that a good SEO link from a trusted national 
newspaper site can be hugely important in terms of site ranking and authority.

It is a trend that is getting stronger and stronger now - the feeling that consumers 
are in need of sources of trust and authority online.

Honesty and local content

A few years ago I was writing a travel feature about the Ardeche region of France. 
On the evening of the first day I arrived at the vineyard where I was staying. The 
farmer was a fantastic man called Raphael. 

We sat under a fig tree, looking out over the vineyard and drinking a bottle of local 
wine, and he asked me what my plans in the Ardeche were.

“This is not the Ardeche. This is 
not the region I’ve grown up in 
or where my great grandfather 
grew up in. This is not it!”

- Raphael, vineyard owner and Ardeche local

Tweet This Quote

And he tore it up. He then made 20 phone calls and arranged all these little places 
for me, little farms and restaurants that were not on the tourist board map, but were 
all fantastic.

Over the next few days I had the fortune of experiencing the real Ardeche. Local 
goat’s cheese, local wine, local sausage, all from hidden-away places that were 
not paying the tourist board money to be promoted, but were all doing what they 
do really well.

I gave him my list from the tourist board, and on reading it he shook his head and 
grunted:

https://twitter.com/intent/tweet?text="This isn't the region I grew up in, or my grandfather grew up in. This isn't it!" via @robbiecowen+http://bit.ly/1nbJngt %23Travel360
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Later, when Raphael asked me about Yorkshire, I realised that there was no source or website that I could 
point him to that captured the uniqueness of the region, and actually that was the inspiration for the Le 
Tour Guide website.

It boils down to honesty. We live in an age now where honesty is everything. Unbiased content that 
effuses local charm is so effective, and if you can provide this for a particular region, users are not going 
to go elsewhere for content.

People are ready to share informative, exciting travel content, yet we still have this weird idea that the 
material on the tourist boards is what people respond to.

This simply isn’t the case. Honest, local content is the difference between saying “With a unique ambience 
and relaxed atmosphere this is an ideal venue for all travellers looking for an idyllic respite” and “We are 
an old pub set in the Dales by the river. We serve two beers and they’re the best beers in all Yorkshire”.

One of these statements actually means something and consumers will respond to this kind of information. 
When you actually give a sense of honesty about a place, people are much more likely to be appreciative, 
and respond not just by visiting but by sharing the experience online and with their friends.
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Storytelling

Take the example of a press release about a new safari holiday with a piece of 
quality travel writing about going on safari. Why is it that you might read a newspaper 
article that is 2,000 words long, yet a 400 word press release will bore you within 
two sentences?

The answer is because there is no story in it.

People love stories. The root of all communication is storytelling; ever since people 
first sat around a fire and told each other the stories of the day.

Without a story, any piece of writing is essentially just a load of bullet points. It 
doesn’t capture the imagination and it certainly doesn’t capture people’s wallets.

And the amazing thing is that travel intrinsically provides so many natural stories. If 
you were to read a piece about me going on a Swedish rafting holiday, about how 
I collected the right materials and built my own raft, about the profound shift that 
occurred in the way I thought about myself and the landscape in just a week away 
from civilization, alone in the wilderness with the wolves howling in the hills… To 
read a piece of quality travel writing is an experience in itself and it is natural for 
people to respond to that.

And for those that ask, “How can you write a story in only 300 words?” the answer 
is that people can be incredibly imaginative storytellers.

Do you know the story about the wager placed with Ernest Hemingway when he 
bet some other writers that he could write an entire story in six words?

“For sale, baby shoes,
never worn.”

- Ernest Hemingway’s six word ‘novel’

Tweet This Quote

 
That’s a story. It’s an incredibly powerful story and it is really short. It has all of this 
terrible tragedy behind it that resides in only six words.

The problem at the moment is that writers feel that they shouldn’t tell stories because 
it is not how the PR and marketing game works. It’s ridiculous really, as it really is 
the most powerful tool in the content arsenal.

The important thing now is how to get the companies to realize that stories are what 
people want.

Changing the approach to content within brands

Once you have institutionalized systems where people have set methods in 
monitoring press, media, impact, clicks and demographics etc. it can be a hard 
shift for companies to make to refresh their content output.

But that is not a reflection of how consumers are thinking anymore. From their 
perspective, they are overwhelmed and confused by the noise. What we have to 
do is find a way to speak to them one on one with specific stories that captivate 
and appeal to individuals.

https://twitter.com/intent/tweet?text="Ernest Hemingway's 6 word novel - For sale, baby shoes, never worn" via @robbiecowen+http://bit.ly/1nbJngt %23Travel360
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If I was a major travel brand I would be investing really heavily in getting some 
very strong creative writers on board. I would be looking primarily at journalists, 
perhaps journalists for newspapers or freelance contracts, and I would be using 
their experience and their ability for storytelling, to convert content into powerful 
stories that can go on front pages and capture imaginations.

“Because if you have a good 
story, with a nice narrative, 
and something that is going to 
capture the imagination, then 
the world is your oyster.”

Whether that be in narrative content, or whether that be in video or a piece of 
incredible photography, there is a world of incredible content waiting to be created 
and travel brands need to drive initiatives and interact with the content creators.

Summary

Ultimately, it boils down to the quality and honesty of your content, in order to 
present one’s brand in the right way. The fundamental principles of PR and the 
distinguished press are now integrating with online marketing.

And the reward for providing this content isn’t just winning conversions. It’s loyalty. 
It’s brand loyalty, and customers making repeat purchases because you’ve 
provided them with the right content, in the right tone, and with the right authority - 
everything they need to have a brilliant travel experience from start to finish.

Key takeaways

Traditionally, where travel establishments have been going wrong is by trying to 
overdress or oversell their offer to the point where they are trying to appeal to 
everybody.

Tweet This Quote 

https://twitter.com/intent/tweet?text="If you have something that will capture imagination, then the world is your oyster" via @robbiecowen+http://bit.ly/1nbJngt %23Travel360
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Rob Cowen

Rob Cowen is an award-winning journalist and freelance writer who has 
clocked up over eight years experience in leading national newspaper and 
magazine publishing. He recently co-founded Le Tour Guide, a website that 
provides the ultimate insider lowdown on where to eat, drink, stay, walk and 
cycle in Yorkshire for travelers attending the forthcoming Grand Depart leg of 
the Tour de France.

Currently The Telegraph’s ‘destination expert’ for the Yorkshire region and 
a columnist on British travel and the outdoors for both The Independent on 
Sunday and The Telegraph’s new ‘Men’ section, he cut his teeth writing and 
reviewing for the likes of The Independent, The Express and a host of consumer 
magazine titles. 

The Guardian cited him as ‘one of the UK’s most exciting nature writers’ after 
his first book Skimming Stones and Other Ways of Being in the Wild was 
published by Hodder in February 2012 and, subsequently, in paperback in 
2013. Granted the ‘Roger Deakin Award’ by the Society of Authors, the book 
was acclaimed as ‘a new chapter in nature writing’ and has topped Amazon’s 
bestseller lists in ‘Nature’ numerous times.

Rob regularly appears on TV and radio to talk travel and the outdoors, including 
recent guest slots on Channel 4’s Sunday Brunch, BBC 2’s The Culture Show, 
BBC Radio 2’s Steve Wright in the Afternoon, and as a wild food expert for Time 
Team. His wrote and presented his first BBC Radio 3 nature documentary ‘The 
Ospreys of Loch Garten’ in June 2013.

What’s important now is get back to the essence of storytelling. Honest, authoritative 
and local content, infused with quality storytelling can win customers, the right kind 
of customers, who are more likely to share positive experiences online or via word 
of mouth.

If you do it right it’s the perfect storm of storytelling, marketing, PR, and outstanding 
content that will inspire loyalty and provide long term success to your brand.

Return to Contents Page

http://www.letourguide.com/
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/travel/destination/uk/england/88183/York-city-break-guide.html
http://www.independent.co.uk/travel/uk/tales-from-the-trees-the-lord-of-the-rings-comes-to-the-yorkshire-woodlands-8546921.html?origin=internalSearch
http://www.independent.co.uk/travel/uk/tales-from-the-trees-the-lord-of-the-rings-comes-to-the-yorkshire-woodlands-8546921.html?origin=internalSearch
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/journalists/rob-cowen/
http://www.amazon.co.uk/Skimming-Stones-Other-Ways-Being/dp/1444735993
http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p00r1g9b
http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p00r1g9b
http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b02x9cmd
http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b02x9cmd
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Searching For Inspiration in
Online Travel Content

Gian Caprini, Jade Conroy

We lead increasingly digital lives, and spend more time online than ever before. These days it is just as likely to be through online content, rather than 
traditional social or broadcast mediums, that we gain the inspiration for our holiday ideas.

So how can we create fresh, exhilarating, sharable content that really stands out? In a market where consumers demand ever more quality content, how 
can brands and content creators collaborate together? And what sort of content will see success in the future?

Gian Caprini and Jade Conroy, from MSN Travel, explain how SEO’s and content creators can work together to inspire online content.
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The content landscape

People love to dream about their holidays. In the past, it might have been the role of printed media to 
inspire this dreaming, but the development of the internet as the primary medium for content consumption 
means we now predominantly feed our desire for the exotic through online content.

We spend more time dreaming than any other stage of the consumer purchase cycle. Recent research 
has shown that the average UK travel consumer makes 12 online searches, visits 22 sites and takes 29 
days to go from the initial search to the actual transaction.

http://www.travolution.co.uk/articles/2009/04/24/2458/consumers-visit-20-travel-sites-before-booking-google.html
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One study shows that even for a 4 hour leisure trip, the average consumer spends 
an amazing 42 hours online, of which an amazing 18.5 hours, almost half of the 
total 42, will be spent in the dreaming stage alone, consuming travel content online.

The amount of free online travel content that serves this stage of the consumer 
journey has grown to meet the increasing demand, and has also evolved to better 
integrate the transition into the planning stage.

Whereas in the past travel content was very much driven by guides, brochures, and 
websites (which were digital guides in a similar vein), there are now new innovations 
in which, for example, editorial websites will incorporate booking mechanisms to 
offer a streamlined user experience.

User generated content has also had an impact in the last ten years, and represents 
an altogether different way of approaching travel content.

68%
of people began 

researching online
before they decided

where or how to travel
versus 65% in 2012

42%
are more likely to use their 
smartphone or tablet for 
travel/vacation related 

information while on a trip
versus 33% in 2012

49%
of people plan to travel 

more frequently with 
family in the
coming year

versus 46% in 2012

The changes have also coincided with the prominent rise of social media, which 
has been tremendously empowering for consumers in that they can now talk 
directly to the brand. Customer service, and the quality of the product offering has 
had to improve to match the expectations of these new consumers.

In truth the internet has made a massive impact on the quality and consumption 
of travel content. Consumers today have the opportunity to discover unique travel 
destinations or experiences that ten years ago would have been beyond even their 
dreams. This coupled with the empowerment they possess in being able to source 
the best value means their expectations are also a lot higher.

To continue producing content that is not only relevant, but also inspires, and 
captures the imagination of such a knowledgeable audience is a considerable 
challenge.

Approaching & Collaborating With Authors

This is an area we are very keen on at MSN Travel and we actively engage with 
travel bloggers and maintain an interaction with them.

Guide to Outreach & Pitching Content Creators

Who

Find the authors that inspire, or resonate with your brand.
Study their online profile, what does he/she like?

How

Which social platforms is he/she active on?
Is he/she following your brand on Twitter?
Can you DM them asking for their email?

What

Is your content engaging enough?
Can you provide exclusive stories or informative data?
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We help them in ensuring their content is promoted across various channels, and 
they provide us with their creative input and content ideas.

A properly designed profile page can make a considerable difference for an 
authors online presence, and ensuring the correct links, tags and meta data are 
utilised can go a long way in helping search engines recognise who the author of 
a piece of content is, and what level of authority they have got.

From a technical point of view, the correct implementation of code and sharing 
buttons, and the overall integration of social, or sharing networks is essential in 
building and establishing a social media presence around your content.

Certain changes in the pipeline for automated rank based approaches to search 
algorithms are also things that will come into play in the near future. Writers and travel 
bloggers will be able to write across many different platforms and be recognised 
as the specific author for a certain topic across several different platforms. In the 
next few years this will become even more influential not only within travel but 
across many different sectors.

Brands should really be helping writers to become more established. Search 
consultants can help traditional writers, journalists, and travel writers with good 
reputations and a body of content to take full advantage of the online presences.

Ownership & Occupation of the Travel Ecosystem

There is growing a trend, in the online travel space, in which major brands, with 
strong market shares have established so centralised a position that they effectively 
monopolise or ‘own’ a particular segment of the market. This space can be clearly 
distinguished as a stage in the consumer journey.

For example, in the UK, ‘package holiday space’, is mainly owned by Thomas Cook 
and Thomson, fulfilling the ‘planning’ and ‘booking’ stage of the consumer journey. 
‘Flights and booking systems’ which cater solely for the booking of flights or hotels 
will also be occupied by a number of well-known and established websites, such 
as Skyscanner, Kayak and Expedia.

All of these brands will produce their own content relevant to their own specific 
products. Some may whitelabel their content offering, such as in the case 
of booking.com and Lonely Planet, but all will be active in the production and 
publishing of travel content.

To produce content which serves the same space means competing for visibility 
with these large brands. This is by nature a difficult task, as these brands invariably 
have large amounts of consumer data (browsing habits, preferences, and click-
through rates for example) that enable them to gain the edge in creating strong 
and effective content.

In reality there are many different strategies and a lot of players, but overall it is 
clear that different parts of the ecosystem are now ‘owned’ by particular brands.

Embracing the Niche

One interesting direction for growth is in the serving of unique, or niche content for 
travellers who are looking to travel off the beaten path in the inspiration phase of 
their journey, and ultimately, on the travel experience itself.

“There is a need to interact 
with the niche bloggers and to 
establish better communities.”

Tweet This Quote

https://twitter.com/intent/tweet?text="There is a need to interact with the niche bloggers and to establish better communities" via @gianweb @jaders_+http://bit.ly/1nbJngt %23Travel360
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“When the content and ideas 
are strong, there are not many 
things as social as travel.”

- Gian Caprini

There has been a rise in smaller brands that cater to specific niche markets. Luxury 
travel blogs are becoming increasing popular, and there has been an emergence 
of more niche platforms such as Triptease, which offer a TripAdvisor type service 
but for a more specific and niche market. These sites serve travellers that are not 
interested in big brand hotel chains or tried and established holiday experiences, 
but prefer more creative or culturally diverse, unique experiences.

Whilst it may not achieve the same page targets as more evergreen content, 
niche content is important to cater for. An occasional piece on designer hotels, or 
alternative things to do in Paris helps distinguish the content offering.

Shareability & Success

Tweet This Quote

A great example of a successful niche offering, which also had huge success in 
engaging social media was the ‘I know this great little place in London..’ Facebook 
page.

What started in 2010 as a fan created Facebook page for members to share 
charming spots or establishments, quickly grew to have 20,000 fans in 2 weeks. It 
now has over 216,000 fans and has expanded to the greatlittleplace.com website, 
serving many destinations and sporting the motto: “Death to dull chains”.

It proves that when the content and ideas are strong, there are not many things as 
social as travel. Serving a specific niche can really hit the sweet spot in terms of 
quality, sharable content, and engaging communities to build the strength, variety 
and richness of the content offering.

Summary

The is one further benefit of embracing niche content in that from niches we can 
also look to be inspired. One of the key sources of really good quality content is 
from smaller sites that have got a strong story, or a bit of a quirky character.

https://twitter.com/intent/tweet?text="When content is strong, there are not many things as social as travel" via @gianweb @jaders_+http://bit.ly/1nbJngt %23Travel360
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Gian Caprini

Gian Caprini is EMEA SEO and Social Product Marketing Manager in the 
Microsoft Apps, Media and Publishing division where he leads the technical 
and editorial organic search optimization strategy for MSN International. 

Prior to Microsoft he was working at top digital marketing agency Greenlight 
leading the integration between SEO and Social Media and providing innovative 
solutions to improve the online visibility of many top brands including Sky, 
Thomas Cook, DialAFlight, New Look and Santander. He is an experienced 
multilingual digital marketing strategist with a strong passion for the online 
travel industry.

Publishers are increasingly realising that they are able to pick up on those 
stories and process them into content. This way there is a strong interaction on 
several fronts, inspiration, data and optimization, and also connections with niche 
communities who are active in generating online content.

Key Takeaways:

The richness and diversity of content is hugely important in serving the inspiration 
phase of the travel consumer’s online journey. Seek out and approach content 
creators that inspire or resonate with your brand.

Embrace and engage niche communities. Not only do they signal potential gaps in 
the market, it can lead to the creation of quality, sharable content, and collaborating 
with passionate and active online communities.

Travel is extremely social! Integrate content and social media campaigns to fully 
realise the potential of your content.

Jade Conroy

After partying at Rio Carnival, sailing to Panama on an overcrowded boat and 
bussing it through the whole of the South American continent, Jade decided 
she could probably write about these kinds of things as a career. After a stint at 
Vogue Spain and London lifestyle title Urban Junkies, Jade landed at MSN as 
Travel Editor where she writes, researches and commissions all things travel. 
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Q. How important is content in travel?

A. Content, as for all businesses looking to build audience online, is of crucial 
importance. All brands are now publishers, whether they like it or not. They are 
either publishing well and building profitable audience; or they’re publishing badly 
and struggling to remainrelevant to their market.

It is the creation, distribution and promotion of strategically crafted content that 
allows online brands to attract and engage organic traffic from search, social and 
3rd party media sites.

It is content that earns a brand entry into the sphere of interest of a potential 
customer, and builds direct relationships.

It’s through having an effective content strategy that users are managed through a
defined journey from unconscious desire to vocally happy customer.

It’s the strength of content, and the strategy behind it that is separating the winners
from the losers in the online travel space.

Q. What are the best examples you’ve seen forcontent marketing
in travel? Why are they so good?

A. There are lots of examples of good individual pieces of content within UK travel 
over the past year, but few great examples of great content strategy in my opinion.

One that sticks out that I particularly liked is the Thomson #MeAgain campaign.

This campaign ties in a great TV ad content with a wider blog, social and 3rd party
content strategy. It has a simple channel neutral big idea, that working too hard 
turns you into an ogre, and a holiday allows you to be #MeAgain.

There are a few things that I would have done differently. They’ve missed a couple 
of important tricks that could have made the campaign stronger from a search 
perspective, and as far as I can see there’s been no outreach or influencer work 
that could have driven a big increase in visibility.

Apart from these, they’ve got one key element very right, and this is an element of 
content marketing that a lot of content bandwagoners don’t get. Thompson have 
used the overarching commercial objective of convincing their audience that they 
need their holidays to drive content strategy.

Thompson’s goal with it’s marketing is to drive desire for a holiday within its 
audience so that people actually go buy holidays, hopefully from them. This is 
achieved in my opinion from this work… it made me want a holiday! There is a 
serious misconception within a segment of the content marketing industry that 
successful content marketing is about oneoff pieces and all you need are links/
coverage/likes as metrics for a successful campaign.

A well planned content marketing campaign, like the #MeAgain follows a 
multichannel strategy that covers a number of content pieces, all with the goal 
of making you actually want to go on holiday! This doesn’t focus on links, but 
achieves them. It doesn’t focus on social activity, but achieves it. It doesn’t focus 
on column inches but achieves it. It does focus on a powerful, channel neutral, 
audiencefocused idea, and how that idea can be used to create series of content 
pieces that are tied into commercial marketing objectives.
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Q. What is the most successful SEO campaign you’ve ever run or seen?

A. Nothing that’s relevant anymore… I don’t agree that there is such a thing as a 
purely SEO campaign now.

Q. What are the biggest digital mistakes you’ve seen in travel?

A. I’m not going to name individual campaigns, but I’m constantly bemused by 
marketers that have read a few content marketing blogs and taken “audiencefocused
content’’ to mean that they have to hit the informational requirements of the 
audience, with no regard to the commercial objectives of the brand. You have to 
do both dummy. I even once heard a fairly well known agency pitching this as a 
campaign element calling it ‘irrelevant content’... I kid you not!! In my opinion this 
is just lazy, or at least inexperienced, campaign planning.

Q. How are travel bloggers different from other bloggers
you’ve worked with?

A. I love travel bloggers! They’re genuinely very nice people with the common goal 
of being able to support traveling and broadening their horizons. I’ve done the 
same myself in the past so I get that mentality.

Q. What are your tips for approaching travel bloggers?

A. Be genuine. Add value. Think win win.

Q. How does travel content differ from content
marketing in other industries?

A. It’s generally lots of fun coming up with fresh and exciting content strategies for 
travel… other industries it’s a bit more of a challenge.

Q. What is the role of social media in travel content?

A. It’s to build direct relationships with influencers in a target audience, and to add 
value through providing an audience with access to your great content.

I think that it’s a perfect platform for the travel sector as social media is now such an
integral part of the holiday experience.

Q. What is the role of emotion/psychology in creating great travel content?

A. It drives everything. Content marketing is supposed to provoke behaviour… 
connecting emotionally is the only way to do that.

Q. Who is executing multichannel campaigns the
best with their content?

A. In travel it’s debatable, but in the wider marketing world, Old Spice are absolutely 
killing it right now… top of the game.

Q. What travel content are you seeing generate the
best social signals e.g. tweets, likes, shares?

A. Audience centric, emotionally charged, strategically created content that has a
beginning a middle and an end.

Q. What are your opinions on integrating campaigns
across all digital channels?

A. Strategy should be channel neutral, but it’s essential that tactical campaigns are 
created with the relevant channels in mind as they’re not all the same.
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Q. What are your key takeaways?

A. All brands are publishers. Without a longterm content strategy, well managed 
through a content schedule and effective production process a brand cannot hope 
to compete online.

Gus Ferguson

Gus Ferguson has over 12 years experience working in the digital sphere, 
specifically within the areas of branding, business development, PR, SEO, 
social media and content creation. He is the Co-founder of leading content 
marketing agency Quad Digital and is devoted to driving awareness and uptake 
of new, more effective marketing strategies and tactics that are based on a 
sophisticated understanding of how users behave in the online environment. 
He is also the Organiser of the OMN London community for London’s digital 
and tech scene, and The Content Creation Collective, for all types of digital 
content creators.
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Campaigns
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Digital opportunities in PR:
Extraordinary travel campaigns

James Brooke

For years now, PR and digital communications have been converging, with campaigns combining the various disciplines to produce some exceptional 
results. Today, great PR, sees work on digital channels merge with more traditional press and media coverage which can cause a campaign to snowball.

James Brooke, Managing Director of Rooster PR, explores the integration of PR and digital channels, some of the strongest case studies in recent years, 
and the opportunity in the travel industry to produce truly extraordinary campaigns.
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We live in a world where things happen at lightning speed. News and stories travel globally incredibly 
quickly through digital media at the mere push of a button.
 
For travel companies and destinations, when there is a crisis or issue concerning reputation management, 
it’s out there almost as soon as it happens. The political uprisings in Egypt and Tunisia are examples of 
how negative media coverage can quickly threaten to damage tourism levels for a particular destination.

 
The media messages around such incidences can be sensationalist, so often the role of the PR is in 
trying to get ahead of the breaking news agenda to communicate the real story of what is happening 
from a travel perspective. So if you looked specifically at Tunisia post the Jasmine revolution of 2011, our 
challenge was to get ahead of that news agenda and communicate the reality of what was happening 
on the ground in Tunisia tourist destinations. In reality, as was true in this case, the unrest was largely 
restricted to certain areas.
 
This demonstrates just how important communication is in the travel industry. For brands, getting the right 
message out to the public, in the right tone and with the right factual content can be a big challenge, but 
equally, a big opportunity.
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Great content

Travel is packed full of great content, whether it be visual, written, or indeed, in any 
format. 

Take, for example, email marketing. There is no point in having a phenomenal 
database if you can’t provide users with excellent content. The difference for the 
travel industry is that we have the potential to meet the increasing demand for 
exceptional content.

Any travel brand, destination, airline, hotel, tour operator, or cruise line can tell 
great stories and provide some exceptional video or written piece about their 
product. Even a car hire company can compile an interesting and engaging piece 
of content on the different makes of car and the technological innovations that are 
being developed, with numerous angles and hooks to make the content stand out.
 
The biggest challenge for most industries is finding inspiration for sexy, exotic, 
content. Travel does not have this problem. However, the challenge is to integrate 
it with the available data and then promote it through the right channels, finding 
the delicate balance between investment and expected return. Fully integrated 
campaign are by their nature costly both in terms of time and budget.

In recent years, some have managed to achieve excellent results.

Top Travel Campaigns

‘The Best Job in The World’ - Tourism Queensland

From a PR perspective, the standout campaign of the last 10 years was Tourism 
Queensland’s ‘The Best Job in the World’, which was actually quite a small budget 
campaign.

The campaign set out to promote the Great Barrier Reef as a global tourism 
destination with a website encouraging people worldwide to apply for ‘The Best 
Job In The World’ - to be a ‘Caretaker of the Islands’ and house-sit the Great Barrier 
Reef for six months.

Job benefits included a large salary, free lodging in a multi-million dollar villa, and 
transportation there and around the islands. The application process required a 
web video to be submitted, and the job duties were publicity-related, with creating 
web videos, blogging, and photo diaries all listed in the job description - content 
which would ensure the longevity of the campaign.

It was originally an exclusive given to The Metro, who ran it on page three, and 
it simply snowballed from there. It was all done on a relatively small budget, 
because all that Tourism Queensland could afford globally were recruitment ads 
in the classifieds (and that incidentally was the inspiration for the idea). Following 
the Metro piece, the story was fed through social media, which really ignited the 
campaign. The weather happened to be terrible that morning so it really resonated 
with the British public.
 
The real success of the campaign was that it was one of very few that managed 
to break through to mainstream media. Tourism Queensland managed to secure 
coverage across the national press, as well as on BBC Breakfast, who later 
interviewed the winner, Ben Southall.
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According to Tourism Queensland, the campaign ended up generating US$70m 
worth of global publicity just one month after the campaign’s launch, on a budget 
of just US$1m.

‘Flying in the Face of ordinary’ - Virgin Atlantic

This campaign really communicated the idea that Virgin staff are ‘superheroes’, 
and have grown up with the special talents and skills that make them extraordinary.
 
Virgin promoted it effectively across all channels. There was the mainstream 
creative and slickly produced ad which was broadcast on television and via online 
video channels, and then the social media element. The tagline “flying in the face 
of ordinary” was designed to translate effectively across all social channelswith 
#FIFO trending well on Twitter for the duration of the campaign.
 
Externally, the campaign communicated the message that “when you fly with Virgin 
Atlantic, their staff provide an extraordinary experience and service, different and 
better than the rest”. And perhaps most effectively of all, it worked internally in that 
it really won the support and engagement of their staff.

Overall, it was a hardworking, multifaceted and integrated campaign. Like all 
the best brand stories, it also has a timeless quality. The same message has the 
potential to be revisited and redeveloped for future campaigns.

‘Don’t Fly, Home Advantage’ – British Airways

In terms of recent big budget campaigns, BA’s work during the 2012 London 
Olympics is probably the best example of a highly ambitious campaign that really 
got their message into the public consciousness.
 
The real challenge for BA was to get the balance of their message exactly right, 
which wasn’t an easy task at a domestic event for a company all about outbound 
travel!
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The campaign revolved around a clever Facebook video in which BA jumbo jet 
rolled through the streets of London to people’s front doors. The individuality of the 
campaign to each and every person that tried it ensured a viral spread and social 
media buzz. 
 
It was without doubt a clever, creative campaign that was supported by some 
amazing offline work at the Olympic Park, where BA sponsored the big screen, 
providing a grassy area for members of the public to watch all the Olympic action. 
 
From a UK domestic perspective, BA achieved the most traction in terms of ‘brand 
love’ - more than Coca Cola, Samsung or any of the other big name sponsors.

‘Best Beach Bars’ - Cheapflights.co.uk

Some of the most effective campaigns however, are the ones activated on really 
small budgets. Our ‘Best Beach Bars’ campaign with Cheapflights.co.uk is a great 
example of low budget, high impact, hardworking PR. 

Did you know that two of the best bars in the world are in the UK?

That was our hook, and the idea was to promote a list of the 10 best beach bars in 
the world, from rustic little shacks in the Caribbean, to stunning bars at 5* hotels, 
alongside infinity-pools on the edge of the Adriatic sea. Of these top 10 beach 
bars, The Ty Coch Inn in Wales, a quintessential local pub in a stunning location just 
metres from the Welsh coast, and the hugely popular Watering Hole on Perranporth 
Beach in Cornwall, were included amongst the world’s best.

The story generated coverage ranging from national press - The Sun, The Times, 
and the Metro – to extensive TV and radio hits, and high traffic volume websites 
such as BBC.co.uk, Mail Online, and MSN UK.

Rooster PR relentlessly promoted and pitched the story to the media and in the end 
the hard working press office paid off.. The final count was 26 pieces of national 
and regional coverage, 27 online pieces, 13 big broadcast hits and one very happy 
client.
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Budgets and digital opportunities

What the beach bars campaign really shows is that even when you don’t have the 
luxury of a large budget, it’s still possible to be really effective with a good story 
and a lot of hard work promoting it across both online and offline channels. From a 
social and digital media perspective, good practice can really make the difference 
in helping a campaign to snowball.

We are putting a lot of investment into helping educate our clients, especially those 
who are more traditional in their approach to PR and marketing, by showing them 
what it’s possible to produce on small to reasonable budgets via digital channels.
 
For the travel industry as a whole, the investment from a data perspective hasn’t 
been there, and has been much slower than it has been in other sectors. There are 
definitely huge opportunities for those willing to take that leap of faith.
 
After all, the opportunity to collect meaningful data in the travel industry is vast, 
such is the nature of the booking process, with customers interacting at lots of 
different touch points over a relatively long period of time.

Getting to grips with that data, understanding how to use it and implementing it 
strategically, is still a fair way off for a lot of brands. Especially if this is combined 
with the way mobile is changing the way consumers act. The potential for direct 
interaction with customers during the travel experience via mobile devices is huge, 
and brands have barely scratched the surface to date.

From our perspective, I think the industry could be much more progressive. There 
is certainly an opportunity from a big data angle to really grasp the opportunities 
available, and that just isn’t happening yet.

Summary

The potential within the travel space is vast. There is untapped opportunity within 
the travel industry to produce stunning content which can lead an exceptional 
campaign.
 
From a budgetary perspective, the challenge is finding the right balance and 
knowing where to allocate the investment, managing the different channels, and 
using the available data to optimise reach. Yet, there’s little to be gained from 
having a vast dataset if you have no capacity to mine and communicate its value.

Travel has all the hooks, stories, and engagement potential to put cracking 
campaigns together and get brand’s messages into the media and in turn, the 
consumer. The trick is to bring together all the different elements and angles into 
one extraordinary campaign.
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Key Takeaways

The world of PR and the world of digital are becoming increasingly integrated, and 
it’s important for campaigns to work together effectively and take all the different 
channels into consideration.

Travel is exotic, sexy, and compelling. Every travel brand, destination, airline, 
hotel, tour operator, or cruise line has the capacity to tell great stories and produce 
exceptional content around their product.

The key is to bring all the elements together, whether it be search, social, or PR and 
press coverage, online and offline, so all the different channels compliment, feed 
and fuel each other to create fantastic results.

James Brooke

James is a PR and digital communications expert with consumer, corporate, 
technology and travel & tourism experience. He’s implemented innovative PR 
and marketing campaigns on behalf of a wide range of national and international 
clients.
 
Before joining Rooster PR on 1st April 2008, James held senior positions at both 
specialist PR and international communications consultancies. Immediately prior 
to Rooster, James was Associate Director & Practise Leader in the Corporate 
and EMEA Travel & Tourism teams at the global agency FleishmanHillard.

James has a proven track record of delivering meaningful and measurable PR 
strategies for high profile clients. James is respected as a ‘hands-on’ leader 
and ensures Rooster is focused on strategic thinking and creative ideas that 
drive tangible results.

Return to Contents Page
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Building relationships
for brands

Andrew Whiteside

In the increasingly saturated travel world of travel marketing, what makes your brand unique? What is your brand’s DNA? How do you identify and 
communicate that?

Andrew Whiteside, Head of Business Development and Digital Communications at PRCo, discusses brand identity, the convergence of PR and digital 
marketing, and the opportunities - travel brands have to create a direct dialogue with modern travel consumers.
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The end of luxury

For modern travellers, there is a now a massive amount of choice.

Where to take your holidays? Where to have your business meeting? Where to host your events?

What hotels, establishments, and destinations have had to do in the last couple of years is move away 
from this ubiquitous word, luxury.

All travel is luxury now. The word no longer means anything anymore.

To position yourself as luxury brand no longer cuts it. Similarly it no longer cuts it anymore to say that you 
have first class services. Nowadays a first class services is expected.

What hotels and brands have had to do in recent years is really drill down to what makes them unique. 

What is it that sets them apart from everybody else? What is their brand DNA?

Going back to brands

How was the company founded? What was the original offering? What words are synonymous with your 
brand?

Once you have an understanding of what makes you unique, you then have to consider how to 
communicate that.

If you go back ten years, every brand identified itself with being ‘luxury’. Now the messages are much 
more niche, and much more niche in their audiences. We’ve been talking about niche audiences for 
years, but it’s something that is becoming critical in the travel industry now.

Ten years ago, you would see mass media blanket campaigns to the entire public. What we are seeing 
now in marketing and PR is the proliferation of very small, niche and tailored messages. For example, 
tailored messages for the family market, the bridal market, or for the gay and lesbian community.

We don’t try to be all things to all people anymore.
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It’s due partly to environmental factors such as the current economic climate, in 
which investment for large campaigns in the last couple of years have been harder 
to secure, and also due to the way technology is changing and enabling more 
personal messages to reach the right target audiences.

Niche messages

There is a very famous hotel in Cyprus, with a great reputation for being a fantastic 
hotel for families. Two or three years ago, we produced a video specifically targeting 
the family market. 

We reached out to a very appealing, very photogenic French family staying in 
the hotel who had a pair of twin boys. We asked them if they would like to be the 
subject of our film and they agreed.

When we shot the film, we deliberately filmed it at 1am in the morning, when the kids 
were asleep. It was a very beautiful piece of footage showing this very contented 
family, and their two sleeping twin boys in a very picturesque hotel.

The director of sales and marketing at the hotel still tells us about how when he 
walks around the swimming pool talking to some of families and guests, he’s finding 
an increasing amount of people who talk about seeing that video and really relating 
to how contented that family was, and how happy their kids were.

People identified with that family straightaway. They saw those two sleeping boys 
and recognised what a great day they’d had. So we really managed to capture 
what the hotel did best - their brand DNA.

Data and personalised messages

The most powerful tool in enabling personalised messages is using and organising 
data.

To give an example, we recently worked with a large townhouse hotel that had just 
undergone some considerable refurbishment. We created a market site, a blog, a 
social media presence. 
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We started e-commerce as well as traditional PR campaigns, and one of our remits 
was to increase the number of American visitors to the hotel.

We created a lot of live content, some of it around Thanksgiving for example, which 
was tailored specifically for American people and audiences. However, we realised 
after a couple of months of evaluation that we were not actually attracting traffic 
from America.

Eventually we realised that the language and terminology we were using referred to 
a ‘West End London hotel’. Now the British person knows what the West End is - it’s 
the center of London. But for an American, they have no concept of the ‘West End’. 
To them it’s a ‘downtown London hotel’.

As soon as we stopped referring to the hotel as a ‘West End London hotel’ and 
started talking about it as a ‘downtown London hotel’, whether it be in the keyword 
strategy, the blog posts, the copy or the tags, the Americans began to take notice. 
They understood what the hotel’s brand was.

So even using something as simple and informative as Google to look at consumer 
search term patterns can affect your overall branding, digital strategy, and what 
you mean to your consumers.

The integration of Pr and digital marketing

Ten years ago, we were a media relations agency and the way we reported to our 
clients was advertising value equivalent.

The way digital marketing has changed today, is that we’re able to accurately 
quantify the effectiveness of PR campaigns. Did what we did put bums on beds? 
That kind of information can be the Holy Grail in defining PR strategies. Nobody 
want’s to risk investing in campaigns unless there is a measurable result and return 
on investment.

The old role of PR used to be to secure coverage in a magazine or publication, 
cross your fingers, and hope to see a return. There was no way of proving that your 
target audience actually bought that publication, and no way of telling whether they 
read that article, or whether they eventually transacted as a result of reading that 
article.

Online coverage, on the other hand, has a click through that can be measured. 
It’s possible to see a spike in traffic on a client’s website on Sunday afternoon and 
attribute it to the article that was placed in the Sunday Times earlier that day.

And it’s very valuable to a brand’s outlook and PR approach to be able to see when 
you have published a really decent piece of content, that has been really popular 
and shared widely on social media. It can really help identify what a brand means 
to their consumers, build that relationship and sense of loyalty.
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The power of video

Five years ago, this agency had never made a video. We hired a videographer 
and made our first video, and the return we experienced just as a result of that one 
video on Youtube was so great that it’s now the fastest growing department here. 
We made perhaps 250 films in 2013. 

The benefits of video are very simple. You get:

Communication in the travel industry is about storytelling, and video is simply the 
most sophisticated medium to do this. As an agency, we invested heavily in in 
house production capabilities four years ago so we could offer video photography 
as one of our core services.

As far as transactions go, if you inspire somebody online, they’ll book online. In the 
old model, ten years ago, if I was going to book a £2,000 a night suite, I might look 
at the website, I might look at a lot of different sources…

But I would not book that suite until I spoke to a human being. That human being 
would need to reassure me that the décor was to my taste, that the view was the 
view I was looking for and so on. 

In other words, I wouldn’t book until I’d experienced a sense of the human touch.

Video fulfills that same need. If you can provide that sense of fulfilment, that emotive 
sense of being there, and reassure your audiences via video, then consumers 
don’t need to speak to a human being - they’ll feel sufficiently inspired to book on 
the strength of that video.

The opportunity that has passed by the industry in the last few years is that initially 
all the brands rushed out and made ‘marketing films’. They were essentially video 
brochures, which isn’t necessarily a bad thing. Every website needs one - a tour of 
the rooms and suite and the view of the beach.

What we’re focusing on now as an agency is videos that don’t express marketing 
messages, but instead fulfill more editorial content. It’s a trend that been very clear 
in the written content put out by the travel industry, but is currently underdeveloped 
with regards to video.

Future developments in travel PR

The internet is becoming an increasingly saturated landscape, with a mass of more 
and more indiscernible messages.
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Going back to brand, figuring out what is really unique about your brand’s offering, 
and creating a strong voice to communicate that message is going to become very 
important in the future.

Consumers are coming to terms with the fact that they can go on really individual 
holidays, catered specifically for their tastes and desires, and the technology is 
enabling this level of personalisation. Taking direct bookings on individual websites 
used to be quite expensive and unscalable, but all establishments with an online 
presence should be looking into this now if they aren’t already.

If I was a big brand in the next ten years, my focus would be on creating campaigns 
that resonate with audiences, and inspiring people online to book directly online. 
Video, is a one of the most effective mediums in illustrating travel’s rich emotions 
- and it is key. We’re already seeing the majority of our clients invest, and this will 
continue in 2014.

Key Takeaways

Work out what really makes your brand unique, what you mean to your consumers 
and target audiences.

Utilise the power of storytelling to communicate that message. Incorporate video 
to provide the human touch.

Empower your campaigns with the insights that data provides, and make the most 
of tools that can measure and evaluate their efficacy.

Andrew Whiteside

Andy joined PRCo in May 2010. Having worked as an investigative reporter 
on national newspapers before forging a career as a features writer on several 
magazines, he eventually became Editor of Axiom Publications in 1995. He went 
on to develop a career in PR and Marketing, co-founding Gifted Productions in 
2007 - a company whose campaigns won several awards in the UK and Spain.

In 2009 he was awarded a Distinction by the Chartered Institute of Public 
Relations where his Masters dissertation on ethical overseas hotel development 
was published and nominated for the Euprera Jos Willems PR Award. Passionate 
about travel and luxury hotels in particular, he grew up immersed in a family 
business of privately owned hotels and restaurants. In his years of travelling, 
Andy has amassed a wealth of knowledge about the hospitality sector and 
so he decided to combine his love of luxury hotels with his career in public 
relations and marketing.

In addition to heading up the digital team for PRCo’s global offices, Andy is 
responsible for new business development at PRCo as well as the strategy 
and implementation of Digital PR, social media and marketing campaigns for 
a wide range of clients including hotels, spas, destinations, international real 
estate and lifestyle brands. He is particularly passionate about video and has 
produced and directed almost 250 films for PRCo since joining the company.

Return to Contents Page
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British Airways’ Multichannel 
Travel Content

Case Study

In February 2012, British Airways initiated a campaign to support the British Olympic team and show they were ready to welcome the world to London for 
the 2012 Olympic and Paralympic Games. 

As the official airline partner of London 2012, the campaign used content marketing and social media platforms to promote its involvement and build up the 
airlines profile in the run-up to, and during the Games.
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#HomeAdvantage

An immediate problem encountered was the nature of the airline’s brand and the 
very domestic event. Whilst Home advantage was a cry for Britain to stay at home 
during the Games to support the national team, somewhat counter-intuitively, 
Britain’s national airline was telling Britain not to fly.

Interactive, Sharable Content

The lead content piece, ‘Take a plane down your street’, was a TV ad which saw a 
British Airways jumbo jet cruising past iconic London landmarks to the tune of The 
Clash’s ‘London calling’.

Online, it was supported by a customisable video in which users were able to add 
views of their own street to the same TV ad. By entering their postcode, the content 
utilised the Google Street View API, enabling users to watch a version of the film 
with the plane taking a detour down the street where they live.

Multi-channel Distribution

A series of high-profile TV spots were launched during Euro 2012 to build 
conversation and, with the British Olympic Association’s backing, BA enlisted 
members of Team GB and Paralympics GB to share the content on their social 
media feeds. As a result much of the British public heard about it first from the 
athletes.

To maximise awareness of the campaign, BA posted a mixture of video and images 
on its Facebook page, which it then amplified to a wider audience using Facebook 
Premium Ads and Sponsored Stories. These appeared on the right-hand column 
of people’s home pages and in their news feed, offering the opportunity to like, 
comment and share the content.

In addition, using a relatively new ad unit on Facebook, the video was embedded 
in the platform’s logout experience, giving people the opportunity to view the video 
at a time when they were actively seeking new content.

Success

More than one million plays of the video in the first two weeks! And a huge uplift 
in the profile of the British Airways brand as a sponsor of the British Olympic and 
Paralympic teams.

The real measure of success was in the quality of the content itself in synergising 
the themes of the Olympic games and the British Airways brand. This coupled with 
innovative engagement with social media, creating content that people wanted to 
share to show their support for the Games, and serving the content seamlessly with 
their online social experience, was a big win for the campaign.

Numbers

With over 1 million views and 86,000 people engaged with the #HomeAdvantage 
hashtag on Twitter, British Airways managed one of the highest sponsorship 
awareness levels amongst all the top sponsors at the Games.

Return to Contents Page

http://taxi.ba.com/
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Integrated Search
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Q. When it comes to digital marketing in the travel industry, what are your 
experiences with it? What sort of work do you at White.net?

A. We have two rather large clients within the travel sector, actually in two completely 
different niches. There are so many different niches within travel, and people are 
always looking for something completely different to enable them to go on a really 
unique holiday or travel experience.

What we generally do consists of a fair amount of on-site stuff for our clients, and 
making sure that their content is as targeted as possible. Especially for brands 
such as Thomas Cook, who cater for a number of different industry, and across 
multiple industries such as tours, or city breaks etc. it’s important to be a a lot more 
specific.

These brands actually fight for authority online, and to make sure their content 
looks better than the their competitors. So, a lot of our focus has been around 
creating engaging content and making sure the on-site responsiveness is as good 
as it should be.

Q. Does that include creating the content itself?

A. Yes, it means creating content alongside internal digital teams. Typically, we 
would sit down with in-house digital teams and copywriters, do some keyword 
research and data analysis to identify niches or gaps in the market, that we can 
fulfill with content. We might do brainstorms on “what sort of terms are out there that 
we should be ranking for?”, or “what terms drive the best search volume?”

As an agency we provide them with a particular resource. We share a plan that 
we all work and contribute to, and that provides the best results. They have their 
internal knowledge and the expert knowledge and understanding of their product, 
and we provide the expertise in terms of the search perspective - finding the gaps, 
and analysing the data to find out what areas of content will be the most effective.

The next step involves discussions with the client about how can we make sections 
of their websites a lot better, or more relevant to their audience.

Certain brands, for example, might have an older audience between 40 and 55, 
who conduct searches and navigate sites slightly different to a younger age group. 
In these cases, we need to target specifically for them. That’s something we’ve 
been focusing a lot on - using CRM data that clients have collected to optimise site 
and user experience.

Generally we will take the lead, in terms of the content, but the client has a large 
input into what they’re looking to present on their site. They’ll guide us on their 
brand guidelines, their tone of voice, and making sure the content resonates with 
their brand values.
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Q. Do you also look at trends within the travel industry as
a whole, such as how people are searching?

A. Yes, we optimize the content currently on the sites, but also create new content, 
based on any gaps that we may have discovered. It was a little bit easier when there 
was public keyword data available. Now Google have introduced ‘not provided’, 
we’re looking more at page-level data, such as what pages are converting, and 
what pages are sending through traffic, and work from there.

Q. Is there a process to ensure the quality, or responsiveness of
the content while it’s being developed?

A. We go through a number of quality checks. We’re lucky to have two Oxford 
University English literature graduates, and the quality of their copywriting is very 
good.

We also make sure that we speak to the client on a regular basis; we have content 
workshops to ensure that all the right messages are in there, because that it is what 
users have come to expect.

Sometimes we will get a focus group involved too and we speak to either a set of 
our core clients, or core customers of that client, and ask questions such as: “Is 
this the kind of content you would look for?”, “What else would you like to see?”, or 
“Does this provide enough information for you to make a purchase?”

We try and give as much information, whether it is what kind of experiences 
you would have with a particular product, or the sort of places you can visit, for 
example, so people are able to make the best decision for them. One of the areas 
we’ve been successful in travel, and across other industries as well, is in providing 
a very high level of quality information. Potentially, that’s what makes the difference 
in persuading the user to make a purchase.

Q. Could you share some of the things which are easy or difficult, in
terms of working with a client in this way?

A. Sure, the easy things are when it comes to looking at their product and suggesting 
new ideas. The travel industry is quite receptive to new ideas because it’s quite a 
exciting area to be involved in. The audience is quite a relaxed and receptive 
audience, because they’re happy to be looking for a holiday, and they really want 
to go on holiday and enjoy themselves. That’s my experience.

Sometimes the difficulty can be in getting that sign-off from higher up in business 
hierarchies. Certain brands can tend to be a bit traditional - they might say: “That 
doesn’t have anything to do with the brand.” In these cases, we have to provide 
a bit of education in terms of new opportunities around integration. We explain 
the reason behind a piece of content, the impact that we believe it will have, and 
the audience we’re targeting, and the partners that will help promote it. Often 
the way digital can scale and amplify a project is the source of the disparity in 
understanding.

Q. How would you rate the knowledge level on digital, in the travel industry 
in general, as you can see it from your perspective?

A. From teams that I’ve worked with, I think it’s quite high. It’s probably more 
sophisticated than some of the other industries that we work in. That’s reflected in 
the number of tools that they use, the analysis that they do, and the various teams 
that they have involved in a campaign.

Additional teams doing, for example, analytics, data analysis, content monitoring, 
PR, or SEO. That all integrates into the products as well, so product managers, are 
involved too. It’s probably one of the more sophisticated industries that we work 
within.

Are the CEOs and CMOs up to speed with digital as well?

From my experience, it’s mainly the digital marketers who are up to speed. 
Sometimes in pitching to a CEO or a CMO we go in with an educational piece, 
because they may be focusing overly on the return and the numbers, rather than 
the actual impact and response that users are going to get out of it.
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I think CEO’s need to have a certain level of knowledge. They don’t need to be an 
expert - that’s what they employ digital marketers, or employ an agency for. Often 
it’s after getting the first campaign signed off, and after showing them the results, 
that the process becomes much smoother.

Q. How do you think those Cmos should be brought up to speed with
the latest digital trends and innovations?

A. That’s an interesting question. What we tend to do is we conduct workshops, 
liaise with clients to get them involved, and try and set up internal training sessions. 
We try and get the C-level executives involved, so they pick up some knowledge 
and an idea of our motivations, and the kind of work that we do. I think that’s a good 
way of doing things, and we’ve had a receptive response in it.

Q. Are digital marketers in travel working in different channels,
or do they have trouble with silos?

A. What many businesses have done is build a digital team, and within that team 
include specialists in particular areas. Then they have regular meetings where 
everything is tied together. It’s generally around a hub of content, which itself 
comes from analytical data. 

Then from the content we can talk about the SEO aspect, the PPC aspect, or the 
PR or social aspect. Working together is key to those teams, and that is one of our 
key objectives - to make sure that we are as integrated as possible.

Q. Is the secret here having somebody from each marketing channel
in the same team? What is the best approach here?

A. Businesses will only pump a certain amount of money into each team, because 
of the financial risk element. So often it’s easier and safer to outsource some of it to 
external agencies, such as ourselves.

What’s key is to have people who understand the various silos within a digital 
marketing team.

That way it aids liaising with internal resource, higher up the chain, to communicate 
and prepare for potential hurdles before they become a problem.

Q. Would you say any of particular department can lead,
or bring together, this process?

A. It mostly comes back to analytics. Analytics is going to give insight into what is 
happening, and any current trends. Analysing the data helps to understand where 
you want to go, what steps to take, and what you want to change. But I think overall, 
its a collaborative effort between all the different areas.

Q. When it comes to the travel industry, specifically, what
kind of new developments are you seeing?

A. I’ve seen change with some of the smaller sites and smaller brands. The larger 
brands seem to all be doing similar thing - maybe just a content marketing piece 
here and there. 
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Whereas the smaller programs are beginning to push forward new brand ideas, 
that really get to grips with the content strategy, tackling questions such as: “Why 
are these structures in place?”, “Can we improve on what we currently have?”, 
“Could there be a PPC benefit, a PR benefit?”, “Who is the content there for?”...

With the larger brands, and this is obviously an external view on things, and they 
may not have the most resource to be able to cover all of their pages. They may 
still do a good job across the board, whereas the smaller brands do a great job on 
those specific things. And that’s where they can win, from a content point-of-view.

Q. What content marketing pieces have you seen
being particularly successful?

A. There are some content marketing pieces such as the Conflict of Pinterest, which 
offered something completely new to what had been done before.

Conflict of Pinterest, was a campaign on Pinterest, where users were able to take 
holiday pictures and uploaded them to be shared and talked about, in order to 
find out the most beautiful country in the world. People really responded to it, and 
it was easy to use, and well integrated with different social media platforms such 
as Facebook and Twitter. It also got a lot of respect in the industry and was talked 
about in a wide range of fields.

There was also The Evolution of Western Dance by Thompson, which depicts the 
origins of music across the world and how it has changed. What happened in 
this case was, because it was all about music, it had a lot of interest in the music 
industry. And music and travel go really well. You generally find that most people 
who are traveling are quite into music as well. It was a very imaginative angle to 
go with.

In both cases, the strength of the piece was in those brands stepping away from 
what they actually sell, and providing some really good information that relates 
back to travel.

Q. How does personalization fit into content marketing and travel?

A. I think it’s key. This, ultimately, is what the data comes down to. If a users have 
been doing lots of searches, on a particular site, then its possible to narrow your 
audiences down, and that’s where we’re going to get the better responses from 
targeted campaigns. 

What we’ve got just to be aware of it that users generally know where they want 
to go on holiday. They’ve done the research, externally, before they arrive at a 
particular website. At this points is about digging down into that website to find the 
content they are interested in.

Firstly, you need to make sure the platform that you’re using has the potential to 
provide personalisation. Sitecore, for example, has a personalization aspect in it - 
it starts to remember where you’ve been and what internal searches you’ve been 
doing. Then it starts to put the right content in front of users. On your return, it starts 
to display some of the content specifically to you. 

If you came on and searched for Italian holidays, or European travel, then there’s 
less to be gained featuring content on New York, potentially, for a 30-day period. 
So they might start to show specific holidays, or packages; making sure that the 
content is specific to what the person is trying to find and inevitably improving 
conversions.

Q. When it comes to the travel industry, how big do you
believe the role of Google is?

A. In general, people will go through a search engine. They will do a search on 
a particular term and do their comparisons. They will look for a specific holiday 
product and do research. Then they, generally, come back to the brands that they 
have seen throughout that cycle. 

That’s the key for companies working within the travel buying cycle, ensuring your 
brand is in customers heads at every touchpoint, and instilling the messages of 
your brand in the searches customers are making.

http://www.firstchoice.co.uk/blog/conflict-of-pinterest-infographic/
http://www.thomson.co.uk/blog/wp-content/uploads/infographic/interactive-music-map/index.html
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Q. How will the changes Google are making have
an impact on the industry?

A. I think because we are playing in Google’s back yard, we need to embrace those 
changes, as marketers. We need to go to a client and say, “How can we do this 
so the changes are positive changes for us, as businesses?” And also to try and 
ahead of the curve to business models do not suffer from any sudden changes.

With larger clients, there can be a lot of red tape. We have to wait for a lot of sign-
offs to make changes. The cogs move a lot slower than with smaller brands. This 
is where the smaller brands might benefit from some of these changes. If they are 
able to get on top of changes quickly, and understand how they impact their core 
business objectives, they can manoeuvre their strategies with the speed and agility 
faster than the larger brands.

Larger brands, the multi-million pound businesses, might have an IT team that runs 
the entire website, that report to product managers, then digital, PR, social media, 
and project development teams, that all need to be consulted. It takes a lot longer 
for new developments to get things signed off.

Sticking with Google for a minute, how will Hummingbird affect the travel industry?

The travel industry has been pretty good at creating content. When the algorithm 
has finished rolling out, maybe it will mean we have to put more focus on the 
creation of good content. 

From a technical point of view, travel might run in to issues because there is a 
lot of duplicate content. There are for example, lots of products that are related 
to different countries or regions, where content has been duplicated throughout 
various sites. 

Also, a lot of travel websites are probably not as up-to-date as they would like to be, 
which means they have some of the legacy issues. Duplicate content is something 
they will have to address pretty quickly, and many have been doing so from what 
I’ve seen.

On the whole, the industry has always been good at creating decent content for 
their users, such as guides, or web updates about what is happening in specific 
areas, so they just need to focus a bit more on those areas, and push that going 
forward.

Q. What mistakes have you seen in travel?

A. We have a client in the travel space, who work in different regions, such as 
Australia, South Africa and other english speaking countries. 

What they decided to do, as a business decision and completely against our 
recommendation, was put an IP sniffer in, which detected an IP address and then 
sent users to relevant areas of the site. This was against our recommendation, but 
was done from a business point-of-view. They thought that this was best for their 
users. 

Unfortunately what happened, and as we predicted, was they fell in the search 
engine rankings. They fell in rankings, traffic, and subsequently in revenue, all due 
to the implementation of an IP sniffer that they thought was better for business. 

After campaigning for a year, we managed to remove it and implement a solution 
similar to the one Amazon have in place. On Amazon, after loading the website, an 
IP sniffer will locate the user’s IP and where it is located geographically. 

They will then supply a pop-up that says, for example, that the user is from the UK 
and the UK version of the website will be the preferred version. The user is directed 
to “Click here to continue” and redirected to a location specific part of the website. 
This allows the search engine to continue to crawl the website as is necessary.

After that implementation, we recovered and improved rankings, and therefore the 
traffic and revenue also increased.
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Q. What would you advise the smaller brands to do in order
to compete with the bigger brands?

A. Firstly, that the smaller brands need to target a specific niche. A lot of the bigger 
businesses do this and are covering a lot of areas, but they don’t do one niche very 
well. They do a lots of areas well, but they still don’t do ‘amazing’. 

As a smaller company, what I would recommend is to target a particular niche. 
What is going to make them the most return? Where is there an opportunity? Then 
create some amazing content that actually says, “We are the authority in this area.”

Then, as you become more of an authority in that area, they can increase their 
content offering. They can work with key influencers, and then users start to 
understand that your brand has become the authority within that area.

It’s happened for many of our clients that we’ve been working for a while now. A 
luxury travel client, started off relatively small, and now are a well-known brand 
within the industry for luxury travel.

Q. Data. How important is it within travel? Is the industry
using it well enough?

A. There’s lots of data available, and sometimes people get held back by having too 
much data. Too much data actually swamps them from making a good decision. 

From a travel perspective, it’s important to look at your data, whether that be 
analytics data, social data, etc. and then we take a step back and say, “Okay, 
what’s going to help us make the best decisions?” 

Sometimes businesses only look at simplest data, such as: “How did the user come 
onto the website?”, “What medium did they come from?”, “What pages did they 
visit?”, “Did they convert?”, and focus on getting the most conversions. However 
they generally don’t look at the data that indicates whether they actually accepted 
the holiday, or whether they cancelled it two months later. 

Instead, business should be looking at tying all their information back to an IP, 
and looking at what content that user has looked at right from the beginning of 
the process to the end. They need to go from actual from start-to-finish, where 
“finished” means 
‘analytics finished’, not just ‘transactions finished’. That’s some great information 
to put together and I don’t think many people are putting that into practice at the 
moment.
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Daniel Bianchini is Director of Services at White.net (formally SEOptimise), a 
digital marketing agency based in Oxford. Daniel has been involved in digital 
marketing since leaving university and has worked in a range of competitive 
industries, including Travel, Finance and Retail. If you want to connect with 
Daniel, you can find him on Twitter & Google Plus.

http://white.net/
https://twitter.com/danielbianchini
https://plus.google.com/+DanielBianchini/
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A persona based approach to 
search and integration

Stefan Hull 

Integration has been highly topical in recent years, but often discussion falls short of how and why the practice is so important.

Structuring teams and objectives around customer personas can future-proof business models, providing the long-term agility necessary to compete in the 
market, as well as lead to new ideas and content initiatives.

Stefan Hull, Insight Director at Propellernet, explores the changing nature of integration and what it means for the travel industry.
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The changing nature of integration

Over the last few years, the nature of integration has continued to evolve, and what makes an integrated 
campaign now is different from an integrated campaign from two or three years ago. It has become 
relatively common now, for businesses and agencies to talk about being committed to integration without 
really putting in place the structures and objectives that full integration involves. The reality is that for 
many businesses, integration isn’t necessarily as feasible as it should be, either because of inflexible 
organizational structures or because of competition between the different channels, and the way they 
report respective KPIs within their organisations.

In-house teams are often designed in a certain way. They’ve grown a certain way and they’ve developed 
a certain culture. Once that culture is ingrained, it can be very difficult to change the ways teams are 
structured, and break down the silos, especially if the models in place have been successful in the past.

At Propellernet we have first hand experience of the challenge integration can pose. A few years ago, 
when we first brought PRs into the business, we didn’t have them placed into a dedicated PR team. 
Instead we integrated them into sector teams, and it made for a situation where people with very different 
understandings of drivers and ways of communicating, had to find new ways of working together. It takes 
time, to reorient in this way, and there is a level of pain to go through, because especially in the case of 
larger brands, business culture has got to evolve to support the people that have been brought in and to 
the new structures.

The way digital marketing is functioning now means it is absolutely crucial to have the right structures in 
place. Without them, very capable people with great skills and experience can end up plugged into a 
structure which stifles their skills.

Structuring around a customer focus

The fact remains in the travel industry that what a lot of businesses and agencies do, and perhaps 
understandably so, is that they follow the algorithm, when instead they should be basing team and 
projects around a customer focus.

At Propellernet we don’t have technical team. We have a travel team, a retail team, a fashion team, a 
finance team, and so on, all specialising in specific industries.
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It gives us the structure and agility to run with a great idea that, for example, a PPC 
or UX consultant comes up with, and the ability to integrate that idea across all the 
different channels.

It’s also a much more customer orientated approach:

“The way SEO was structured 
in the past, with different 
departments for each channel, 
really emerged as a result of 
the digital opportunity. It was 
effectively an output of a range 
of skills and experiences, 
strategies and tactics.”

- Stefan Hull, Insight Director, Propellernet

Tweet This Quote

It may have been successful in past but it was a model that developed as a result 
of the search algorithm. When structuring or restructuring a business nowadays, it 
would be shortsighted to structure teams around an SEO, or PPC team, and so on. 
Instead, the thought process should be based around the simple question: “How 
can we best respond to the customer?”

Structuring around a customer focus is about securing a long-term strategy whilst 
maintaining a level of agility necessary to meet new challenges. Whilst, customer 
desires and needs might change over time, the fundamental concept of delivering 
content that makes them laugh, or things that they want to share, in other words 
that human desire to be social creatures, isn’t going to change.

Personas: zeroing in on specific needs and niches

Personas are absolutely key to understanding consumers. The way we considered 
search terms in the past, again, was very much based around the algorithm or 
the technical aspects of search. A term such as “escorted tours” could mean 
somebody going on a Shearings coach holiday, or it could mean an epic tour 
across many different nations of Africa.

https://twitter.com/intent/tweet?text="SEO was an output of skills and experiences, strategies and tactics." via @stefanjhull+http://bit.ly/1nbJngt %23Travel360
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When it comes to travel, a lot of agencies focus on a very narrow bound of influence. 
A PR agency for example, might target nationals, or they might target a particular 
lifestyle - but structuring around personas can open up some fascinating angles:
 
Take for example, Purple Parking, who provide parking at airports. Now, if you start 
asking questions around personas, such as “Why do people park at an airport?”, 
the answer might be that they’ve got a young child, or that they’ve got to get a flight 
in the middle of the night, or that they’re carrying lots of equipment...

If you follow that train of thought… “Why are they carrying lots of equipment they 
don’t want to cart on the train”, “What sort of equipment are they carrying?” Well, it 
might be golf equipment or snowboard gear…

If you just look at golf equipment, suddenly you have new content angle around 
what is relevant or useful to people who are carry their golf equipment overseas. It 
could be information about excess baggage charges, or customs duties. 

Suddenly, you’ve discovered up a golf influencer market if you can produce the 
right content for them, and just by following the customer’s need and trying to 
put yourself in their shoes, you’re suddenly mining a group of influencers that you 
might not normally have thought about.

Travel can tend to be quite narrowly focused in the way it approaches and identifies 
niches. It may be a generalization, but even brands who are successful at catering 
for a certain audience are not necessarily thinking about how they can integrate 
or engage with people who are at a different stage of the journey, or a different 
touchpoint, who perhaps aren’t thing about travel transaction at that point.

Forest Holidays: A case study in persona-led, content integration
and digital amplification

Forest Holidays is an interesting case study, in that they had the goal of going after 
key search terms such as “UK holidays” and “UK breaks” but to do this they had 
to go into competition with a number of major UK travel agencies and aggregators. 

We looked to orientate the campaign around the different personas that we believed 
would be interested in, or relevant to, Forest Holidays, and looked to build content 
and amplify that content in connecting all the different channels to market.

So we spent a lot of time researching Forest Holidays’ personas’ and thinking about 
who would be interested in going to stay in a log cabin. The more listening you 
do, and the more data you analyze, the more you can gain a picture of the kind of 
scenarios key demographics are in.
 
We brainstormed themes that appeal about a Forest Holiday, such as wildlife, 
rambling, and because there’s a lot less ambient light at night, stargazing. It was 
then about building amazing pieces of content on those themes; we built a resource 
called Forestapedia, which had everything from information about rangers through 
to information on stargazing, and even information about relationship advice (where 
should couples spend a romantic weekend together?).

When you start thinking about all the different people that might go on one of these 
holidays, you can start really get to grips with the different types of content, the 
different influencer groups, and how to engage these audiences.

The content itself is starting to get recognized. It’s was shortlisted for a CMA award, 
and it’s up against some big pieces of content from the likes of BA.

For Forest Holidays, it wasn’t necessarily the most complicated marketing mix. It 
was simply about putting the customer first, and that should be the heart of any 
integrated strategy.

That’s our view on integration opportunities. Start with the customer, and follow the 
customer to find routes to market.
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Origins of Authentic™ Search

The idea behind Authentic™ search was built around several concepts.

• Configure - building solid technical foundations and taking 
advantage of ongoing technical opportunities

• Create - creating and optimising content to ensure sites and pages 
are relevant and recommendable

• Cultivate - earning links from authoritative sites and promoting 
genuine social sharing of relevant and/or recommendable content

We oriented around how the search engines serve the world, which in 
many ways is an approach that is Authentic™ to consumers, because 
that’s what gets traction digitally - to listen to people, look at the way they 
search, and then serve them with great content.

So Authentic Search™ is about delivering what people want and the 
search engines need.

Because search isn’t a channel; it’s behaviour, rooted in people’s desire 
to find the best possible answers to the questions that matter to them.

After all, why over-complicate search? Why try and confuse it? Why 
not actually try and help provide answers in such a way that you give 
consumers what they want and what they need at the same time?

Authentic Search™ has been ten years in the making and encompasses 
strategies and tactics that drive business success in the short, medium 
and long term.

‘Destination marketing’

Specifically in the case of travel, there’s a demand for highly specialised location 
based expertise or ‘destination marketers’. As digital marketing continues to 
develop, it could end up evolving into a scenario in which teams have particular 
expertise around key locations or regions. For example, a major operator with a 
New York itinerary, might develop destination marketers who become experts in 
that marketing New York and leveraging that expertise.

That would be a continuation of the trend toward a more integrated marketing 
function, which combines the more offline elements of marketing, more so than 
the structures in place at the moment. At the moment, travel is moving towards a 
model where digital marketers are increasingly becoming destination marketers, 
with a range of specialist skills and the expertise to support localised campaigns.
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Structuring around personas will be relevant here (i.e. Which destinations are most 
appealing to a couple on honeymoon?). The key will be to really get to grips with 
the relevant personas, and orientat skills and experience around their needs.

In short, people are crucial, structure is crucial, and most importantly, that clear 
focus in approaching a campaign is absolutely fundamental.

Summary

Increasingly now, travel businesses are using digital insights to inform or plan their 
activities. There is a growing awareness of digital, and the fact that we have access 
to an increasing amount of quantitative and qualitative data sources, to support or 
guide the decision making process. Turning that data into insights, when practiced 
correctly, can help give an idea the vital leverage it needs to gain cut-through in 
the market.
 
There has definitely been a change in the way teams and campaigns are being 
structured, and the process of producing content and amplifying those content 
resources in a customer-centric, persona driven way is beginning to gain traction. 
It makes for an interesting future for the travel industry because it opens up whole 
new ways of doing things.

Key takeaways

It is crucial to have the right, integrated structures in place. Without them, capable 
people with great skills and experience can end up plugged into a structure which 
stifles their skills.

Understand customer personas and structure teams and projects accordingly. It 
can lead to a whole new way of approaching content, and the discovery of new, 
niche influencer markets.

People are crucial, structure is crucial, and that clear focus in approaching a 
campaign is fundamental too.

Stefan Hull

Stefan is Insight Director at Propellernet. When not meeting clients and making
sure that new and existing clients alike keep growing, he can probably be found
speaking at conferences, writing articles or generally sharing Propellernet’s
insights with the world at large. Because it’s good to share.

Return to Contents Page
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A multi-signal search strategy: 
Integrating offline brand values 
with the digital offering

Claire Mason

In an increasing saturated industry, it can be a real challenge for travel brands to stand out from the crowd and communicate the core brand messages and 
values that make a brand unique.

Claire Mason, Head of SEO Management at DigitasLBi, explains how the integration of team structures, and both online and offline channels, can be 
combined with the power of data to help your brand’s message cut through the noise.
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At DigitasLBi, we work with a variety of travel clients including Virgin Atlantic, Premier Inn, Kuoni, and the 
Thistle and Guoman Hotel chains. In such a dynamic industry, it’s important to stay ahead of the curve in 
our approach to different strategies and the services we offer to our clients.

The most significant issue facing the travel industry at the moment, is the level of market saturation, which 
has made it difficult for brands to stand out and make their message heard. It can lead to a situation 
where consumers see so much content that overarching brand messages blend into the generic, with 
the uniqueness and value of individual brands being lost in the noise. It means that brands are having to 
respond to this challenge by creating more compelling content, and by devising more tailored messages 
for audiences and influencers online.

Travel brands are having to move away from a mass marketing approach into much more personalised, 
segmented marketing, targeting users with particular requirements. The buying cycle in travel tends to be 
longer and more complex than other online buying cycles, so the challenge is figuring out how to engage 
these users at every touch point in the purchase journey.
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At the moment it’s the aggregators who seem to be experiencing the most success 
in dominating the space, and in providing users with this content at each available 
touch point. Having developed in the digital environment, aggregators have a more 
adaptable understanding of online marketing and SEO, and a great deal of their 
strength stems from having a more agile approach, and understanding the value 
of providing engaging, tailored messaging.

It represents an opportunity brands in the travel industry need to be looking at, and 
there are examples of how providing a specific, tailored message that gets back to 
the core values of a brand, can make for some exceptional content and also help 
define a brand’s identity (one of which will be discussed later in this article).

The power of data...

Data will be a key investment area for brands in 2014, as they look to better 
understand the valuable metrics which drive their respective businesses. It can also 
provide one of the most valuable tools in provisioning for more tailored messaging. 
Using data enables brands to get under the skin of their audiences, to the root of 
the sort of things they are interested in, and as a result provide them with content 
that is engaging and compelling to them.

As a recent example of the value data can provide, one of our hotel clients recently 
commissioned a significant insight piece on psychographic data - which is 
something that is still relatively unexplored amongst travel brands. In this case, 
they were opening some new hotels, and what the psychographic data offered was 
the ability to drill down on the most talked about content themes in those particular 
locations.

By looking at things such as online social conversations and search popularity, 
it’s possible to gain a remarkably clear picture of what activities and themes were 
popular in each location. So say for example in the town of Lincoln, it’s possible 
to see that culture and arts are highly popular, whereas in other areas it might be 
sport, or music, and so on.

It means gaining the insight and ability to to tailor specific content that people 
are interested in and target audiences intelligently, in such a way that we could 
be relatively confident that people were going to respond and engage with the 
content.

“Our top tip? Definitely data and 
making sure data is at the heart 
of everything you do. Because 
without data and the actionable 
insights that the data provides, 
you’ve got no guarantee that 
what you’re doing is going to be 
a success.”

- Claire Mason, Assistant Head of SEO, DigitasLBi

Tweet This Quote

https://twitter.com/intent/tweet?text="Without data you've got no guarantee that what you're doing is a success" via @Digitas+http://bit.ly/1nbJngt %23Travel360
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Integration...

An important part of organising a successful campaign is in encouraging clients 
and in-house teams to work in partnership with us - it gives us the opportunity to be 
even more ambitious, and puts us in touch with the people who best understand 
the core values of a brand. There is also significant value in working with clients, 
advising them on optimising business structures, and helping them prepare for the 
new opportunities in digital.

In terms of resources, there are a fair amount of brands still not set up in a manner 
that actually works well for online, and it’s still a challenge for a lot of brands to 
integrate the various approaches and disciplines. Many are still fixed around 
traditional structures, with all the different digital channels, such as PPC, SEO, 
PR, the affiliate sector, or the other digital channels, operating separately, and with 
everything online being completely separate to offline.

Internal structures can sometimes mean that different departments end up 
competing against one another, with contrasting objectives. Ideally, there should 
be a CMO or a CTO that resides above all of the different teams able to outline 
overarching objectives, decide the best way to allocate and spend overall 
budgets, and generally see the bigger picture in order to maximise impact on 
digital channels.

A big part of our role as an agency is explaining this concept to clients, about the 
fact that SEO doesn’t work in a vacuum, and that we need to integrate SEO into 
all of these other channels. Instead of being confined in different silos, we should 
all be collaborating with different departments, communicating about the overall 
strategy, and making sure we are all working together to achieve overarching 
business objectives and goals.

Kuoni’s ‘Scents of Adventure’: A case study in online/offline integration and 
brand value

The Scents of Adventure campaign was a great example of how online/offline 
integration can really work for a brand.

For Kuoni, the real-life, sensory experience is crucial to their brand identity, and this 
particular campaign really responded to this.

When a customer walks into a Kuoni store, they sit down with the agents, have 
a glass of champagne on the gorgeous surrounding sofas, and have a highly 
experiential and sensory experience. Senses, and emotions, are really important 
for Kuoni because they’re offering such a personalised product and it’s a very 
involved purchase decision process.

So with this in mind, we created this concept around a hand map of the world. We 
chose ten destinations and worked with a scent marketing company to develop 
different scents for each country, that represented the scented embodiment of that 
destination. The map served as the centrepiece to a competition in which entrants 
had the chance to win a holiday to the Maldives, worth about £4000.
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In order to win entrants had to come up with a scent that embodied the Maldives. 
They could either enter via a blog post, or via a tweet (to really open it up and allow 
people to enter even if they didn’t run a blog).

The map itself, that people could smell and experience was placed at Bluewater 
shopping centre, and a video was produced showing members of the public 
interacting with the map, guessing which smells related to which countries, and 
having the chance to win a holiday. We filmed a video of the production process 
depicting the process of drawing the map, and also footage from the scent design 
process from the scent marketing company. All the content we created during the 
campaign was promoted on online and offline PR channels in order to raise the 
overall profile of the campaign.

What really made the campaign such a success was that we took the core values 
of the Kuoni brand - the premium, sensory, experience that they offer as a business 
- and developed that concept into a campaign that was effective on all the different 
channels, both online and offline.

Origins of multi-signal search
 
The philosophy behind how we as an agency approach SEO, can be 
expressed in what we term multi-signal search. Multi-signal search 
actually predated the Panda and Penguin algorithms, and was born 
from the belief within the agency that the nature of SEO was changing, 
and that we needed to adapt our methods of working. 

We held a think tank with a group of very experienced SEO’s, and we 
all bashed out ideas and got elbow deep in the research on topics 
such as how we felt that the landscape was changing, and what the 
best techniques were to go forward. It was a long process, but it was 
something we felt we needed to get right.

In the end, we developed a concept around four central themes, or 
pillars:

Modern search engines look at multiple signals (rather than 
just links!).

There is a need for brands to provide engaging content on 
site, and in outreach campaigns for online communities. 
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Click through optimisation and incorporating the right 
optimisation techniques, such as social annotations, are 
becoming increasingly important in order to compliment 
ranking well in the SERPs.

Brands need to have a voice in the online space, in order 
to be able to point out their great content, make editorial 
pitches, and earn the links and other signals that are valuable 
to their brand.

Ultimately multi-signal search was the technique that wrapped up these 
four pillars, and it was based on the fundamental idea that search was 
progressing beyond the practice of link acquisition, as was the state 
of the industry at the time. Eventually, when the Panda algorithm was 
rolled out, it confirmed our ideas about the benefits of a holistic, fully 
integrated approach to SEO based on multiple signals.

The secret to success...

For brands operating in the travel industry today, the ability to create unique, 
engaging content that communicates brand message and identity, will the the 
defining factor as to whether they are able to make their voice heard in the industry. 
Exceptional content can drive integrated campaigns on all the online and offline 
channels, especially when combined with the valuable insights gained from 
research, data, and measurement.

Key Takeaways

2014 for the travel industry is going to see an increasing trend towards personalisation 
and the creation of more unique experiences. However, the industry is so invested, 
and so reliant on technology that there’s always the potential for business models 
to be potentially turned up on their heads. Brands need to make sure that agile 
enough to keep up with the changes in the market.

Having a fully integrated, holistic approach, with integrated departments working 
both online and offline towards a single objective, is one of the main ways that 
brands can really forge a path in such a saturated industry. Instilling a recognition 
of the value of data at the heart of all the different teams, as a means to gain 
actionable insights, can reassure the direction of a project and the decision making 
process.

The challenge is for brands to really understand their data and understand 
how to use it to drill down deeper into their audiences’ consciousness. Using 
psychographic data as well as demographic data, can inspire imaginative and 
creative content experiences that engage audiences and help a brand stand out 
from the crowd.

Claire Mason

A highly skilled digital marketing professional with over six years agency 
experience and a BA in English Language. Claire is responsible for leading the 
SEO Account Management department to ensure the delivery of effective and 
innovative search campaigns for DigitasLBi’s SEO clients.
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Claire continuously develops the SEO service offering to ensure that all 
DigitasLBi SEO clients have a progressive, best in class SEO strategy and 
service. She is also independently responsible for developing search strategies 
and providing high level consultancy for a portfolio of high profile clients.

Claire’s client portfolio experience has included managing international search 
campaigns and providing effective and innovative search strategies for brands 
such as Barclaycard and the Arcadia Group. Prior to specializing in digital 
marketing, Claire worked in editorial environments and offline PR.

Return to Contents Page
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Q. What are the best examples you’ve seen for content
marketing/SEo in travel?

A. I quite like this etiquette guide by Swisshotel - it provides value to the customer 
and is a linkable asset for the brand at the same time. Also, it does not seem like 
a typical piece of link-baiting – it actually has real value and will continue to attract 
backlinks and social shares over the long-term as a result.

Q. How do you think the Google algorithm updates
have affected travel in recent years?

A. Many travel brands have been using poor link building tactics and techniques 
with keyword rich and exact match anchor texts - many of those have now been 
penalised. Some smaller brands only managed to rank through these techniques 
and they now are required to re-assess their strategies and come up with new 
creative campaigns that operate within Google’s guidelines.
 
There are also a lot of poor quality travel blogs out there, so even those brands that 
feel they have used legitimate off-site tactics (such as guest blogging) have been 
negatively impacted by Google’s updates.

Still, some big brands rank high even though they don’t comply with basic SEO 
rules...

Q. Give us your best recommendations for
SEo in travel post-penguin…

A. Travel sites need to wake up and realise that the only way they can recover 
from penalties and avoid new penalties is by developing their brands through the 
creation of valuable content.
 
While this can be a significant undertaking, we believe high quality content can 
add value across a number of different channels (e.g. PR, Social) and therefore 
all marketing functions should have a vested interest in its creation and promotion.

 

If you can break down the silos and successfully create suites of content that are 
successful across a number of channels you will be highly successful in a post-
Penguin world.

Q. Where are the key issues/changes in the travel industry today?

A. Spammy techniques that used to work (and still might work in some cases) won’t 
lead to success in the long-term.
 
Also, not employing joined-up thinking that ensures all marketing functions have a 
role in content marketing is a mistake – all marketing stakeholders must be invested 
in the process.

http://www.swissotel.com/promo/etiquette-map/
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Q. How do the big businesses operate?
What are their strategies?

A. Some of the key players/big brands are lucky enough that they rank for 
competitive search terms by virtue of their brand.
 
The margin for success when you reach the top can be frustratingly small and 
intangible, they are always at how they can move one or two places for search 
terms – and the answer is not always obvious.
 
We see that longer established brands often have serious legacy issues that 
impact on-site SEO issues, something that newer aggregator sites don’t struggle 
with – which may well explain why they have had greater success in organic search 
over recent years.

Q. How do smaller businesses/start-ups compete?

A. Rather than trying to compete with the big brands on keywords like for example 
“hotels in New York” or “holidays to Spain” they should focus on niches. The truth is 
that it is largely impossible to compete on these terms against the big brands – and 
they are not going anywhere anytime soon.
 
Taking a good look at your target market, and the customer personas within, it is a 
good starting place to uncover searcher intent and to help target pockets of search 
activity that the big brands will largely ignore.

Q.  What is the value of data? How does data affectdecision-making
and strategy in travel campaigns?

A. We recommend that brands use any and all data they can get from their 
customers. If you attract over 12,000 tweets as part of a competition – all of which 
express an individual opinion – this is a valuable source of consumer opinion.
 
Data sets exist throughout businesses and can be harnessed to derive a more 
informed picture of customers and the marketplace and these need to be utilised 
for marketing campaigns.

As with all online marketing campaigns, analytics data should be harvested and 
interpreted to build more effective campaigns.

Q. Which brands are executing the best campaigns?
Who is doing a really great job?

The brands that appear to be on top don’t always undertake the best job in terms of 
content campaigns - they often rank because they are recognised as an established 
brand and don’t put a foot out of place.

Franzi Hoffman

Franzi works within Blueclaw’s travel team and has one of the most detailed 
understandings of travel within the consultancy, with both a BA (Hons) and 
MSC in International Tourism Management.
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Q. What are the key issues facing Cro within the travel industry?

A. One of the biggest issues is the low conversion rate in the industry as a whole: 
having a 1% conversion rate to sale is often relatively high for travel. This can make 
it harder to get statistical significance in tests.

Alongside this, the travel industry regularly faces issues with archaic tech that they 
rely on to power flight and hotel availability, which can limit testing and usability.

Q. What sites are doing the best work in travel?

A. These are the 5 sites that I think are doing interesting things in travel:

Q. What are they doing well?

A. At minimum, these sites are all aggressively split-testing not just their websites, 
but also their mobile sites and apps. Travel is a hugely competitive space: with tight 
margins and huge volumes, even the smallest advantage over your competitor’s 
conversion rate can have a huge impact on your business.

Q. What could be improved?

A. Airbnb is extremely good at integrating social into its website - it’s one of the 
few transactional websites in any industry that’s done this well. I’d love to see other 
travel companies catching up with Airbnb and not just making token attempts at 
social proof.

Q. What would you love to test?

A. Most successful travel websites focus on users who know where and when 
they want to go. These users are obviously more qualified, more likely to convert 
soon. Very few sites focus on inspiration - helping users choose where to go. 
secretescapes.com is a great example of a site that does this well.

There’s potentially a bigger market if other sites can nail inspiration too - they’d then 
own the whole buying cycle, not just a share of the final transaction (and there’s 
likely to be more brand loyalty too).

Q. What is the best uplift in conversion/revenue
you’ve ever seen in travel?

A. Conversion Factory worked with a site turning over more than £50m/yr. We 
helped them increase their conversion rate more than 75%. The focus of the testing 
combined both usability and persuasion - making it easier for users to convert, but 
also integrating a series of psychological principles to make users more likely to 
take action.
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Q. What are businesses doing wrong?
Common mistakes?

A. The biggest mistake is bad testing: we see many websites that either don’t test, 
or think they’re doing testing - but just aren’t getting significant results. Conversion 
optimisation is still in an early stage, and businesses that undervalue it will see their 
market share lost to more aggressive, leaner companies that test everything. 

Q. How have mobile devices affected CRO?
How have practices changed?

A. Mobile is having a huge impact on conversion. Most websites are just about 
getting used to the idea of having a mobile website now - but only a handful are 
testing it. This is a huge missed opportunity: mobile is the biggest growth area in 
terms of sales, and it’ll stay this way for a number of years. By testing your mobile 
site early, you’ll get the advantage over your competitors - and this advantage can 
be leveraged as your mobile audience expands.

insert diagram

Q. Tell us the greatest CRO success story you’ve had as a result of 
improving copy/ site architecture and organisation/ etc…

A. We’ve helped companies add up to $1 billion in additional revenue. But our 
most satisfying successes have often been with smaller companies hit by Google’s 
Panda and Penguin updates. As their organic traffic declined, we helped them 
actually increase sales (by up to 45% year-on-year), which in many cases helped 
the companies survive as they fixed their SEO.

Q. What are your 3 top tips going forwards
regarding improving CRO?

A. First, know why your visitors are leaving. The hypothesis comes first, then the 
solution - not the other way around.

Secondly, check the test duration before you start testing. Too many people start 
testing, then realise that the test would take months to reach significance. You can 
use a tool like http://visualwebsiteoptimizer.com/ab-split-test-duration/ to check.

Third, leverage your successful tests. If you get a solid result on one page, see 
if you can apply the same hypothesis elsewhere. At the same time, test a more 
aggressive solution on the same page - you’ll often multiply the original increase 
several times over. 

Stephen Pavlovich

Stephen Pavlovich runs Conversion Factory, a London-based agency 
specialising in conversion rate optimisation for highly competitive niches. 
Working with clients in finance, gaming, lead-gen and ecommerce, they help 
clients add millions of pounds in recurring revenue.

http://conversionfactory.com

Return to Contents Page
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Inspired by Iceland:
An international marketing
campaign case study

Kristján Hauksson

Kristján Hauksson, founder of Nordic eMarketing, tells the story of the multi-channel, international campaign that blended natural disaster and natural 
search, and used them to fuel a sales funnel that would cause an eruption in Icelandic tourism.
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Background

In April 2010, the Eyjafjallajökulll volcano erupted unexpectedly. The ash cloud that followed caused 
massive disruptions to world air travel. Health warnings were issued in countries across Europe, and 
Iceland’s international tourism profile hung in the balance just ahead of an important summer season.

However the beginning of this story goes back to 2008, when Iceland had a financial meltdown. During 
this meltdown, we had the opportunity to monitor what was being said about Iceland, how it was being 
said, and by whom. By building knowledge of how people behave, and how they react to crises and 
problems, we were able to gain an understanding of how to make the most of opportunities that rise out 
of such crises.

So when Eyjafjallajökull went off, we put that mechanism in place.

Instead of waiting for the publicity about the volcano to blow over, we used the opportunity and capitalised 
on the massive branding campaign, the massive freak branding campaign, that Eyjafjallajökull provided.

We realised we had had a unique opportunity to significantly increase levels of Icelandic tourism. For one, 
Iceland was not in fact the most expensive country in the world as it is normally portrayed, and secondly 
we were on the front page of all of the major newspapers in all of our major markets, and even markets 
beyond that. 

At the time we knew from looking at Google trends that searches for Iceland had gone up 800%. Iceland 
travel related searches had gone up 650%. On realising this we began to roll out pay per click campaigns 
on Google, which became the first steps of the campaign.

You might say that the whole of Iceland went on to create the ‘inspired by Iceland’ campaign together, and 
that was the heart of this story. The peak of our efforts would see us motivate the entire country to jump 
on board, helping to echo and amplify the whole effort by joining in.

The Campaign

When the volcano erupted the first thing we did was take key elements of the search data collected to 
the CEO of Icelandair, the largest airline in Iceland, and one of the key drivers of tourism in the country.

I showed him the data and told him that there was an opportunity here because there was this massive 
rise in Iceland travel related phrases and we had to capitalise on it.
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He went on to meet with the Prime Minister at that time, Jóhanna Sigurðardóttir, and 
after seeing the data, she agreed that the sharp rise in interest relating to Iceland 
needed to be capitalised on. The key point for us was that what is top of search is 
top of mind, and being top of mind makes a great deal of difference.

The eventual campaign put in place utilised many channels and was integrated 
from the beginning - everything on both online and offline channels such as paid 
search, PR, social media, video and editorial content.

International Campaign Strategy

The next question was how to execute an effective, international campaign, on 
multiple channels, with the goal of significantly increasing foreign tourism in 
Iceland. The insights we eventually gained serve as a valuable case study for any 
modern international marketing campaign.

The actual strategy we implemented was set out according the P.O.S.T. model.

The P.O.S.T. Model: People, Objective, Strategy, Technology

We have a world that is incredibly diverse and changing fast, which is why I 
recommend structuring any international campaign using a P.O.S.T. model. People, 
objective, strategy, technology.

So why this model? The most common mistake in marketing is to choose the 
technology first. (We have to be on Facebook, we have to use LinkedIn, we need 
to create a blog, etc.)

But what if Facebook does not have any market share, or are there other social 
media networks that can be used with more efficiency?

This is why we always start with the people, the audience / stakeholders. We analyze 
the people we are aiming to get to, and from there we create the objectives.

The objectives need to be based on the target audience. What is the aim of the 
content used?

This then leads to the strategy, and that part is vital as it shapes the end results. 
What is the plan? What is the bigger picture?

Only at the final stage do we choose the technology. What technology suites are 
best to get the best end results?

People

We knew the publicity of the volcano had provided us with exposure in all of our 
major markets. The challenge then was figuring out how to inform this audience 
and encourage them to convert.

Now people in Europe have very specific preferences when it comes to online 
usage and transactions, and it is important to research and understand these in 
any international campaign. As soon as we go outside of our own markets we need 
to start thinking about the impact of culture, politics and other factors – sometimes 
called situation analysis.

The more markets you intend to work in, the more factors that come into 
consideration. Below are a just few examples of the factors you might encounter in 
an international campaign:

User technology

One of the biggest changes in recent times has been the massive rise of smartphones 
and app usage in certain countries. This in itself also requires careful consideration 
because different optimisations have different dynamics on a desktop compared 
with a mobile.

Differences in attribution

We were aware of Dennis Mortensen’s analytics research on attribution tracking 
within websites, and on what pages influence sales.
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What he found was that the page that seemed to have surprisingly high touching 
points towards the end point, the conversion page, was the ‘about us’ page. A 
page that in most cases people do not think about when they are optimizing the 
conversion funnel.

When we looked at his data from a linguistics and localisation perspective, we 
noticed that for example Germans were more influenced by the about us page 
than the Danes. It is not that the Danes do not care about the about us page, but 
different languages and different countries look at the about us page in different 
ways, according to the data on the final conversion. Forrester Research also came 
to a similar conclusion in the research they conducted.

The conclusion was that if, for example, you take an about us page that is written 
English and dry translate it, without the understanding that different purchasers 
look at the about us page differently, then you are likely to be hurting sales.

Of course, there are many considerations for various paths to conversion, and in 
various countries. But this example illustrates that even the factors you might least 
expect to play a role, can have their influence on the online ecosystem.

Informational Mode & Transactional Mode...

Having conducted research into various international markets, we found that in 
many European countries, there is a clear difference in mindset in the way they 
prefer to digest content online. We call this difference informational mode, when 
consumers are researching and deciding which products they would like to buy, 
and transactional mode, when they make a decision to complete a purchase.

We found for example that in Scandinavia, when people are in informational mode 
they are highly likely to use English, but when they want to buy something they go 
into transactional mode, and onto local language websites.

So you might be getting a lot of traffic to your English websites but losing on the 
actual conversions because your site has no local language offering.

Objective

Once you understand the people, the audience which you intend to reach, it’s time 
to start thinking about what your objective is.

We had a very clear objective in that we had been preparing to put mechanisms 
in place to improve Iceland’s international profile since the financial crisis of 2008. 
We were aware that Iceland was able to compete with other destinations in terms 
of providing a holiday experience that could win travellers and generate positive 
reviews.

Our plan was to inspire these holidaymakers to transact and this was the heart of 
the actual campaign work that was to follow.

Strategy

The strategy was to engage and develop the rise in organic search on multiple 
channels. In our case, the biggest investment besides paid search was in the 
funneling of organic search leads with focused content marketing.

We began a huge content distribution process, that is, a lot of information was 
pushed out as content in different languages. At one point we were distributing 
content in seven different languages.

We targeted a lot of content towards users, to people asking questions about the 
Northern Lights, and about various things in relation to Iceland such as nature, 
music festivals, food and many other topics.
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We constantly pushed out content so people would have information to consume. 
And not just just to potential visitors that come to Iceland, but journalists and 
stakeholders that were influencers, or part of the influencing cycle. 

For example, journalists from the BBC, the Guardian, and many other sources of 
media from within the UK picked up heavily on the content we were pushing out. 
And it was the same with Denmark and Germany and so on.

In the end we found in our analytics data on the way that things were being 
consumed, that content was a big driver in the campaign.

Technology

The last stage was in choosing the technology with which to enact the campaign. In 
our case we required strong international penetration, on platforms able to engage 
audiences and refer them to our sites and content.

Social Media Engagement & ‘Iceland Hour’

A particularly innovative initiative we drove through social media was ‘Iceland 
hour’. For one hour each day the entire population of Iceland was urged to reach 
out to foreign friends, to Tweet or post on social media, that Iceland was still open 
for operations.

So on the 3rd June 2010, ‘Iceland Hour’ was launched by the President of Iceland 
in a live address on TV and simulcast online to the world. During the hour we 
encouraged the people of Iceland to use social media to spread ‘inspired stories’ 
with their networks of friends, family and colleagues overseas.

Schools stopped. Businesses stopped. And by the end of the first day 1.5 million 
stories had been shared with the world.

 Perhaps it is easier in small populations such as Iceland, but here we managed to 
motivate the whole nation with social technology and a good sense of spirit.

The ‘inspired by Iceland’ campaign videos received millions of views in total. Video 
was a prime driver when partnered with social media, and we had initiatives in 
place where we allowed tourists to submit videos where they told people worldwide 
how they were “inspired by Iceland”.

Overall I would say YouTube and Vimeo were the key platforms in terms of social 
media, but Facebook and Twitter played a large part in amplifying those platforms.

Summary
The Impact on Icelandic Tourism

In the six months after the start of the campaign tourist numbers were 27% above 
forecast, adding a vital £138.7m to the Icelandic economy. The campaign spend 
had been just over £2m.

Iceland now has a projected 1 million visitors in 2015. When you consider that 
we are a population of 320,000, that is hugely significant. To give a sense of 
perspective, it would be the equivalent of the UK attracting 190 million tourists 
each year - three times the population.

Insights

In retrospect whilst search and content both made a significant impact, and social 
media definitely did play a big part in driving awareness, it was the sum of many 
integrated efforts that resulted in the overall success of the campaign.

We learnt from our data that to raise the international profile of a destination requires 
a strong coordinated effort. The key for us was being proactive on all the different 
channels to market and appreciating the long chain of attribution.
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We constantly pushed out content so people would have information to consume. 
And not just just to potential visitors that come to Iceland, but journalists and 
stakeholders that were influencers, or part of the influencing cycle. 

For example, journalists from the BBC, the Guardian, and many other sources of 
media from within the UK picked up heavily on the content we were pushing out. 
And it was the same with Denmark and Germany and so on.

In the end we found in our analytics data on the way that things were being 
consumed, that content was a big driver in the campaign.

The moral of the story is to understand consumer behaviour, have the right listening 
tools and mechanisms in place to measure the behaviour of the stakeholder, and to 
capitalise on the data by implementing a strategy using P.O.S.T. By following these 
steps, we were able to execute a successful campaign internationally and make a 
vital, positive effect on Icelandic tourism.

making a Difference

But let me finish with a story from a slightly different angle.

There is a small guesthouse in rural Iceland with five or ten rooms, outside of Route 
1 (the ring road connecting the most popular parts of Iceland). Rural Iceland is not 
very popular amongst mainstream tourists coming to the country, especially so in 
the past.

The woman who owns the guesthouse contacted me back in 2003 and said 
“Kristján, I’m an old woman, I don’t understand what’s happening here, I’ve lost 
all my clients, what can I do”. So I worked with her to make some improvements 
to her site and online presence. Nothing major, but small efficient changes to site 
architecture and content.

I managed to speak to her last year and she told me she was now selling the 
guesthouse and could retire with a big smile on her face as she would have enough 
money take it easy, at least for a while.

And really, this story is not about conversions, or Icelandair, or ‘inspired by Iceland’, 
it’s about understanding how the internet can play a role in small businesses, or for 
that matter, initiatives of any size.

It’s about how a proper understanding of digital marketing can be used in the travel 
industry to help local businesses, and to support local economies. Not to make 
millions and millions, but to utilise the global outreach capability that the internet 
provides to engage consumers, and enrich travel experiences.

It’s about how local businesses in the tourism trade can become sustainable and 
profitable with their own online presence, because in the travel industry - where 
even a volcanic eruption can be turned into a good thing - all you need is to inspire 
and be inspired.

Top tips for an international campaign:

Don’t generalise. Don’t take as given that things you have done in your 
home country will work in other countries.

Research the market, localise, understand the market.

Do what you can in using the language, and be aware of culture specific 
differences and conversion paths.

Key takeaways:

Don’t be afraid to take advantage of unexpected opportunities that arise (these do 
not necessarily have to include a spewing volcano!).

Have the right monitoring tools in place.
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Understand international markets and culture specific differences.

Execute an integrated campaign across multiple channels.

Engage and captivate on social media to add fuel to your campaign.

Be inspired.

Kristján Már Hauksson

Kristján Már is the Founder and Director of Search & Online Communications 
at Nordic eMarketing. The company specializes in multilingual online 
communications, organic search engine optimization and marketing through 
several verticals such as tourism, finance, government, and pharmaceuticals. 
He and his team have consulted companies ranging from small local 
businesses to Fortune 500 companies.
 
Nordic eMarketing traces its history back to 1997, and has since helped assist 
companies to gain international visibility online and to use the Internet as a 
communication channel, as well as providing consultation in web content 
management systems and analytics solutions.

 
 

Kristján Már is on the board of directors for SEMPO, on the advisory board for 
Bing advertising, and a published author on the topic of internet marketing. 

Kristján studied electrical engineering at Reykjavik Technical College 
in Iceland, and has a degree in Systems Analysis from the Computer and 
Engineering Schools of Iceland. He also holds an internet marketing degree 
from the University of British Columbia, and a Global Marketing degree from 
Thunderbird University.
 
Kristjan has been involved in developing internet solutions since 1996, and 
involved in search engine optimization and marketing since 1997.
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Obermutten: Global interactions 
on a local scale

Inspired by a post from State of Digital

A case study in how digital initiatives are enabling even the smallest tourist economies to engage and gain a following with travellers around the globe.

Obermutten:

• 79 Residents
• 45,000 Facebook Fans
• 1 hotel
• 1 restaurant
• 1 International Museum of Friendship
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A little town called Obermutten in the Graubünden area of Switzerland was looking for a way to 
extend the reach of their tourism. The small town of less than 80 residents decided engage social 
media to increase their international profile.

They opened a Facebook page where they unveiled the motto for their campaign:

“We Take You Personally”.

They announced that they would personally answer any question from their friends around the world, 
and in addition to this, they would print the picture of everyone who ‘liked’ the Obermutten Facebook 
page and add it to the town’s ‘friendship board’, uploading the video to YouTube for the whole world 
to see.

People soon picked up on it and started to engage with the town on their Facebook page, and 
because the town kept their promise by responding to all questions and pinning up the photos, they 
came across very well and were soon rewarded for their efforts.

It wasn’t long before they needed a new, bigger ‘friendship board’. At one point, even the walls of 
houses in Obermutten were plastered with pictures of fans from around the world. 

The Obermutten Facebook page became the most successful page in Switzerland and had a direct 
impact on the growth of the town’s international profile, and in tourism for the town.

It also won them the attention of the international press, with the story being widely discussed in 
various media from Japan to Mexico.
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Facts:
Budget:
10,000 Swiss francs (approximately £7,000 or €8,300).

Reach:
75 million social media impressions and 45,000 fans from 52 countries.

Return on investment:
2.4 million Swiss francs (media equivalent value).

Engagement:
At one point Obermutten was the most active Facebook page in 
Switzerland with 4 out of 5 fans interacting with the page.

Website traffic:
The Obermutten tourist board experienced a +250% increase in web 
traffic.

Parties involved:
The entire campaign was organised by the Mayor, the town’s restaurant 
owner, and with the help of the local residents.

What makes this story unique:
This case is unique for a few reasons:

• The huge success for such a small town.
• The relatively small investment made.
• Obermutten stuck to their motto, keeping the engagement personal 

and received the reward.

Return to Contents Page
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Conclusion
Bas van den Beld

Travel has been around ever since humanity started to develop. There’s no place on earth which humans haven’t seen. With newer techniques we are able 
to travel more and further than ever before. Which makes the need for information and help on where and how to travel bigger as well.

The travel industry, the industry which provides just that and in which a lot of money is circulated, therefore has grown a lot with the rise of technology. You 
can easily say travel is big, it is big in competitiveness and even bigger in audience. Which makes it a very specific industry with lots of potential.

This potential has grown even more with the rise of new digital possibilities. Travelers are not just travelers anymore, they are organisers, planners, 
experience sharers and marketers at the same time. It asks for a different approach of those offering travel services.
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In this report we’ve talked to many key players in the UK travel industry and looked at how they 
approach all the changes. It has given us some great insights into the current status and the future 
of the travel industry.

Travel is a hugely competitive space

The report shows that the travel industry is a highly competitive space, especially with the ever 
changing digital way of life people live these days. Information can be found anywhere, trips can 
be booked everywhere and with social travel on the rise some even don’t need any travel agents 
anymore.

It means that a brand working in travel needs to be able to stand out. It needs to show it’s value and 
it needs to be there at the exact time the travelers needs it, with the exact right tone of voice.

It seems a difficult job to do, but the experience and knowledge of those people in travel which we 
talked to for this report definitely shows its possible.

What is important in travel?

The report shows us there are a few trends which are currently on the top of everyone’s mind in travel:

Big brands and Google lead the pack

There are a few brands which are ‘leading the pack’ in travel. Brands like Tripadvisor and Expedia 
are definitely here to stay, but one brand needs not to be ruled out: Google. The search giant has 
widened their horizons in the past few years and one direction in which they have been heading in 
is travel. Offering insights into not just trips but flights and all other travel related information within 
their Knowledge Graph, Google is a huge player who will dominate and according to some even 
monopolise the travel industry in the upcoming years.

Integration

Everyone agrees that within travel you can’t bet everything on one horse anymore.
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Integrating offline advertising with online marketing and making sure different 
channels like search, content marketing, advertising, social media and email work 
together instead of as separate entities is key to being successful. And travel is the 
ultimate place for that. As Kevin Gibbons puts it in this report:

“Within travel, there’s still a big 
opportunity to really tie together 
multi-channel campaigns into an 
integrated strategy.”

Quality content

Content is what a lot of elements in travel are build around these days. It’s the 
content that will make the traveler decide on what to choose and which brand it 
will stick to. 

All brands acknowledge the importance of content, which makes that there is a lot 
of content out there. In travel, photography and video are huge, but also reviews 
for example are important.

We can discover anything, but it also means we need to be captured by the content 
and at the same time be sure about it.

The problem with all the content at the moment according to award-winning 
journalist and freelance writer Rob Cowen, is that there remains a real sense of 
industry unreliability about certain types of online content: some things just can’t 
be trusted. And as Cowen puts it:

“We live in an age now where 
honesty is everything.”

It shows the need for independent quality content.

To make content marketing really work in travel several elements need to be tied 
together. Creativity will get you furthest in travel. Important in all of this is storytelling, 
people love stories. The root of all communication is storytelling. Brands should be 
investing in getting creative writers on board. Brands should also really be helping 
writers to become more established as outlined by Gian Caprini and Jade Conroy 
of MSN Travel.

You can find many great content examples in travel who do just that, this report 
shows several of them.

Data, personalisation, localisation and mobile

All this great content needs to have one thing in common: it needs to be fitted to 
the travelers needs. Personalisation is key.
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The most powerful tool in enabling personalised messages is using and organising 
data. Data which in these days of big data is highly available. 

Brands need to be using that data to personalise and localise their messages 
and find the right relationships with an eye for niches. Niche content for travellers 
of each sort. For this brands need to connect with bloggers and establish better 
communities.

This means that the content consumed and created has to fit those specific niches 
and has to be localised. Mobile plays a big role in that. With the current mobile 
market growing like never before travelers are not just consuming content ‘on the 
go’, they are also creating the content while traveling. This offers huge opportunities 
for every brand in travel.

Where are things going?

The upcoming months and years will be at least as interesting in this developing 
world of travel as the past few years have been. Changes which we can’t 
even foresee will happen, but the most important trend is visible: brands need 
to get personal. Using the data made available in the digital marketing space, 
understanding what is really their target audience and what they really want and 
build on that.

As the report shows this is not something which is ‘going to happen’, but is already 
happening. It’s the speed of things which is changing rapidly and brands that 
haven’t embraced this type of working will definitely fall behind or even disappear 
entirely.

But one thing is very evident in all of this: these are exciting times for travel, with 
both a lot of challenges as well as opportunities. I know I’m looking forward to 
seeing how these opportunities are being picked up. How about you?

Bas van den Beld
Return to Contents Page
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Final Thoughts
Linkdex

Thank you for reading Travel360. This report marks several months of planning, hard work, and collaboration between Linkdex, State of Digital, and many 
expert contributors in the travel and digital marketing industries.

Our aim was to produce a comprehensive industry report detailing the theme of integration stirring within the travel industry, and the imminent impact of big 
data initiatives and implementation. In total, over 20 industry experts and thought leaders have contributed articles, and together, we believe this represents 
the most complete perspective of the online travel industry available to date.
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But in an industry as dynamic and vibrant as travel, there is always another side to the picture:

Do you have a story about the travel industry that you would like to share?

What are your thoughts on the integration of digital marketing channels across travel brands?

Will the onset of big data, personalisation, and CRM initiatives change the nature of the travel 
industry? How will it affect the way we travel?

Linkdex and State of Digital would love to hear from you. Get in touch at content@linkdex.com or 
Tweet us @Linkdex #travel360 and together we can explore the latest innovations and developments 
in travel and digital marketing.

Return to Contents Page
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